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Tho first ehaptor is regarding Introduction* It is 
divided into four Motions* h historical survey of the religious 
and social condition* before Saiyed Oaleudaras hss soon presented 
in first section. The biography of Saiyed Oaisudarea is tho 
subject natter of tho second soction. Tho third section deals 
with tho writings of saiyed Oaisudaras. Tho fourth sootion 
contains tho importance of tho present study. Tho it—try of 
tho chapter is os follows. 
Saiyed itihsssisd Musaini, commonly known os Oaisudaras or 
•and* Nans* (1321-142* A . D . ) , v«a on* of tho swst outstanding 
porsonalitioa of tho history of Xsisu in tho 14th century. Ho 
dodieatod his whole U f o for tho propagation and revival of 
Isle*. Ho finally sottlod at Oulbarga* now in Karnataka State. 
Apart fro* his thoological laportance, ho also ostablishod his 
iroputo as a philosophor with oxtraordinary originality and 
foeundity of ldoaa. 
A survey of tho Msslisi roliglous thought of tho 13th and 
14th osnturlos showed that thoro were thros mystic ordors in 
3Cndia# via., Chishtl, Sonrwardi and ttrdool. Tho followers of 
these ordors wars found not only among tho mystics* hut also 
among tho theologians. 
Tho Chishtl ordor in India was ostablishod by Khwaja Huinuddin 
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Chiahti (1197-1234 *•&•). Ill His ti»*# th* haraditary auee***ion 
of th* ord*r earn* into axiatanca. Af tar hl» daath, th* Chiahti 
ordar wa* popuiariaad by Shaikh Outfeuddin irthtlytf Kaki, Shaikh 
Pariduddin OanJ-i~Sh*kar, Shaikh Siaawuddin Auiiya, Shaikh 
Waairuddln Chir*gh~i-D*lhi. Tha branch** of tha Chiahti ordar 
sprang up atooat in ovary eorn*r of th* country. In th* daath 
of Shaikh Saairuddin Chir*gh-i-tfalhi (13S4/57 A.D.)# th* 
haradltary «ucoaa»lan of th« Chiahti ordar C I M to an *nd. Saints 
of this period aaphaalsad £*££#*£ in*t**d of Shariat. and also 
laid «aphaaU on tha purification of tha haart iron Hunan 
JLnfiraitiaa, and on tha lova of Ood. Tb*y gav* tha aasaaga of 
iov*# aqu«Uty and brotherhood to tha Indiana with tha result 
that thousands of non~Mueline c**e into tha fold of Xslaa. 
Sat, on tha daath of Shaikh lfiaa«uddin Auiiya (132$ A.D.), 
th* atatoephsre of tha country was completely changad. Tha 
central sys tarn of tha Chiahti ordar (al ls i l*) beaaa* vary waak. 
ffhariat instead of 3*£iaj& toaeaa* tha dominant feature of tta*U» 
£t*Ugioue Thought. Sainta war* there, but aaints of tha Uth 
century had bacon* i«g*nd* of tha paat. Tha country, at that 
Una, was full of V i m (aehoiara}* hut tha HifJ** oonfinad 
^themselves strict ly to th* fomul rules of £b*Jia£. Mualia 
iraUgion was thus* reduced to a fonsa}. dleciplin*. Thay (]&«**,> 
dieliked tha way* of th* ayetice* sileused tha law* of Shari,^ 
for thair paraonai gain* and aiao developed hatrad and eaadty 
among thaneelvee. However, th* Muslin ayatica triad to assuage 
th* wounds of th* ****** inflictad by th* rulers. Tha eo-cailed 
% 
ULama, on the contrary, hsrssasd thaw, and mads than rsatlaas. 
Thus* tha mass conversion of ths non-*j*ilms to islam* which 
mm • notable feature of ths 13th century, earns to * stand s t i l l . 
A survey of Hu»U* society during ths 14th and 19th 
centuries showed that Muslim society was drifting away from tha 
tru« ideals and spirit of Islam. Religion had become a mars 
formality and iraa fa l l of superstitions and innovations. Thara 
appeared a group of parsons during the abova pariod who called 
themselves tha lovers of 3od# but, in fact* thay happanad to bs 
ttsra prstandsrs and harsties in tha garb of saints. 
After tha daath of Shaikh Mlssmuddln Auilya, tha work of 
preaching and guidance of Islam took placa by tha Chiahti saints 
(Khwajgan). Tha cradit of praaching and expansion of Islam, in 
tha Muslim Stats of Dsccan, goes to &alyed Muhammad Huaaini 
aaisudaras, * sufi of tha Chishtl order* and Khalifa of Shaikh 
Nasiruddin Chlragb-i-Qslhi. Ha sstt isd at Qulbarge aarly in tha 
ifttti century. 
soclo-rsllglou* condition* during tha t in* of »elysd 
Oalsudare* were going from sad to worss. Islam was passing 
through a crit ical phaaa. Haamm *•*• sngagad in aarning thair 
tread and buttar for which thay sold Islamic valuas. Ths £**£§ 
Interpreted i s l e* in thair own way, kaaping in mind thair own 
intaraat first* Islam was weakened from a l l sidss* salyed 
Gtaisudaras f e l t ths call and stood firm in sradlcatlng ths ev i l s 
{revelling in ths sociaty in general and Muslims in particular 
with graat iiuccaaa in his Mission. 
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Wo ••int. of Chishti ordar wrota anything on Sufis* bafora 
Salyad Oaiaudaras, WutfW raoorda wa find about tha Chishti 
•• i i i ts bafora tha Shaikh* ara only collactlon of their sayings 
' ^ l i l a l i 1 - Salyad Oaiaudaras was a prolific writer and had loft 
fcahind a ausibar of philosophical and <iuasl-phllosophlcal 
traatlsa in Paraian. Xaportant among thaaa ara Sharah Hiaalah 
Qnsilrl*, Mfrtffafl Wfo*"* Hanaro, Sharah •1-ricahul Akbar> Rlsmlah 
girtfli Wrt ft fttitji ^t i to* «nd »ti irtsti <faml MJI» *»«•• 
books ara vary important, and at tha aama tlma, halpful in 
tstdsratandlng tha Mystical Philosophy of Salyad Oaiaudaras. As 
tha booka wxlttan by Salyad Oaiaudaras ara untouchad and no work 
has baan dona yat* to bring out hia philosophy, tha praaant work 
i s tha naad of tha tin* in thia sanaa. 
Tha aauond chapter la on tha ' Methodology of Salyad Oaiaudaras** 
in hia mathodology, Onoala (J$eEaJUk»> i s tha main issue which has 
been dleeuasad at length. 
Salyad Oaiaudaras holds Onoaia of Ood < Xsrlf «t^l l*h) as 
an extraordinary and of Ufa* and thia can only ha achieved 
through aen-knowledge. h gnostic who daalraa to seek tha gnosis 
of Ood, should make hia haart tha mirror for tha cognition of 
th* Prophet, and again, in tha mirror of tha self of tha Prophet, 
ha ought to saak tha cognition of Ood, Hit Salyad Oaiaudaras 
I s firs) that Onoaia 'TUTUtV la not a matter of claim i t 
ontlraly dapende upon tha will and Marcy of Ood. 
Tha faculty of raason has asan uaad by Salyad Oaiaudaras 
in a apodal sanaa. Reason, according to salyad Oaiaudaras Is a 
i 
kind of 'poor' (light) endowed by <3ed with the capacity to 
distinguish virtu* fro* ain, and truth fro* £aleehood. *ot# 
&fclyed Oaistidaras bold* that i t i s only by the Grace ana dtaidanee 
of ood with His 'gggg* ***** reason reoogiiisos ilia (Ood). He i s 
also of the view that logical reason cannot prow* or disprove the 
exletence of Ood, He reliee aeinly on 'Intuition* which he call* 
Onoala ' l i f U i V and Onosie i s gained through intuition and 
ecataay. Progress in intuition f||tMai% raata on •elf-dleclpllne, 
Moral purity and Cdvine Orace. Reason* according to Salyed 
aaiaudaraa, i s handicapped aa i t pertains to and i s part of the 
contingent world* Therefore* i t la incapable of providing us 
divine knowledge. Intuition resembles vary cloae to revelation 
in i ta natuira. Tha locua of intuition i t hoart (qsJLfc) which has 
m exalted plaoe in tha body of aan. *ut i t i s not an authantic 
aeuree of knowledge. Reason, no doubt, halpa us in aaoertainlng 
true knowledge* but only »* * criterion, and not as a perfect 
criterion. Intuition i s the only perfect criterion! i t i s too 
nost authenUc and trustworthy aource of knowledge. 
Selyad Oaisudaras speaks of the ••von ways that Ood has 
ikade into the heart of Han. According to Salyed Oaleudaraa, 
the oompietd realisation of Ood or the attainMent of absolute 
authentic certainty la poaalble only in the next world* Sieply 
a fraction of i t a*y be achieved in this world and that only by a 
chosen few* 
The third chapter i s regarding ^Conooption of TaHftll* *»** 
chapter has been divided into three sections* In the f i r s t 
* 
• action, Ztanul AT«M*« vlaw on Xitthld haa bwn praaantoi* Tn* 
••eond Motion doala with ioiyod Oalaudaras'a orltlclan on Xanttl 
ACahl'a doctrino of whd»t»gy. wuiud. And in th» third Motion* 
tho viow point of *alyod Oalaudaras i» dlacua«od. 
Xanul Arabi propotmdod tho thoory of wahd^t-ul watwd or 
P*nthol*»« According to thla theory, thoro axista nothing oneopt 
ood. Ho i«y« «n oxcluaivo oMphaaia on on* noality* and on tho 
othor hand amnion any aaparato indopondont oxiatonc* of tho world, 
tho phanananal world* in tho opinion of Xbnul Ar«bi, in nothing 
tout tho aoniJnotation of ifan^j|-ThnMli (qulddiUoo) which oro 
in Ood. Tho world i s nothing, hut tho appoaranco of Ood. And 
thoroforo, ibnul Ar*bi eontonda thot tho world hon not itn own 
oxiotonco. Tho world oxioto only on Ood* Ho furthor nnyn thot 
thoro io on idontity batwoan «on ond Ood, ond tho idontity do** 
axlat iron hofora-hand. Thuo, x U l l (union) anono tho roallsatlan 
oi thla idontity* ionul Arani axpl*ina hio viow point* with 
tho noip of alnlUoa ond B*t*phors. Hit Soiyod 3aiaud*ras 
dloogro^ wJLth tho v i m of Ibnul Araai, 
Xanttl Mr*bi, in ordor to ootablioh hin doctrino of M»hdofc»t^  
JUJlft* takoa holp of tho aatapnor of tho Mirror and lnagat which 
Am cloooly olliad to that of tho objact and ita ahadow. tho Ono 
Am rwgardad a* an objoct whoa* l«ago ia rofloetod in difforont 
•iirrora, tho inagoo appoaring in diffaront forma and ahapa* 
itnoording to tho natiara of **eh Mirror, Ha aaya that tho Many 
(phanonanal world) im tho *irror-l»*go, tho ahadow of tha ltaal 
object boyomi. Tho wholo world ia life* a ahadow play* To rula 
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out any implication of duality, he etatae that the eouroe of the 
shadow and the shadow itaelf ere one* 
saiywd $aisud«ras# on the othar hand, opposes this view of 
Ibnul Arabl, and says that exiatance really belongs to Ood, tout, 
ait tha mmm t ine. Maintains that tha axiatanca of the world i s 
also reel on tha axiatanca to tha world has baan beetowed toy Ood. 
there was a t i e s whan tha world was devoid of axiatanca, hut one* 
tha world hae baan graced with axiatanca, i t i s proper to hold that 
tha world tea* separate axiatanca and at tha saw* U s e , i t la othar 
than Ood* llaiyad Oeieudaras refutes tha argueont adduced by 
Ibnul Arabi,, and thus* disproves tha identity batwaan Ood and 
world* Ha i[«alyad Oalsudaraa) says that tha netephor of tha 
'stirrer and inagss* given toy Ibnul Arabi la not trua. Ho contends 
its to how the *mlrror and JUaaoaa' ha ona. Ho holds that en* 
doufctedly the world la tha Manifestation of Ood*a Hill and tfraoe, 
yet tha world i s lncapabla of Manifesting Ood an Ha la , Tha 
lieetowlng of axiatanca, according to Saiyad Oaleudaras, itt tha 
work of Ood,, Tha coma of tha world ara not tha feres of Hjqq, 
hut ara tha worktaanshlp of Ood. 
Ibnul Arabi holds that Ood i s tha Raal (*§*) and tha world 
i s His aduwJaaratlon (jaUi>* **»• aduaOjaration i s tha appaaranca of 
the Reel and i t i s tha «sal appearing or Manifesting itself* 
therefore* there i s idantity batwaan tha two. Salyed Oalstidaras 
attacks this visw of Ibnul Arab! and says that tha aduaberation 
(MXW ©* s thing can navar ha identical with tha Raal (Aa^K 
fteeause adunberation can only he thought of as s copy or 'likeness' 
• 
oil tha *oal <*•*)• Thsrsforo* ths question of identity batwaan 
Ood and world doss not aria*. 
Ibnul Arabl, further. Maintains that thorn is an identity 
bttwssn man and Ood. And with this and in view, ho interprete 
tho Quranic vsrso and tradition* to suit his scheme, mat Selyed 
dalsudaras disagrees with Ibnul Araht. 
Interpreting the veraei •He ara nearer to him than (hia) 
Jugular vain % Ihnul Arahl hold* that tha world is tha mefiif esta-
tlon of tha Attributes of Ood* and because of tha fact that tha 
Attributes ere inseparable from Ood, tha world is tha maftlfesta-
tion of Ood Himself• Seiyed Osisudaras differs from Ibnul Aratai 
an his interpretation of tha verse and says that ths Attributas 
of Ood are not identical with Ood* hut ara ever and shows) Him. 
It is tha Oreo* of Ood that tarings .ths world into axiatanca. 
further, Seiyad Oalsudaras says that thsrs is no room for doubt 
that Ood is naarar to us than our Jugular wain* out this asarnsss 
is through Clod** knowledge and Power* it is not s noarnsss in ths 
ssnss of a companionship in apses and time. 
Again* Ihnul Arahl basso ths identification of man with Ood 
on ths tradition! "Ood eraatad man af tar Hla own imeg* ». Ihnul 
Arebi thinks that man is ths embodiment of all ths Attributas 
of <Jod. 1st Saiyad Oalsudaras diffors with Ibnul Arahl and 
holds that tho tradition doss not maan that man is ths embodiment 
of all ths ^ tributes of Ood, It simply moans that Ood has not 
aisftlfsstad His graeo In any thing in ths way Ho has manifostod 
in man. tvorything is tha manifestation of tha power of Ood, 
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but man i * H I * aacrat. »aly«d ®*l«ud*r«s aaya that Ood»* Creation 
of iM» i l l HI* own imago doaa not mm that tha 'aaaanca* of Ood 
l a tha *aaaonice' of aan. 8*1y*d 3*iaudar*a, further, dlacuaaaa the 
di f ferent gr*d*a of r * i th (JtSlQ) which * Sufi a t ta in * or ha* to 
at ta in for spir i tual par faction. Salyad Qaiaudara* axplalna f iva 
grade* of f a i t h , v i x . , l i l a ! l l ^ * a a * MttrJiUURiO* JSaWaLjrjHlfl, 
Haoo-ul Haaloat awl Ha«lpafr.ujl Hjaa and axplalna thaaa gradaa i n 
• fftovoi way* 
aagarding Union (Hiaal) tha position of Itonui AraW i s that 
Wiial i « tha realisation of tha already existing idant i ty of man 
with <3od. Saiyed Oslsudaras d i f f e r * * i t h Itonui Aratoi and aaya that 
wjoal does not s*an that thaaa two, man and Ood, becoe* m » rather, 
the eaaniny of * i f t * l i » that man l a •other* than Ood. Thoao #10 
atltain j t U s l ' thay know th is •ecret . j^ * j&* aooording to 8*1 yad 
Oaisudaras, never l ep l la * fu*ion« but there alwaye remain* a 
separation. ¥h* duality heteeen tha lover and tha beloved 
persists* because every aaparation i & r j R ) haa union <Eiitl> 
end avary union 1 * followed toy aaparation. 
Salved cjaisud<*ras lays emphesi* on tooth tha transcendent end 
immanent aspects of Ood. Ood i * tranacandant in tha aanaa that He 
1 * beyond th is Universe, and His imminence doaa not mean that 
Oodi ha* »ani£<*teJ Himself in tha Universe* Immanence doss 
Man that the universe l a tha creation of Ood** Power and Qraca. 
Mo doubt, ovary thin? of tha Unlvaraa 1 * tha manifestation of 
Ood** Orsee* yat Ood 1 * always above' and toayond t h l * unlvaraa. 
Thus, tha cora of &*!&*$> according to salved Oalsudarex, i * 
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that even at ths highest stags of TajyMd., which i s within the 
**aeh of mm, there i s nsvsr the identity between man (bjnda.) «»* 
$<*t <EJ»sl*)« *hsirs *» »!***» * ssparation between the two* 
simply * man (frsndaJ due to the sight of ths a lory and Grandeur 
of Qod, beccsvsa oblivious of his own sxi stance and find* daft alone, 
which toy miataks, he (mm) consissre the stags of identity between 
hlii and God. lilt the exact position i s that swan «t that stags 
«£ T*u^ld * slavo remains s sle*s and Lord remains ths Uord. 
Thore i s no question of IdsnUty between nan snd Ood. In this 
way, saiyad ailsudaras* presents his ayatem of thought which, in 
ths present terminology, may as celled Penentheiam, and not 
^* wa»s spssspgsi-ajs^HP 
ths fourth chapter deals with ths delation between man 
and Ood*. About ths naturs of man, aalyed Oaiaudaras refers to 
three opinions* Ths f irs t holds that man i s nothing other than 
ths body. Ths second i s that mm i s both body and soul* and 
ths third Maintains that Man i s only ths soul. In ths opinion of 
Saiysd Oalsudaras* ths ssssntial naturs of man i s both soul IjQg}) 
and lower self (f&ij£i)* According to Salyed Qalsudaras ths soul 
never parishes and thess who die in ths way of Sod srs not dead, 
rather they remain alive in this world and ths world hereafter, 
whatever attributes are in man, a l l relate to ths soul and net 
to ths body. Soul i s ths Bhja «**ndeur) of God, Soul i s that 
which makes sum alive. Soul i s s name among ths Names of Ood 
•UOh as M s t f " l U f Rutwl^Aaam. Xais . J l b r a a e l . Huh-l-Puda!. 
• w < w w v > ^ n w H i ^ ^ w^^- ,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^v"~ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ * vm e^mMHWHPnimawa**^  eMeasmaMemmssMBMsmsmsma*v 
etc. Besides,, there are animal and vsgstatlve souls too* 
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According to Saiysd Oaisttdsras, qaJL& (haart), in * physical 
Sanaa, May bs callad m mmXl pises of fissh* but i t syMBolisss 
ths plaoa whaca Qivinity or Ood rasta in Man. Qilb.haa * uniqua 
pcMiltlon in tha l i t * of nan* I t i s v«ry cloea to Ood and ssriss 
«s a wasting point with Ood, Zt i s Ood*a cantra of vision. The 
relation bstussn man and 0©d# in ths opinion of ftaiysd Osisudaras* 
la Mm tha ralation batwssn aoul and body. 
As tha soul la both sxtamal and Internal to tha body* ao 
Ood i s ooth axtamal and lntam&l to Man. 
g i l t* aosordlng to £*iy*d Oaisudaras* i s an avil povar. I t 
rssldss nsar th* hssrt of man, instigates hl» to conmlt sins and 
Xmp9 hl» away from tha ramamlwrancs of Ood. 
Salyad Oalsudaras holds thst tha ralation of nan with Ood 
i s navar of identity, and Man i s other than Ood* Hs Maintains 
thut there i s s parsons! ralation betwsen Man and Ood. Man 
sxiats through tha existsnce of Ood. Hs (Man) lovaa Hie, comes 
in contact with Hie, prays to HIM and submits to Him. In 
rat urn, Ood accepts his prayara and esstowas on him His Oraes 
and Hsrcy. 
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SECTION A 
The tine* of Saiyed Oalsudaraa 
A historical survey of India between 1200 A.D, and 1325 A.D. 
persistently points towards the fact that Muslim religious thought 
In India was totally represented by Muslim mystics. The mystics 
of tkls period undoubtedly engaged themselves in the observation 
°* Snarl*t, yet the dominant feature remained for them the 
fulfilment of Ta£Lqa&. They were not in favour of bringing 
rigidity In the external laws of Sharlat. There were two mystic 
orders ~ the Chishtl and Stihrwardl — which were mainly engaged 
in the work of preaching Islam, Being an autonomous institution, 
the Chishtl order was practically divorced from political life. 
Shaikh Qutbuddln Bakhtiyar Kaki, Shaikh Hamlduddin Safi, Oasl 
Hamlduddln Hagawri, Shaikh Bahauddln Zakariya, Shaikh Fariduddin 
Qanj-i-Shakar, Shaikh Nizamuddin Auilya, and hundreds of their 
khalifas tried utmost to prepogate Islam, They presented the 
true concept of Islam, not only theoretically* but also by living 
according to its doctrines. Their discourses on conception of 
God, knowledge of Sod, love of Ood, and vision of Ood, were in 
1 
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strict conformity with the doctrines of Zslam as interpreted by 
Al-3hazaU and others. They all preached determined freedom. 
Regarding the nature of soul, they confined themselves to the 
view that soul is the commandment of God. 
A study of the Muslim rulers of the Slave and Khlljl dynasties 
(120(3i A.D. to 1320 A.D.) proves the fact that the rulers of the 
above mentioned period never dared to meddle with the affairs of 
the saints of the time. The rulers often regarded the saints with 
great reverence, awe and even respect. A great number of Muslims 
of the time were attached either to Chishti or the Suhrwardi 
order. The majority of Muslims consisted of new converts to 
lalam. They embraced Islam because of its doctrines of brotherhood, 
liberty, and equality, and at the same time, were very much 
lmprsesad by the spotless character of the saints together with 
their message of love and service to humanity at large. The period 
of Shaikh Kisamuddln Auliya (1238-1325 A.D.) was the golden period 
for the Chishti order as khanctahs were established in every part of 
the country, and these khanoahs, were governed by a central organise* 
tlon. Thus, there appears, besides political organisation, the 
existence of Muslim spiritual organisation working throughout 
India. 
The first half of 13th century consisted of only a few 
divines. But thereafter hundreds of saints and divines migrated 
from Central Asia to India in the Alai regime due to Mongol 
invasion. At a speed, slow but gradual. Madrasahs were started 
for the education of the masses. In the syllabus at the madrasahs. 
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F&gk (jurisprudence), Hadlth (Traditions) and Tafalr (interpretation) 
were the main subjects of study. Thus, the period ending with the 
13th century showed par excellence development of religious conscious-
ness, among at least, the literate Muslim masses.4 
The advent of 14th century brought with it a new phase. The 
death of Shaikh Nisamuddln Aullya (132S A.O.) proved to be a very 
sad event, because, thereafter the atmosphere of the country was 
completely changed. The spiritual order of the Chlshti allsflahs 
became very weak. Sharlat. Instead of tarlaat. became the dominant 
feature of Muslim religious thought. Saints there were, yet those 
of the 13th century had become legends of the past. 
The Tughlaqs, and after them the Saiyyads, took over the 
rcsVgns of the country. This covered the period between 1320 A.O. 
and 14S0 A.O. This span of one hundred and thirty years is very 
important for a study of the life and times of Saiyed Qalsudaras. 
And it should be worthwhile scanning the political, social and 
religious conditions that prevailed during the entire span. This 
may, to some extent, help understand the age whenSaiyed Gaisudaras 
livsd. 
Ghlyasuddln Tughlaq who ruled from 1320 A.D. to 1325 A.D., 
was the founder of the Tughlaq dynasty. He proved to be an able 
rule*.6 His first concern was to restore the authority of the 
Sultanate in the Deccan. He died in 1325 A.O., but during his 
short reign of less than five years, he showed great ability in 
administration. Qhiyasuddin was a man of character and abstained 
from drinking and other vices that were amply current. Ideals of 
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Islam regulated his way of life. Punctual at the congregational 
prayers* he fasted in the holy month of Randan and also offered 
Tarawih. He firmly believed that Quranic laws should form the basis 
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even of the civil administration. Tughlaq was very inclined to 
and interested in Muslim jurisprudence. For the execution of lane 
of Snarlat, he appointed judges (flails) all over his kingdom. 
Divines therefore gained power when Ghiyasuddin reigned. And yet, 
the Sultan had an aversion to Shaikh Nisamuddin Auliya* to whom 
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uiugh Khan appeared devoutly attached. It appears that while 
attempting to save and revamp the otherwise depleting state 
treasury through reckless expenditures and grant of 1scire by 
Mubarak and Khusrau* Tughlaq had not only ordered the resumption 
of land unlawfully granted, he had also forced many to refund the 
amounts that had been bestowed. The celebrated saint* Shaikh 
Nisamuddin Auliya* who had spent the money granted to him in charity 
and was unable to refund it, did not send any reply to the 
Sultan*B demand. This estranged their relations* making Sultan 
Ghiyasuddin more angry at his son, Jauna Khan's expression of 
extreme reverence of Shaikh Nisamuddin Auliya. . And yet the 
Sultan loved wisdom, and respected the divines* the muftis, teachers 
and students* and granted money to them according to their status* 
lo donating huge sums to the khanaaha. 
ay some quirk of fate* Jauna Khan* as Muhammad bin Tughlaq* 
ascended the throne after the death of Ghiyasuddin in 1325 A.D. 
Jauna Khan's reverence for Shaikh Nisamuddin Auliya has already 
been noted. However* of a l l the monarchs that ever sat on the 
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throne of Delhi, Juana Khan or Muhammad bin Tughlaq has proved 
to be an enigma for historians, and has evoked from than, down 
the ages, a lively discussion. l Baranl writing about tha Sultan 
says that Sultan Muhammad was tha Strang* creation of Ood. His 
contradiction* could hardly be comprehended and recounted by 
tha rationalists and the divines. Thus, ha had a high moral 
character. Ha abstained from drinking and was vary strict in his 
relation with women. Even his subjects vara forbidden Intoxicate 
12 ing liquors. Rven Baranl, who is foremost in casting aspersions 
on tha character of tha Sultan, refers to his liberal gifts and 
acts of hospitality. Ha dlscouragad bagging and fad the poor. 
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Forty thousand beggars were fad each day at tha public kitchens. 
The Kultan had a wonderful memory and was a veritable storehouse 
of knowledge. He was, in fact, one of the most learned and 
accomplished among his contemporaries. Various subjects had 
interested him. He was a serious scholar of logic, astronomy, 
philosophy, mathematics and even physical sciences. The Sultan 
was a rationalist and a firm believer in Islam. Zn his Memoirs 
he "acknowledges his faith in the existence of Ood, in the Prophet 
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and M s viceregent, the rightful Imam". However, the same 
Muhammad bin Tughlaq had an aspect that was entirely different 
from this commendable version. This was the Tughlaq full of 
cruelty and caprice. According to Baranl, the Sultan "wantonly 
shed blood of Innocent Muslims, so much so Indeed that a stream 
of blood was always seen flowing before the threshold of the 
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palace.** 
• 
Muhammad lain Tughlaq was a rationalist, and was »cmplou» 
about ills religious practices. Ha keenly supported tha rationalists 
(ahl-1-aiapulat) against tha traditionalist* (ahl-i-»anaulat). ** 
This was because of tha fact that ha was profoundly influancad 
by Sa'id, tha heretic and logician, and Obaid, tha unbeliever, 
and Najm Xntishar and Maulana AUmuddin, philosopher*, from his 
aarly youth. Thue, Muhammad bin Tughiaq could doubt tha 
traditions and sayings of saints, if these did not conform with 
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his varslon of reason. And so, if tha Sultan could be scruplous 
about raliglous practicas, ha could also lack raapaet for Muslin 
divines, a respect not held bade by orthodox Muslins. His 
preference for tM-a^tqttlM over a^-i-ntncultt *>*• already been 
noted earlier. 
In fact, the central organisation of the Chlshti order 
received a death blow at the hands of the Sultan, when he shifted 
the capital from Delhi to Oaogir. AS a result, the khalifa* and 
the sincere disciples of Shaikh Hiaamuddin Aullya got scattered 
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and the living traditions of the order came to an end. The 
Sultan came in open conflict with the elder Chlshti saints. And 
thereafter, the khanqahs which were the chief source of guidance 
and education of the populace, came to an and. The literate 
masses reacted sharply. A vacuum was felt by many in their 
religious life. All this prompted in many the desire for a 
preservation of their past heritage, which took material shape 
when malfusats were compiled. And we have Slyar-ul-Aullva 
compiled by Amir Khurd, and Surur-us-Sudur by Shaikh Farlduddin, 
1 
*»<* Khalrul Hal al lg by Hamid Qalandar, and Ahaan-ul-Aowal by 
Maul an a Hemmed bin 2mad. A significant consequence of th i s was 
that Interpretation of Sharlat became more r ig id . Thus,though 
the right of JJifJua had long been withdrawn by the Ulema, yet 
during t h i s period, a clear and def inite declaration was Made 
against i t , Muslim jur i s t s and divinee emphasised the four 
established schools only, v i a . , the Malikl, the Hanafi, the Shafei 
and the Hamball. The jurlets and divinee of t h i s period did not 
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bother to go to the original sources of Islam. 
After the death of Muhammad bin Tughlaq, Faros Shah was 
halied the emperor on March 23, 1351 A . D . 2 2 feros Shah was born 
in 1309 A.D. (709 H ) . 2 3 His father Rejab had case to Indie with 
hie brothers, Abu Bukr end Oniyasuddin Tughlaq, from Khoraaan, 
sometime after the reign of Belban. when Feros Shah attained 
the age of seven, hie father Slpahaaiar Rajab passed away. His 
widowed mother was worried about the future of her son, but 
Tughlaq consoled her, saying that he would look after the child 
as his own. While at OLlalpur, Ohiyesuddin Tughlaq frequently 
visited the khanoahs (hospices) of Mualim saints and always 
took Feros and Jauna Khan (future Muhammad bin Tughlaq) with him. 
once he went to see Shaikhul-Zslem Shaikh Alauddin, grandson of 
Shailch Farlduddin Ganj-i-Shakar. Some cotton cloth was lying 
near the Shaikh. He gave four and half yards to Ohiyasuddin 
Tughlaq, twentyseven yards to Jauna Khan, and forty yards to 
feros and asked them to wrap their pieces on their heads. After 
they had left, the Shaikh prophesised that the three would be 
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kings, for the respective periods, indicated by the yardage of 
the cloth given to each of them. 
This fact shows that as a boy Feroa visited contemporary 
Muslim saints and spent some time in their company.24 But so 
had Jauna Khan, who later became Muhammad bin Tughlaq revered 
Shaikh Nisamuddin Auliya! Be that as it may, Feros Shah appeared 
different from the Sultan he succeeded to the throne of Delhi in 
this respect. 
Feros was an accomplished scholar and a great patron of 
learning. His interests were wide and varied. Astronomy, medicine, 
natural sciences, theology,religion, flash (law) and even falconry 
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attracted him.. He was more than forty when he became king. He 
hadi had learnt good lessons from the reactions and revolts of 
the preceding age. And therefore, for the entire thlrtyseven 
years of his reign, Feros remained a passive instrument, 
and more so, in the hands of the Ulema. The theologian took 
over the reins of power. This made Feros popular also. However, 
Feroa held liberal views too, which were far ahead of his age. 
Probably he was the first Muslim ruler in India who regarded the 
material welf are of his subjects a more important duty of the 
king, than wars and conquests. He changed many existing 
practices and customs and made them conform with the sacred 
2*7 lair. And he followed the policy of appeasement. For this, he 
redressed the grievances of his subjects and also successfully 
appeased all sections of the Muslim population by lavish 
concessions. He bestowed upon them offices, rewards, jagirs. 
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and honours. To the neeiy, and men of letters, he showed special 
consideration and gave adequate stipends, A general amnesty was 
granted even to those guilty of venial and heinous crimes. Capital 
punishment and tortures were abolished. The victims of cruelty 
at the hands of Kuhammad bin Tughlaq were amply compensated by 
granting them and their descendants* liberal gifts. In return, 
pardon deeds, duly witnessed, were obtained from them. These 
deeds not only recorded their satisfaction but also their 
reconciliation with the late Sultan. 
Feros shah had firm belief in Abbasaid Caliphate. The title 
held by previous Sultans were uncertain, and also dubious, but 
his titles, on the other hand, were expressive of the relative 
position of the Sultan of Delhi with the Khalifa. In conformity 
with his convictions, he maintained regular contact with the 
KhaJLlfa. He had the unique distinction of having been honoured 
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f ouir times by the Caliphate. 
Feros Shah even attempted to solve the problem of unemploy-
ment. With this purpose, he directed the Kotwal of Delhi to 
prepare a list of the names and particulars of the unemployed in 
the capital. Thus he could know the antecedents, skill and 
suitability of the unemployed. He interviewed them and employed 
each one of them to a post befitting his skill. Feroz had help 
for the womenfolk also. In keeping with the noble sentiments of 
the Prophet of Islam as embodied in the Hadith, exhorting people 
to help women and contribute liberally to marry girls, the Sultan 
Feros Shah established a aJwan-l-Khairat (charity house) near the 
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central mosque of Perosabad. The object was to provide financial 
assistance for the marriages of the daughters of poor and needy 
Muslins. He also established a Oarul Shafa (hospital) for the 
cure of the sick and the afflicted, whether Indians or strangers. 
Competent and skilled physicians were appointed to superintend 
it and provision was made for the supply of free unanl medicines, 
food, and drink to the patients. Poor and helpless patients 
Immensely benefitted from these hospitals.29 Peros also granted 
pensions, stipends, and allowances. The aged, the poor and 
needy, orphans and widows, and even learned and devout Muslims 
were the beneficiaries. Nearly four thousand and two hundred 
poor and miserable Muslims benefitted from these pensions, which 
amounted to one hundred lakh tankas. Muftis received handsome 
stipends and subsistence allowances. Teachers of Quran were paid 
substantially, though according to their ability. Khanaaha 
(hospices) established by sufl saints like Shaikh Pariduddin, 
Shaikh Beha-ud-dln, Shaikh Nlsamuddin Aullya and others, were 
given sufficient grants ranging from five thousand to thirty 
thousand tanksis. In all, thirtysix lakh tankas were thus spent 
annually on these gifts to teachers and religious men. 
Imbued with Islamic ideals of religion and polities, Peros 
made it the chief aim of his policy to convert India into an 
Islamic state. In every sphere of state policy, he earnestly 
endeavoured to follow the precepts of Islam. And the very 
essence of Islam is that it is both a religion and a system of 
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government. The purpose of life is the service of God (££>§£§,). 
IX 
Barani says that sine* the days of Sultan Mulauddln Muhammad tain 
Sam, no ruler believed mare firmly in the tenets of Islam than 
Faros Tughlaq. The Sultan upheld the supremacy of Islam with 
fervour, and desired earnestly to strengthen it. He utilised 
the power, dignity, and prestige of kingship, to establish the 
supremacy of Sunnite Islam, elevate its customs, promulgate the 
commands of shariat, and, enforce what was ordained and prohibit 
what was forbidden. He believed in purltanlsm. He followed the 
Shara in his personal life and applied it in his administration. 
He forbade the use of gold, silver, copper, brass, and metal 
vessels, and used only stone and earthen wares on the royal table. 
He ordered painting to be defaced, and forbade visits of women to 
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tombs. He not only opposed Hinduism but was equally inimical to 
heretical sects in Islam. The execution of Ahmed Biharl proves 
thin, and so does the suppression of Supposititious Mahdl. Ain-i-
Mahiru was also put to death for having said, 'I am God' (Anal-
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Huo!>. Feroa thought himself deeply interested in the promotion 
of Islamic education and learning. He repaired madrasahs built 
by former Sultans, and established many afresh. Among them, 
•Feirozl Madarasa* i s worth a mention. Saranl t e l l s us that 
Tafiair (Quranic exegesis), Hadi^h(traditions of the Prophet) and 
Figah (jurisprudence) were the chief subjects of study there. 
The Sultan established about one hundred and twenty khancahs in 
Delhi and Firosabad.36 
The contemporary historians Barani and Aflf are ful l of 
praise for Feroa Tughlaq and describe him just, merciful and 
12 
benevolent. Modern writers like Elliot and Elphlnstone have 
gone so far as to regard him as the Akbar of the Sultanate 
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period. H« was essentially an honest, sincere, and well-
meaning good man, with strong family affections and unstinted 
38 
generosity, humanity, and affability. The Sultan breathed 
his last on Sunday, the 20th September, 1388 A.O. (18th Randan 
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790 A . M . ) , «t the age of seventynine. 
After the death of Feros Shah, a civil war broke out between 
his sons and grandsons. His grandson. Sultan Tughlaq ascended the 
throne, but he was assassinated by Malik Ruknuddln in 1388-89 
A.O. Next, another grandson of Feros Shah, named Abu aakr, 
came to the throne, but he could stay only for a year and a half. 
Abu Bakr was replaced by Sultan Muhammad who reigned for six 
and a half years, and was succeeded by Sultan Alauddin who died 
after a bare month and a half, and was followed to the throne 
by the last king of the dynasty. Sultan Mahmood Shah. The last 
king held office for twenty years and two months. However, his 
reign was a nominal one. He was weak and incompetent in 
administration. It was during his rule that Taimur, the Amir 
of Central Asia, invaded the country and threw India into 
complete anarchy. Mahmood Shah died in 1413 A.O., and with that 
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the dynasty of the Turkish Sultans came to an end. * After 
than, the Sayyids took their turn at the throne, commencing 
in the year 1414 A.O. 
Therefore an attempt shall next be made to describe briefly 
social and religious conditions during the Sayyld dynasty which 
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ruled from 1414 to 1450 A.D. Khiar Khan (14X4-21 A.O.) was 
the founder of the Sayyld dynasty. He was a descendant of 
the Prophet of Islam and was hence styled a Sayyid. Khisr 
Khan held fast to the conviction that he owed his powers and 
prestige to Timur's patronage. He did not adopt the popular 
title of Shah and preferred to be addressed as ftavat-1-Ala 
(Sublime banners). India in those days was politically split 
up into a number of independent states, and the Sultanate of 
Delhi had, long before the rise of Sayyids* been considerably 
diminished in size and strength. The Turkish elements were 
far from being reconciled to the rule of the new dynasty* and 
in spite of Khisr Khan's conciliatory policy* organised uprisings 
end plots caused him considerable embarrassment. Khisr Khan 
possessed laudable traits of character which won him affection 
of the people. He was wise, just and benevolent* and was free 
from the vice* common in those days. His record «a a ruler was 
not* however* impressive* and the odds against him proved to be 
too great to allow him to achieve any thing substantial. He 
fall ill during the campaign of Mewat* Gwalior* Elawa and 
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after returning to Delhi* died on May 20* 1421 A.D. 
Khisr Khan was succeeded by his son Mubarak (1421-34. A.D.)* 
who did not hesitate to adopt the title of Shah and have the 
ktmtba read in his own name. The newly founded Sayyld kingdom 
under Mubarak Shah was threatened with danger from all sides. 
Mughal incursion into Indian territory during the latter part 
of his reign constituted perhaps the most vital danger to the 
14 
kingdom of Delhi. He proved to be the ablest king of the 
house of Khiar Khan. He endeavoured his beet t o preserve his 
father's gains, and exhibited qual i t ies of a brave warrior, in 
overcoming the dangers that threatened his kingdom, both from 
within and without. He was wise and resourceful, and had always 
at his disposal a loyal army of his own. He was just and kind 
towards a l l Ms subjects, and even though a firm Muslim in belief 
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and action, was free from the tint of bigotry. 
After Mubarak Shah, Mauddln Mam Shah (1445-51 A.D.) 
ascended the throne. He adopted the high-sounding title of 
Mam Shah. He was perhaps the most unworthy king of his line. 
The only notable event of his reign was the transfer of power 
from the Sayylds to the l*odls, an act, which was more formal than 
real, for Sahlul already held more extensive territories than his 
nominal suzerain could claim. The Sultanate of Delhi had 
practically ceased to exist, and Its place had been taken by 
petty kingdoms whose boundaries verged on the borders of Delhi. 
Mam Shah, who was morally perverse, realising his inability to 
bring back Into submission the rebellious amirs, retired to 
Badaun. Here he gave himself to pleasures and enjoyment, and 
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here he remained for the rest of h i s l i f e . After his death, 
Bahlul Lodi, the governor of Lahore, seised Delhi and thus the 
so 
reign of Sayyld dynasty in Delhi ended. But as we see, the 
period between 1368 A.D. and 1451 A.D. was dead and dormant for 
Muslim religious thought. Feroa Shah Tughlaq died in 1388 and 
the last Sayyld, Sultan Mauddin Mam Shah in 1451. The time 
IS 
span In between has a history of unrest* civil war, and 
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anarchy, the rulers contributing always. 
How a survey ox Muslim Religious Thought of the 13th and 
14th centuries shows that there were three mystic orders in 
India, namely. Chishti, Suhrwardi and Firdosi. The followers 
of these orders were found not only among the mystics hut also 
sa 
among the theologians. 
The Chishti order in India was founded by fChwaja Moinuddin 
Chishti. He came to Ajmer in 1197 A.O. and died there in 
S3 1234 A.D. " Fran here, he started the work of preaching and 
guidance. In his time, the hereditary succession of the order 
came into existence. The khalifa and successor of Khwaja 
Moinuddin Chishti, Shaikh Qutbuddin Bakhtiyar Kaki popularised 
the Chishti order in Delhi and its surrounding areas. The 
Chishti order was further organised lay Shaikh Farlduddin 
Gairjj-i-Shakar, the khalifa and successor of Shaikh Qutbuddin. 
Chishti order reached its peak when Shaikh Nizamuddin Auliya, 
t n e
 khalifa and the successor of Shaikh Farlduddin became its 
head. The branches of the Chishti order sprang up almost in 
every corner of the country. But after the death of Shaikh 
Hiaarauddin Auliya (1325 A.D.), the policy of Muhammad bin 
Tughlaq (1325-1351 A.D.) gave a shattering blow to the Central 
organisation of the order, and after the death of Shaikh 
Nasiruddin Chlragh-1-Qelhi (1356/57 A . 3 . ) , the hereditary 
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succession of the order came to an end. The saints of this 
period emphasised Tarlaay and Sharlat was declared a means for 
16 
the attainment of Tarlaay The saints also laid emphasis on 
tins purifi.cat.Lon of tha haart from human infirmities, and on 
love of God. They gave the message of love, equality and 
brotherhood to the Indiana. The result was that thousands 
embraced Islam. 
But just after the death of Shaikh Nlsamuddln Aullya, Muslim 
religious thought took a new turn. The policy of Muslim rulers 
towards the saints changed. Sultan Muhammad bin Tughlaq 
compelled thai Muslim saints to Join government service. This 
was against their tradition. The saints revolted against the 
order of the Sultan and as a consequence* they were mercilessly 
punished and massacred. The result was obvious. The central 
spiritual organisation of the Muslim saints came to an end. 
The attitude of the Sultan brought rigidity to the external 
lews of Shariat. The country, at that time* was full of ulema 
(scholars). The ulema confined themselves strictly to the formal 
rules of Shariat. The doors of Utihad were already closed. They 
wore not prepared to modify the rules framed by the four renowned 
jurists of Islam, The Muslim religion was reduced to a formal 
discipline. The Ulema disliked the ways of the mystics* 
misused the laws of Shariat for their personal gain, and 
developed hatred and enemity among themselves. However, Muslim 
mystics by their conduct tried to assuage the wounds of the 
masses who were tortured by the rulers. The so-called ulema,. 
an the contrary, harassed them and made them restless. Mass 
conversion to Islam which was a notable feature of the 13th 
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century thus failed to repeat itself. 
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So far a general survey of the attitudes of Tughlaq and 
Sayyid Sultans has been made. But, what about the order of 
Muslim Society itself? A survey of that, during this period 
appropriately follows. In the 14th and 15th centuries* Muslim 
society was drifting away from the true Ideals and spirit of 
Islam, it was in the process of degeneration each day. Religion 
was a dead formality, full of superstitions and innovation. The 
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worship of the tombs of saints was in full swing. The Muslim 
masses of the time were generally attached either to Chishti 
or Suhrwardi order. They were more or less blind followers of 
their orders. Most of them were converts who had embraced Islam, 
but could not imbibe its influence deeply. They were habituated 
to idol worship from antiquity. Although Islam kept them away 
from their Idols, yet it failed to bring them before the unseen 
God in the true sense. Furthermore, they had been too used to 
guidance from pandits and mahants. After the renunciation of 
their ancestral religion, they still clung to their directors. 
They formed a close relationship with them. Whenever they 
faced any difficulty, they ran to their directors for solution. 
This practice continued even after the death of spiritual guides. 
The graves of the spiritual served as places of refuge for the 
disciples. In course of time, the tombs of the saints were 
converted into places of worship and sanctity. 
There also appeared a group of persons at that time who 
called themselves the lovers of Ood, but in reality they 
happened to be mere pretenders. They were, so to say, heretics 
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in the garb of saint*. They claimed net to be bound by tho lava 
o f
 Sherlat as thay had Attained tho tari,aa^.60 In yatuhat-1-
giro* S»«hl. «o find want!on of their names ouch as Ahmad Biharl, 
RukmiJdin and Mawla Zadahas (rreedmen) of Ain~Mahru. Ahmad Biharl 
led people astray and uttered blasphemous words. He was thought 
as the religious head of these misguided people and was considered 
to be God by a body of men in Bihar. In Delhi, there was a man 
named. Ruknuddin who claimed himself to be the Mehdl. He called 
himself tho Mehdl-Akharassaman. He claimed to have been endowed 
with Inspired knowledge, and the knowledge of all the created 
beings. He wrote books In support of his claim and Invited people 
to accept these false and erroneous belief©. He declared himself 
the apostle of God, Mawla Zadahas of Aln-Mahru proclaimed 
himself a religious leader in Gujarat. Before his disciples, he 
declared *I am God*, and asked them to repeat,*Thou art*, 'Thou 
art*. From the latter half of the 15th century onwards, differences 
appeared In the Muslim religious thought of the Chlshtl saints 
in the guise of Mondavi movement, Bhaktl movement and Sattarl 
mevoment. 
Such were the social and religious conditions of India at 
that time. But following the decentralisation of spiritual 
organisation in India, after the death of Shaikh Nisamuddln 
Aullya, preaching and guidance In Islam was continued by Chlshtl 
Saints (Khwalcian). Among the Khalifas of Shaikh Nisamuddln 
Aullya, Khwaja Muntajabuddln end Khwaja Burhanuddln Gharlb 
came to OauUtabad. Khwaja Shsmsuddln Ghasi reached Usmanabad 
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and Shaikh Akhlsaraj went to Bengal and began the work of preaching 
Islam there. In the Muslim state of Dsccan, the greet work of 
preaching and extension of Islamic teaching was taken up by Saiyed 
Muhammad Husalnl Cftalsudaras (1321-1425 A.D.), a MO£i. of the ChishU 
order and khalifa of Shaikh Naslruddln Chiragh-1-Delhl. He 
se t t l ed at Oulbarge ear l / in the 15th century. 
SECTION B 
Tne tdfe of Saiyed aalsudaras 
India in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries became the 
centre of Sufi a c t i v i t i e s . I l lustr ious personalit ies l ike Shaikh 
Muinuddin Chishti, Shaikh Qutbuddin Bakhtiyar Kaki* Shaikh Farld-
uddin Oanj-i-Shakar* Shaikh tflsamuddin Aullya and Shaikh Naslruddln 
Chlragh-l-Delhl were busy with sufism* guiding humanity at large* 
and spreading wi.de the message of Islam. 
After All Jain Uthmah Alhujwlrl (d 465 H) that i s . after the 
lapso of 12S years, the founder of the Chlshtl s i l a l l a in India* 
Khwaja Muinuddin ChishU (1142/43 A.D. - 1235/36 A.D.) travelled 
alontt from Medina with a st ick and a water-pot (^br^q) and reached 
Delhi at a tin* when practical ly the whole country worshipped 
i d o l s . From Delhi he cans t o Ajmer which was the capital of a 
powerful Hindu king and a centre of the Hindu way of thought. Here 
he made his permanent abode. He established the Chishti order in 
India and popularised i t . In view of h i s missionary efforts* Mir 
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Khurcl calls him the 'deputy of the prophet of Qod in India.*00 
Professor Arnold, in hie book, "The Preaching of Islam', writes 
that during Xhwaja Saheb's short stay at Delhi, more than 700 
people took to Islaw, and the first batch which accepted Islam 
in Ajmer included the teacher and priest of the king. Professor 
Arnold has further written that the entire population of west 
Punjab became Muslim at the hands of Shaikh Baha-ud-Din Zakaria 
Multani and Saba Fariduddin Ganj-i-Shakar. Shaikh Jalaluddin 
Tabresi along with Shaikh Bahauddln Zakaria came to Multan. 
Shaikh Bahauddln Zakaria remained in Multan and preached and 
spread Islam. Through him lakhs entered the fold and received 
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the message of Allah. 
Shaikh Qutbuddin Bakhtiyar Kaki was the khalifa and successor 
of Shaikh Nulmuddin Chishti. He was born at Aush in 1186-67 
A.D., and died in Delhi in 1235/36 A.D. Sultan Altutmish 
developed great faith in him. He was deeply loved and revered 
by the people,. For the expansion of Chishti order, he trained a 
number of disciples and khalifas among whom Shaikh Fariduddin*a 
6fi 
name i s outstanding. 
Shaikh Fariduddin Qanj-i-Shakar was bom in 1175 A.D. at 
Khatwal and died in 1265 A.D. at the age of ninety-five in 
Ajodhan, present Pakpattan. He was the khalifa and successor of 
Shaikh Qutbuddin Bakhtiyar Kaki. He trained a group of disciples 
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among whom Shaikh Nlsamuddin Aullya's name i s outstanding. 
Shaikh Mizamuddin Auliya was born in Bedaun on 9th October, 
1238 A.D. and died in Delhi in 1325 A.D. He was a disciple of 
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Shaikh Fariduddin Ganj-i-Shakar who granted him khilafat-namah 
and uppointed hlat as his successor. Tha Chlshti order under hl« 
able guidance spread out to most extensive areas of Influence. v 
Shaikh Nasiruddln Chlragh-i-Delhi was born In Awadh and 
died in Delhi on 18th Randan 757 H (13S8 A.D.) at tha aga of 
eightytwo years. H% was the d l s d p l a of Shaikh Nixemuddin 
Aullya who granted him khilafat-namah and appolntad him h i s 
successor in Dalhi. Ha was a nan of patience, v i g i l , and 
penitence. Ha suffered a l o t at tha hands of Sultan Muhammad 
bin Tughlaq.71 
Khwaja Muntajabuddln and Khwaja aurhanuddin Oharib, two 
khalifas of Khwaja Nlsamuddln Aullya came to Daulatebad, Khwaja 
Shafisuddln <3ha»i reached Usmanebad, and Shaikh Akhi Saraj want 
to mangel t o preach Islam there. Although there had been a Muslim 
State in tha Deccan for about a century, yet tha great mission 
of preaching and spread of Islam in th is area, took place. 
according to Arnold, only at tha hands of Salyed Muhammad Husalni 
:hii 
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Oalaudaras. Salyed Qaisudaras belonged to tha C iahti order. Ha 
had set t led at. Oulbarga early in tha 15th century. 
Salyed Muhammad Husalni Qaisudaras was tha d i sc ip le of 
Shaikh Nasiruddln Chiragh-1-Delhi who granted him tha khl lafat-
naftsh.74 Shaikh Nasiruddln Chiragh-i-Delhi had trained a group 
of scholars under his inspired guidance. Among them tha name of 
75 Selyad Muhammad Husalni Galsudaras i s worthy of mention. His 
name i s Salyed Muhammad, his &njy£& i s Abul Fatah, and h is a^qftb 
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are Sedruddln Waii-ul Akbar->al~Sedlq. But commonly he i s known 
as Khwaja Bandaaawas and Khwaja Qaisudaras. 
How Saiy#d MuhawRad Husalnl earned the t i t l e of Gaiaudaras i s 
interesting to narrate. Once while he carried the planquln of his 
preceptor along with other disciples, hie long hair got entangled 
with some projection of the planquln. But he did not atop and 
continued with the planquln to the destination, in spite of acute 
pain because of the entangled hair. He kept silent* out of 
reverence and love for his Shaikh who profoundly impressed by this 
gesture of hie disciple* recited these llnesi 
Each disciple, accepting the fold with Salved 
Oalsudaraa aa Preceptor 
I s pledged upon the news of Allah, not improperly, 
a great lover. 
Salyed Oalaudaras was born in Delhi on 4th Rajab-ui-Murajjab, 
721 Hijri (1321 A.D.K78 He died on Uth Siqadah* 82$ Hljri 
<1426 A.O.) at the age of 10S years* 4 Months and 12 days.79 The 
name of his father was Salyed Vusuf, who waa famous more aa 
Salyed Raja* His father died in Daulatabad which la situated 
* 
near Aurangabed in the State of Hyderabad* and i s laid to rest 
near Luhrl* the cave of Klora.80 The name of his mother waa 
aibj. Rani.81 The name of his wife was Bibi Rasa Khatoon.*3 At 
* How Daulatabad and Aurangabed are In the Maharashtra State, 
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the age of 40 years ha was married, on the advice of h i s mother, 
t o the daughter of Salved Ahmad, the aon of Maulana Jamaluddin 
83 Mughrabi. Salyed Gelsudaras had two sons, namely. Salved Muhammad 
Akbar, and S*lyud Muhammad Ashghar. Ha had three daughters, namely, 
Qlhl Fetlmah, s lbl Batul, and Hlfcd Umtuddin.84 
Salyed Qaisudarax l ived a very long l i f e . Of particular 
interes t i s hie narration of the odda i f a person l i ve s long. He 
says that re lat ives rejoice at old age and long l i f e , but in 
rea l i t y , t h i s long l i f e was a curse to him. Had old age been 
thought good, Allah would have bestowed i t on Prophet Muhammad. 
a i t , according to Salyed Gaiaudaraz, Allah did not bestow two things 
on Prophet Muhammad. The f i r s t , which he e x p l i c i t l y said, was the 
art of poetry, as this was not in keeping with h i s posit ion, and the 
second, which he implic i t ly said, was long l i f e . Allah bestowed 
a longer time-span to lower a man's prest ige, who crumbled even 
in M s own time. But Allah does not want to lower the prestige of 
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His friends in the eyes of the people. 
Salyed Galsudar as further says that he did not know why Allah 
gave him such a long l i f e . He had never wanted i t , but once, when 
Khwaja Shaikh Nasiruddln Chirag-i-Oelhi, just a few days before 
h i s death, had granted to him the Khllafat-namah. a secret which 
h is cousin Maulana Zainuddin did not know. Mow after the death 
of Chlragh»l~Deihl, there was m great difference of opinion as to 
the Shaikh's Khllafat. Maulana Zainuddin declared, that he, who 
would l i v e long even as the Shaikh, Khwaja Chiragh-i-Delhi himself 
did, should be the khalifa. And Salyed Qaisudaras says that i t 
24 
was at this one Juncture that ha had for tha first and last tin* 
wished a longer tJLme span to l ive , ao as to establish and prove tha 
truth of his khalifat. And this did actually happened for Saiyed 
Oelsudaras iivad to ba 105.W 
According to lineage <ahaira»l-«aaab) ha i s ralatad to Prophet 
Muhammad through twenty-two chains; and likewise, according to 
Shaira»»l-naahikhat. ha la ralatad to Prophet ftahanmad through 
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twenty-two chainii. 
when Emperor Muhammad bin Tughlaq had ordarad a population 
transfer from Delhi to Daulatabad in 132*/27 A.D., Saiyed Qalsudaras 
was only four yaara old, And ha too caw* to Daulatabad along with 
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his father. In Daulatabad livad a highly raligioua and pious nan 
named Shaikh Baba. His f athar took hi* to meet Shaikh Baba. 
Oaulatabad was than called Deogir. The house of Shaikh Baba was 
near the door of a goldsmith. when Shaikh Baba used to sit at same, 
his mouth filled with foam and whatever was said at that time* cane 
to be true later on. Shaikh Baba forecast many spiritual develop-
89 
ments In Oaisudsras and these later came true. 
from the early age of eight , Saiyed Oalsudaras engrossed 
himself in prayer and mortification. Friends of hie age-group 
greatly respected him. Later, he began his studies and started 
***** Misbah (a book on Hahu) and QudjrJ, U book on Sfcajh,).90 The 
company of his maternal grandfather, who was a murjd. of Shaikh 
Niaanuddin Auliya proved to be a great advantage and benefit. 
Saiyed Oaiiiudaras was hardly three years old when Shaikh 
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Nlssmuddin Aullya had died in 1325 A.D, And yet the young boy, 
Salysdl ®aisudaras had occasion to see him, and that too at Daulatabad! 
A problem had long vexed the Saiyad. Old tha hands first touch tha 
ground or tha kfties, whan ona fall into jajga,, while at names? But 
once ha watched « man pray in tha momfus at Daulatabad and fait 
his problam solved. Later ha daacribad this man to hi a matarnal 
grandfather who told him that tha man was noma alaa but Shaikh 
Nlssmuddin Auliya himself, to whom tha grandfather was baholdan as a 
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murld and tharaf ore had vary much seen. 
How tha young Saiyad Oalsudaras had haard about tha fame and 
grace of Shaikh Nasiruddin Chlragh~l»Dslhl. Ha longed to see the 
Shaikh, however, tha distance of 700 miles, between Delhi and 
Daulatabad, was forbidding. Oeisudaras was than IS* mat on a sudden 
something made his mother acutely enraged against her brother, 
Saiyad Ibrahim, whereafter she took Saiyad Oalsudaras and his 
brother Saiyad Husain, alias Chandan, and le f t Daulatabad for 
Delhi. By that tlms, tha father of Saiyad Galsudaras had been dead. 
Tha three reached Delhi after months. Zn Delhi, Saiyad Galsudaras 
want to offer the Friday prayers in tha mosque of Jama-i-Sulten 
Qutbuddin, situated inside the <§§£§£• While ha aat on tha floor 
of tha mosque. Shaikh Nasiruddin suddenly cams. Saiyad Oalsudaras 
did not know him but was captivated by his charm and personality, 
and profoundly loved him from that moment. Ha began to think of 
his good luck i f that man would turn out to be Shaikh Nasiruddin 
Chir«gh-i-D»lhl, Ha asked from tha people present there as to who 
this nobis man was. They replied that ha was Shaikh Nasiruddin 
2ft 
Malawi Awadhl. Saiyed Oelsudaras was extremely happy and thanked 
Allah, Later ha requested his elder brother to accompany him for 
a v i s i t to the Shaikh, and become his murid. They took bait from 
him on the 16th of Rajab, 13ft H.92 
The Shaikh held his disciple, Saiyed Mohammad Salsudares, in 
great esteem. Once Mouiana Aiauddin was brought toy his cousin-
brother, Malik Haji, before Shalkhul~Xslam, to accept him as his 
murid. Shaikhul-Islam accepted him as his murid hut said at the 
same time that he had no scope for keeping him in his service. He 
asked Mouiana Aiauddin to choose one amongst his murlds and remain 
with Mm. At this , Mouiana Aiauddin found himself in a dilemma, 
hut choae the murid with the very long hair. But he did not know 
Saiyed Muhammad Oaisudaras* When Shaikh Nasiruddln came to know 
of the selection, he asked Saiyed Qalsudaras to keep Mouiana 
Aiauddin with him, and share with him whatever instructions he had 
been given. The mother of Saiyed Qalsudaras called Mouiana Aiauddin 
her son* 
Saiyed Oaisudaras was overwhelmed with his mediation of Allah, 
and finding no secluded place at home, chose for himself a place 
in Khajrah Shirkhan Jahan Panab. There was a huira. For ten 
continuous years he remained there absorbed in remembrance of 
Allah. Mouiana Aiauddin also accompanied him there.9 4 Saiyed 
Oaisudaras, off and on, used to request his preceptor to permit 
him to give up the acquisition of external knowledge (Ilm-1-sahlr), 
because whatever- he had acquired t i l l then was thought by him, 
quit* sufficient. He requested him for guidance in internal 
a? 
Imowledge (I lm~l-bating. Upon this , Shalkhul Islam Shaikh 
Hasiruddln Chlragh-»l~Delhi advised him to 90 through vary 
minutely Hadj^ ya^  Sasudj, Rjjtjah ^NfflA «nd Kashfi Htftaft, because 
the Shaikh had a mission for Seiyed Oaisudaras to f u l f i l . 9 5 
After finishing these hooks, Seiyed Oaisudaras informed his 
Shaikh who became vary pleased. I t was only tharaaf tar that ha 
started seeking internal knowledge and began Mulahlda, fasting of 
&£• and prayers. Thus, he prepared himself for makashfat and 
t a l a l l l v t . H» narrated to his Shaikh a l l that transpired when 
he w«s at prayer as events and happsnings. At these achievewenta 
of Seiyed Oalsudiaras, Shaikh Naslmddin Chlragh-i-Delhl once 
remarked, "after 70 years a boy has again aroused in him a state 
of ecstasy and enabled him to recall the stories end events of 
the pest times." 
Shaikh ffasiruddin Chlragh-i-itolhi had great love for him, and 
showed too often his kindness towards him. Once Shaikh Hamfruddin 
Chlr«gh»i«*Delhi came down to Xtiatira Shirkhan to see Seiyed 
Oaisudaras* He had brought some money with him and gave i t to Seiyed 
Oaisudaras as hits presentation (nasrana). And from day onwards, 
Seiyed Oaisudaras's name became famous and al l the great Shaikhs with 
one voice agreed that he had been bestowed in his youth, spiritualism 
having been completed.' when Seiyed Oaisudaras was old by e l i t t l e 
over 30 years, he began to pass his time more In seclusion, and 
became totally detached from human society. He began the journey 
as the traveller of the path <jsj£uk,) ***** perfection and reached 
the pitched night par excellence. Ti l l then he was a bachelor. He 
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used to spend his time much in wuiahlda. Saiyed Oaisudaras by 
then had became famous and had bean vary daar to Shaikh Nasiruddin 
Chiragh-i-Delhi. He got special attantion from his preceptor. 
This i s amply illustrated from an incident in which his Shaikh 
i s described i l l . The Shaikh suffered from a disease called 
barsubadi when constipation was excessive. Shaikh Nasiruddin 
Chiragh-i-DalM asked Salyed Oaisudaras and Moulana Alauddin to 
v i s i t Khatirah Shaikh Qutbuddin and narrate his plight. Xt so 
happened that Saiyed oaieudaras could not find time to pay 
attention to Khwaja Outbuddin and to meet him in the world of 
buraakh. Saiyed Oaisudaras was very much perplexed, for what would 
he say i f his preceptor asked him. So he asked Moulana Alauddin 
to return back and he himself went heme. There he became absorbed 
in meditation in the hulrah. In the state between sleep and 
awakening (al*m-i-waal^), he saw an old roof on which Khwaja 
Khisr was standing and asking him, by way of hint, to present 
hie salam to Shalkhul-Xslam (Khwaja Nasiruddin). When Saiyed 
Oaisudaras came back to khanaah (monastry), Shaikh Nasiruddin 
Chiragh-i-Delhi asked him as to what he experienced. He narrated 
that he saw Khwaja Khisr asking him to convey his salam to him 
(Shaikh Nasiruddin). On this . Shaikh Nasiruddin became very 
glad. After sometime* by the grace of Ood, Shaikh Nasiruddin 
Chlragh-i-Delhi recovered from his i l lness . He remained alive 
for another year, from the statement of Saiyed Oaisudaras«it was 
inferred that the standing of Khwaja Khisr on the old roof meant 
that the l i f e of Shaikhul-Xslam had reached i t s last stage, and 
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bidding salam meant that he w i l l lie cured of his i l l n e s s . " 
Saiyed Gaisudaraa always received special attention and care 
from his Shaikh, as much almost as one who was privileged. When 
Saiyed Salsudaras was 37, khula, in epidemic form, broke out in 
Delhi. The Saiyed also c e i l victim and became seriously i l l , 
vomiting blood. Shaikh Naslruddln Chiregh-»i*Delhl made i t a 
point t o be watchful and vigi lant and had him treated with 
particular care# and so saved hie l i f e* Thus, the Shaikh attended 
Saiyed Galsudaias, for, the preceptor expected much from the 
100 d i sc ip le , and foresaw for him, a br i l l iant future. After the 
d i sc ip le v i s i ted the preceptor and narrated t o him hie experience 
during t h i s I l l n e s s . He had been adorned by people, not of t h i s 
world# with a t t i res of £0£XI»> !•&&&* &iSmlft&* *Wfr#4f *»^ 
RaJbuhi,vat. The face of the Shaikh, when he heard t h i s , was aglew 
with del ight. And f inal ly , when Saiyed Oaisudaraa told his Shaikh 
that he had even seen e l l things* having different forms, returning 
t o on« Reality„ the Shaikh became so pleased that he took up h i s 
blanket and with both hands offered I t t o Saiyed Qalsudaras. The 
Shaikh then grasped both hands of Saiyed Salsudaras In his own* 
and asked him to accept from among the people* desciples , through 
bai t . Saiyed aalsudaras with humility agreed to comply, tils 
Shaikh had la id down only two conditions for himt f i r s t that he 
should maintain disc ipl ine through Ufa* and the next, that he 
should be kind and affectionate to his re la t ives . Thereafter,the 
Shaikh threw his nehalcha towards Saiyed Gaisudaraz and asked him 
t o take the cover to t h i s bedding of h i s . 1 0 1 
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The fact outstand* that Shaikh Naslruddin Chiragh»l~Delhl 
had recommended the Khilaf at Hamah to Saiyed Mohamad Hueaini 
Qaisudaras, with hia own hands, for whan. Shaikh Nasiruddin 
Chiragh-i-Dalhl fall, eeriously i l l , sot* of hia disciple* requested 
hill to appoint a khalifa. Ha agreed, and asked for a l i s t of 
names to ha placed before M i . Moulana Zalauddln prepared a 
long l i s t* which daapite i t s length did not contain the name of 
Saiyed Oaisudaras. Anyway, thia l i e t waa put before the Shaikh 
who, after going through i t carefully commented that i t contained 
traah, and even hinted that thoae mentioned in the rol l had better 
take care of their own faiths, rather that i s be named responsible 
•» Shaikh or Khali^g, for the faith of others. He threw out the 
l i s t . Then Moulana Zalnuddin presented to the Shaikh another 
ro l l , but this time, i t was a shorter l i s t . The Shaikh asked 
Moulana Zalnuddin to read out the names, and when he found that 
the name of Saiyed Saisudaras did not figure in this also, he 
questioned why the name of Saiyed Oalsudaras had been omitted* 
at which al l present began to tremble and the name of Saiyed 
Oaisudaras was immediately Included, and the l i s t was again read 
out to the Shaikh* who heard i t , took i t in his own hands, and 
certified the name of Saiyed Oalsudaras with his own signature.*°* 
Shaikh Nasiruddin Chiragh-i-Delhi died on Friday, the 18th 
of Ramdan 7S7 H (1356 A.D.) at the age of 82 years.1 0 3 After 
obeerving the fourth day of the death of Sheikh Nasiruddin, Saiyed 
(Jaiiiudaras eat on the seat of wa^avat and extended his hands to 
forthcoming disciples for bai&, and began to guide and give 
instructions to people after the fashion of his preceptor, ** 
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Salyad Oaisudaras was either towards the and of his fifteenth 
year or the beginning of the sixteenth whan he had prof erred his 
services to his preceptor. At that time. Shaikh Haslruddln 
Cnir«igh-i-Delhi was 70 years old. The klndnees and goodness 
which his Shaikh bestowed upon hin were unique and unparalleled 
and on this account people were Jealous of him. Shaikh Haslruddln 
had In seclusion told many things to Salyed Oaisudaras, which 
10s 
couldt If written take the shape of a hook, Salyed Oaisudaras 
estwssed and reverenced Shaikhs and peers, for i t was they who 
guldad their murlds or disciples on to the right path and on the 
right path i t se l f , and checked and prevented than from falling 
into s i n . 1 0 6 
Salyed Oaisudaras always engaged himself in meditation and 
spiritual exercises. Fro* the age of 12 he had slept war/ 
l i t t l e . Throughout the night, ha had remained engagsd in contem-
plation of Ood.107 During the vary lifetime of his Shaikh* ha 
was aware of the art of wrapping the turban like his Pay , yet out 
lofi of sheer respect for him, had never practised i t . Although 
Salyed Olaudaras was in the service of Shaikh Nasiruddin Chiragh-i-
Delhi, since the age of sixteen and had even attended many meetings, 
yet the experience of divine Iowa was lass talked about, for i t 
was beyond the capacity of the common people to understand and 
visualise i t . However, i f , at any time hi* Shaikh uttered some-
loo 
thing about this love, Salyed Oaisudaras fa l l into a trance. * 
Salyed Oaisudaras was 60 whan the Hughala Invaded Delhi. Ha had to 
laave Delhi with his antlre family. Ms wrote to Moulana Alauddin 
of Owallar, a truthful murld, for help. The letter was written 
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from Bahadurpur and described th» trauma that Delhi faced. * 
Frew Delhi, Salyed Galsudaras had gone to aahadurpur, where ha was 
received and welcomed by Malik Muhammad All Khan Afghan and 
Moulana aahauddln. They spared a house for him and put their 
entire assets at the disposal of Salyed 0*i«udaras.lU On the 
20th Rablul-Awwal, 801 H, he left Bahadurpur for Owallor. when 
Owallor had remained twenty miles away* they were surrounded by 
robbers in the dense forest. Alarmed, they prayed to God. Suddenly 
they saw a group of soldiers approach. This party had come to 
receive Salyed aaisudaras and his people, and it was led by none 
other than Moulana Alauddin Owaliarl himself. Moulana Alauddin 
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took the party home and offered all possible help and service. ** 
Salyad Galsudaras had great love for Moulana Alauddin Owaliarl and 
had granted the first Khllafat-namah to him. Salyed Oalsudaras 
Informed all present there that he had been told to do so, and 
not that he had given the khU+jfat on his owe. The lO^tfay-njmjh, 
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was written by Moulana Hameed. After a short stay at Owallor 
he went to Shander and Irehi. At Bhander the sons of Moulana 
Zulqarnaln, who was himself the murj& of Shaikh Masiruddln, and 
people of the piece became his disciples or ffltti&I* At Xrchi too, 
he was welcomed by both princes and the masses alike, as also 
bY iliflEft, *n<3 mashalkh. People like Salyed Ekram^aiyed Mshman, 
Moulana Amlruddln, Kasl Surhanuddin* Salyed Ahsan, along with 
others accepted his disdpleship and became his *M£*&B* from there 
he went to Chhatrah, and there too people like Kasl Xshaque and 
Muhammad Rukun, the wufti of the place, along with his sons* 
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became hie meld. From Chhatrah, Salyed oaleudaras went to 
Chanderi. He wee received at Chhatrah toy Sheikh Nasiruddin, the 
eon of Khwaja Yaqub Cbunderi, who took him to hie house. At 
Chhatrah* the eon of the Mufti Cbunderi, better known ee Keel 
Khvajqi end very many other people became hie disciples. 5 From 
there Salyed oaleudaras left for Berode end reached It on the 
night of Id-ul-Wtr of 801 H. Aden Khan* hie eons, end other 
people prof erred extreme hospltabillty. For some time, he eleo 
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stayed elsewhere In Gujarat. Later again he expressed hie desire 
to visit Berode again end then left for Dauiatebad, vie Sultanpur. 
At Dsulatahad, he visited the tomb of hie father, Selyed Ytoeuf. 
When he reached Patahbad aliae Deoglr, Asadul Mulk, the governor of 
the place* cane to meet Selyed Oaisudara* with presents on behalf 
of King Perox Shah of Oulbarga. Feros Shah had heard that Selyed 
Oalaiudaras approached the city so he had sent the word to hie 
governor to receive Selyed Galsudaras with the presents. Later 
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Selyed Oaisudara* went on to Ahsanabad, the capital of Oulbarga* * 
At Oulbarge* Feros Shah himself came out of the town to 
adeord him a befitting welcome and reception. Feros Shah Insisted 
that Salyed Oaiaudares etey et Oulbarga, whereupon Selyed 
Oalfudaraz toolc tine and meditated and later answered that although 
he wanted to stay, yet It would not be worthwhile as the king, 
Feros Shah* had not long to live. The king then requested Selyed 
Oaiiiudaraz to pray to God for the enhancement of his age. Salyed 
Oaisudaras prayed and the king lived, dying only some days before 
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the death of Salyed Oaleudaras himself. ° 
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The status and achievements of Salyed Qaisudaras twrt vsry 
high. He was simply sad pursly s man of Ood. His greatness I s 
proved by the fact that whatever Bayasld Bittern! and Khwaja 
Junaid Baghdadl had said and whatever had been written, were 
manifested and expressed through his thought, words and actions. 
His manner of Saluk was the same. He had great love for Ood 
and often remained so engaged in his meditation of <3od that he 
t i e 
almost stopped sating food. He fasted t o an extreme. Zt i s 
reported by Saiysd Oaisudaras, that a nan of the unseen world used 
t o remain with him always as guide s ines his vary childhood and 
t i l l the time of h i s bait to Shaikh Naslruddin Chiragn-i-Delhi. 
Salyed Oalsudaras very often remained engaged in meditation of 
Haoa at lonely and secluded places, and even when he returned to 
town, he did not look either way and for th i s reason, earned 
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himself the name of Salyed Diwana. 
I t i s stated in Selr-i-Huhammadl that Salyed Oaisudaras had 
the grace and opportunity to meet the souls of Bayasid Biatsml, 
Haiirat Junaid Bughdadi and Imam Ahmad Qhezali, ths brother of 
Lth 
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Imam Muhammad Ohasali. He had intimate connections with 
Abasia and learnt inner practices or exercises from them. 
He had also ths gracious occasion to meet ths souls of Prophet 
Muhammad and Hadrat A l l . 1 3 3 Many miracles too are attributed 
to him. Thus hs had forecast, two or three years earl ier 
ths Moghal invasion and ths calamity that had been determined 
for De lh i . 1 2 4 
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Once * serious charge that he had spoken words against 
Sharlat. was levelled against Saiyed Qaieuderas, Ha was charged 
mo, because of M s writing to the effect that togetherness of 
Ood with men is personal (aatl). whereas books proved it to he 
conceptual (JLlBa,)* T n« matter was reported to emperor Faros Shah* 
He asked for a clarification from Saiyed Oaisudaras. Saiyed 
Oaisudaras replied that ulema had spoken of attributive together-
ness. Attribute is not separate from Chat (Being), nor can it 
be separated. In togetherness (maveeat) Phat and Safat are 
complementary, and therefore togetherness remains the seme whether 
viewed from the perspective of Phat or Sifat. Besides this, said 
Saiyed Oaisudaras* that the attributive togetherness is symbolic 
(aitbari), not real (haaJLqi) • Hence, belief be in Phat or Sifat 
(Being and Attribute) does not make any difference. The entire 
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audience was satisfied. 
Saiyed Oaisudaras was a great lover and admirer of his 
preceptor, and used to help him in ablution. Wherein his Shaikh 
washed his face* hands and feet, while Saiyed Oaisudaras stood 
and poured water preferring in this manner his services to his P*s£. 
Saiyed Gaisudaraz performed his prayer five times in congregation. 
He never prayed alone or with only one man. He followed his 
preceptor's methods in spiritual emerciees* prayer and even day-
to-day l iving.1 2* At Ouibarga* the prayer (njfija) *»• 1«* &7 
Mulane Bahauddin, and the prayer-call (JI*J|> was given by Mouiana 
Qutbuddin.During his last days Saiyed Oaisudaras was unable to stand 
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and offered prayer each time in a sitting position. ' He used to 
3ft 
take rest at sid-dey (aallula) without fail and used to say that 
the Sufi who did not take raat at aid-day, had not tha intantlon 
of remaining awake at night. Ha avan usad to aay that success 
came through aikr and mura'aba^1,28 Ha had Chishti-like Inclina-
tion* in Same.. Now aa waa tha practice, diaciplaa (murida) bowad 
thair haada before their peers. Thia matter waa reported to 
Feroa Shah who ordered that Same, could be heard but tha condition 
waa that it should be heard only in seclusion. Thereafter a 
curtain waa put up behind which Saiyed Oalsudaras and tha company 
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aat to hear saata. Ha often preferred tha recitation of 
Persian coupleta at a saws. Ha said that tha auccaaa with which 
ha waa crowned waa also because of reciting tha Quran and attending 
the same. Ha alwaya usad to perform tha *ura* ceremony of his 
ancestors, such aa Prophet Muhammad, tha king of Sufis, and of 
Shaikh Qutbuddin and of Saiyed Ahmad, hie own younger brother and 
Saiyed Muhammad Akber, his own eldest son, and Shaikh Hlsamuddin 
Auliya and Xmam Hasan, and Shaikh tfaelruddin Chiragh-i-Delhi 
and of others too. Ha spent huge aums of money at these 
celeber «ti on*.13 * 
It ia reported that towards tha and of tha 14th century,Saiyed 
Muhammad Oaisudaraz, a prominent Sufi, told a large audience of 
eminent men that the orthodox ulema had made faith dependent on 
tha study of a faw books and the remembering of a few words. They 
had reduced faith to something trivial. In fact, where there ia 
perfection, there la beauty in faith. The ulema said that all one 
aaade Jn prayer waa to know prayer itaelf• Concentration on Qod, 
3T 
according to them* was a condition of excellence* not of normal 
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performance. J&scusalng ths point ,Saiyed Gaisudaras aald on 
ona occasion that if such questions were aaan in thalr proper 
perspective* it would become apparent that there was no real 
difference of opinion between the orthodox Oleme and the Sufis* 
but aa it happened* the only way the sufls could obtain 
deliverance from this group was to call themselves a part of 
It. Even so they would be dubbed ignorant* irreligious and 
atheistic. Giving a vivid picture of the religion (din) of 
his tlmetSaiyod Galsudaras says that in the time of Prophet 
Muihammad religion was like a lighted lamp and people saw 
whatever they wanted* expressly and manifestly. After Prophet 
*ftihammad cam« the period of Hasrat Abu Baker in which people 
receded a atop back from the source of illumination. This was 
followed by the period of Hasrat Umar* when people withdrew 
further back,. And so he oaya that in his time* people saw the 
light of the lamp from a far distance* not liking,nor even 
intending to come any near and be graced by this light. People 
have left religion behind them. The mat (£»§£§&) of religion 
(deen) had b§en folded* and the story could not go beyond this. 
Saiyei Oalsudatas says that In his time* people told,narrated and 
listened to stories of great* good and upright people* but no 
body cared to take up their way of life and follow them and 
13' thus do not benefit in this world and in the world hereafter." 
Saiyed <?aisudaras is of the firm view that the path and goal of 
sinarlah was release from the physical self and from worldly 
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herldltements. The path and goal of Tarloat wan released from 
physical Ufa and the heart, and the attainment of the lofty 
condition of unity.1 3 6 Saiyed Oftlsudaras had the f irst Khllafat-
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nanmh written in the name of Shaikh Allauddin Qwallsri. After 
that* the second Khilafat-namah was prepared in the name of 
Moulana Ruknuddin, son of Shaikh Allauddin Owaliari. JO At the 
instance of Saiyed Oaisudarax, the third general khilafat-naanah 
was prepared at Delhi* hut the names of the Khalifas were included 
later o n . i 3 9 
SECTION C 
The writings of Saiyed Qaisudaras 
The honour of propagating and spreading the Chishti order 
in South India goes to Saiyed lajhasmed Husainl Qaisudaras. No 
saint of Chishti order wrote anything on Sufi aw before him. Whatever 
records we find about the Chishti saints before the Shaikh, are 
only collections of their sayings tmalfusat), However, *Kashf-al-
Mahlub,' i s the f irst oldest Persian source for the study of 
Sufis*. I t was written by Shaikh Mi Sin Uthman Mhujwirl (died 
445 A . H . ) , who came at a time when Nehmtad Qhasni was attacking 
India, Saiyed Qaisudaras was * prolific writer and the author 
of numerous books. In Salr-l~Muhammadl.**° Noulana Shah 
Muhammad All &amanl has mentioned an exhaustive l i s t of the 
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writ ings of Salyad Galsudaras. The l i s t contains tha following* 
1. Tafair-i-Quran In tha maiuiar of Saluk, 
2. Tafair-i-Ouran in tha Mannar of Kashf, 
3 . Hawaal-i-Kaahaf. 
4. Sharah tajshrlq. 
9, Tarjimah Nlashariq. 
ft. Aatif Sharah Awarif. 
7. Tarjumah Awarif. 
8 . Sharah Tavarruf. 
9 . Sharah Adabul ftiridaln. 
10. Sharah Fanuaul Hikam. 
11. Sharah Tamhidat Oaal Alnul Qassat. 
12. Sharah Risalah Uuaairia. 
13. Khatlrul tiudus (lahqua Kama). 
14. Risalah Intaqamat-al Shariat~ba tariqatul Haqiqat. 
15. Tarjumah Risalah Shaikh fianiuddin Xhn Araht. 
16. Risalah Sairun Mabl# 
17. Sharah Al-PXqahui Akbar. 
18. Quvatul Gulub. 
19. Asam-ul-Aiirar. 
20. Hadsqul Anas* 
21. Zuroul Hlsal. 
22« Sharah Qaslda Amanl. 
23. Sharah Aqldah Kafizia. 
24. Aqldah Chand varaq. 
25. Risalah dar biyan Adab Saluk. 
26* Risalah Aahab. 
27. Risalah Zikr. 
28. Risalah Kiartfat. 
29* Risalah Hay at Ruhbi £1 Ahaan Suratln. 
30. Risalah Hood Hast Basa. 
31. NajKuah faadah Rasail. 
32. Anisul Oaihshaqua. 
33* Maktubat. 
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34. Khatmah Sharif 
3*. Jawaharul Ushshaque 
36. Tartkh Habibi 
37. Khilafat Namah for Moulena Mlauddln Gwaliari. 
38. Khalifat Namah for ttasl Xshaque Chhatrah. 
39. Khilafat namah for ttasl Suleiman. 
40. Khllafat Namah for Sadruddln Khondmlr. 
41. Khllafat Namah for Abul Fatah* eon of Moulana Allauddin 
Owallari. 
42. General Khilafat Namah written at Delhi in Which 
names of Khalifas vara incorporated later on. 
But with the passage of time, a considerable number of the 
above bookB aire either not available or they are deemed to have 
been l o s t . The management of Kutub Khana Rowsa-Sharlf has made 
arrangement for the publication of the available manuscripts for 
their preservation and at the same time for the benefit of the 
seeker of truth. 
Xt wi l l be proper here to present a brief analysis of the 
contents of the books, available so fart 
1. Shaft* H»«Ath, Ottffamt 
Risalah Qusairla was written by Imam Abul Oasim Uusairl in 
437 H. This had remained an authentic and important book on 
Sufi am. Imam Abul Qaslm Uusairl died on 6 Rabl«ui*Awwal 46S H 
at Nishapur. The Sharah on Risalah Qusairla was written in 
Persian by Saiyed Muharaitad Husainl Oaisudaras in 807 H at Gulbarga. 
Xt was published from Ahad Afrln Burql Press t Hyderabad in 1361 H. 
Xt contains the following materials 
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Preface 
Part Z B«ii«fe and doctrine* of Sufis. 
Part ZZ A Brief Qtscusslon of these Bel iefs . 
Chapter Z l&scussee the Biographies of 82 Sufi Shaikhs. 
Chapter II f&scusses the Sufi Terminology and Concepts. 
Zubdatull Haqaiq i s written by Qasi Alnul-qassat Hamadanl. 
This book contains Maarif or Haoa^g and has remained a very 
popular book among Sufis £aiyed Muhammad Husainl Qaisudaraa has 
wi l t ten the Sharah on i t . Because the Sharah on th i s has been in 
"> IiBb*4ft> i * i s famous as Tamhjfllt MlWl-Wf 1* "W^lPa o r 
Sharah Tamhidat. Zt was published on 9th Ramsanul Mubarak, 
1364 H, by Main Press* Waqia Baser Zsa Hi an, Hyderabad, Oaccan. 
**• Sharah contains 472 page*. ltB contents arei 
Tamhid Z aasarat-o-Basirat (vision and vision of heart) . 
Tamhid ZZ TaUbo-matlub (Seeker and sought). 
Tamhid ZZZ People of the world. 
Tamhid ZV Onoaia of se l f . 
Tambld V Irfan (Knowledge). 
Tamhid VI Iahq (Love). 
Tamhid VZZ Ruh (Soul). 
Tamhid VIII The Quran. 
Tamhid IX Kufr (Znfidelity) . 
Tamhid X Aim of Tamhids. 
3 . Sharjh, H- f jq t fM Akbar, 
Al~fiqaihul Akbar was written by Zmam-e~Asam Abu Kanifa 
Nauman bin Sabit Tabayeekufl. Sharah on th i s book had been 
written ty Salyecl Muhammad Kusaini Oalsudaras at Gulharga. Al-f iqahul 
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Akbar i s « famous book on SufisfR. Nin« Sharahs (interpretations) 
have,been written by various scholars In different languages. 
AMong a l l the nine Sharaha, the Shjrj& written by Allaaa Nulla 
All Oadri Hanfi Macel has been the beet. The Sharah written in 
Persian by Saiyed Oaisudaras i s not included in these nine. Saiyed 
Oaisudaras has written fcha Sharah of selected portions of the 
book. The Sharah contains 48 pages* Zt wee published on ISth 
Shaigwal~al~Mukiirra)n, 134? H by Sultan Burqi Press, Hyderabad, 
Doccan. The book contains the be l i e f s (jgsid.) of Suf is . 
Thi» Rlsalah has been written in Persian by Saiyed Muhaainaa 
Husiiini <3alsud*raa. The Urdu translation have been done by Saiyed 
Rahwuddln Chlshti Sandanawasi. Zt was published in 1388 H (1949 
A.D, ) by Aijaat Printing Press* Chhatte aasar, Hyderabad. In t h i s 
Rfaalah the conception of Tjuj^yi and the relation of the world t o 
9od have been discussed* This Risalah I s known as NaiMsohan ke Sundar 
Dsrifhan in Hindustani. Zt contains 34 pages* 
5
» Knatlwa Sharif 
This book has been written by Saiyed Huhawtad Husainl 
Oalsudaras Bandanawas Chishti. Zt i s an important book for 
Se l l* (Traveller on the Path), and for Wfirids (d i sc ip l e s ) . In 
short, i t i s m guide-book for the seekers of truths. The 
preface has been written by Saiyed Shah Muhewmad Husainl ,SaJjadah 
Nashln, Rosa-i-Basurg, Oulbarga Sharif. The date and year of 
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publication have not been mentioned. The book contains 40 
pages* 
»• MtfHlWWdtaq 
This book was written by Shalkhul Hashaiyakh Zlauddin Abul 
HaJib Abdul Oahlr Suhrwardy, the Imam of Sharlat and Tarloat. 
T h
« Sharah on th is book was written by Saiyed Muhatrcsad Husaini 
Galeudaraz in 813 H. The gharah la quite brief. In the Shayaft. 
Saiyed Gelsudara* has formulated a complete way of l i f e fcr the 
wurlds — men and women, young and old. The Urdu translation 
ha* been rendered by Mashuque Yarjung Bahadur. The preface has 
been written by Saiyed shah Muhamnad Husaini, Sajjadah Raaal 
Bandanawaz. The Urdu translation of the book contains only 24 
pages. The date and year of publication have not been mentioned. 
The contents of the book (Adabul Murldaln) are the following! 
Chapter 2 Attributes of God. 
Chapter XX All that God has said in His Book. 
Chapter III Quran as the Book of God. 
Chapter XV Vision of God. 
Chapter V God's sayings in Ouran and proved by tradition 
such as heaven, h e l l , e t c . 
Chapter VI Things created by God. 
Chapter VII Seeking of right l ivel ihood. 
Chapter VXXX Faith based on three things. 
Chapter XX Seeking of food by SuJ^a.. 
Chapter X Preference of £|q*£ over wealthy persons. 
Chapter XI Difference between £&£ (poverty) and Tasawwa^ (Ialand.c mysticism), 
Chapter XXI leaving Kaahf by Sufis and again joining i t . 
Chapter XIXX Actions of a ban da. 
Chapter XXV Karawat. 
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Chapter XV Stressing of Sufis . 
Chapter XVI Reading Quran in good voice. 
Chapter XVXX Attainment of as much knowledge as possible. 
Chapter XVIII Sufj'a contribution to Taaawwaf. 
Chapter XXX Religion of Sujis . 
Chapter XX Manners of Sufis . 
Chapter XXI Relation of a banda with <3od. 
Chapter XXZZ Kji (ecstasy) 
Chapter XXXIX Maslak (relation or path) of Sufia. 
Chapter XXIV Status of the Universe. 
Chapter XXV Talks of Sufis . 
Chapter XXVZ Things besides S h a r i f . 
Chapter XXVXi Beginning of Bcstasy. 
Chapter xxvxxx Musha/wit and Riyaja^ of. »•*•-
Chapter XXIX Aflflb su^bj^. 
Chapter XXX Mainstay (qayyum) of worlds. 
Chapter XXXZ Mfb-4-Sajar of Su^a.. 
Chapter XXXXX Journey of Sufis for four things. 
Chapter XXXXXX cress of Sufia,. 
Cliapter XXXXV Food of Sufis . 
Chapter XXXV Sleep of Sufis . 
Chapter XXXVX Adab-i-Sa»a (Music) and Khj£qa, (robe). 
Chapter XXXVII Marriage of Murida. 
Cliapter XXXVQEX Manners of questions. 
Chapter XXXIX Various Diseases. 
Chapter XL Manners to be retained at the time of death. 
Chapter XS.I Manners in times of calamity <a§jLa). 
Chapter XHI Manners of departure of Sufis . 
?• &*mtf\ WitMlifo gh f^m mm )wm •», ^m^ml WtifttPiit 
Risalah Gnosis ia a short revealed (i^ lhasxi) risalah of Ohose 
Asam Shaikh Abdul Oadir ?ilani. It contains the revelations 
which cane to him off and on. The risalah is written for the 
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kamifa so that they may reach the goal of iFJUu (knowledge) • Tha 
people of Ta£iq;§£ have given a high place and importance to I t . 
Various Sharahs (interpretations) hava bean written on i t , yet 
t h
« Bhayah, written by Saiyed Muhammad Husaini Gaisudaras la 
superior and butter than a l l . This Sharah written in Persian 
has been named as Jawaharuj Ushjfhagua,. The second Sharjfc i s 
known as •§, Mjfto*^-*s|Wml b i t t e n by Heluk Shah-al-Siddiqi-ul~ 
Qadri in 9th HI j r i . The third Sharah i s by the nana of j£w&t|*. 
Ishgue written by Abdullah bin Hasan bin Ali-al-Hakki-ul-Husaini-
aWi lan i in the 10th Hijri. The fourth Sharah^  was perhaps 
written within this period, but i t s name i s not known. Arrangement 
for verification end publication was made by Hafis Saiyed Ate 
Husain, The Sharah, written by Saiyed Oaisudaras was published 
by Ahad Afrin liurqi Press, Hyderabad, Oeccan in Shaben 13*2 H. It 
contains 63 page*. 
8
* TaJalUvat Rubbsni (Urdu translation of Jawaharul Uahahamia, 
The Sharjfo of R|SjHh, Qhos-e-Aflaro She^fr Abd^ Qadjr 3l\ml> 
founder of Qadriya order, was written by Saiyed Muhammad Husaini 
Oaisudaras in Persian. Its Urdu translation was rendered by 
Moulvi Ahmad Hasten Khan, Vice-Principal, Qulbarge College. I ts 
second edition was brought out in 1372 H. The preface was 
written by Saiyed Muhammad Husaini, Sajjadah Nashin, Rosa-1-
Bandanawas, Oulbarga, in Rajabul-Morrajab 1372 H. i t was published 
from National Fine Printing Press, Hyderabad, Oeccan. Zt 
contains 99 pages. 
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»» mam <*»<*« •» ^4fu^f^#Hwaa> 
This *Dlw«n* of Saiyed Galsudaras was compiled at the request 
of the second son of Saiyed Galsudaras, S«iy«di Aeohar Husalnl by 
» MMirid o* Qalsudaras whose nam© i s not mentioned. The murld 
compiled the Plwan end named i t Anlsul-Ushshaaua. The preface of 
t h
« Pi wan had been written by the world, but he had not mentioned 
his name there* The introduction of the Dlwai> has been written by 
Moulvi Hafis Saiyed Ate Huseln and the Divan bears 14 Shawwal~al 
Mokerram, 1360 H, as the date of publication. The Ojwen, has been 
published from Ahad Afrin Burqi Press, Hyderabad, Deccan. The 
introduction contains 16 pages end the Piwan contains 155 pages. 
The contents of the P|wan include 327 OhjaiU* • SUBaXA. of 26 
aaimrs, end a Majwua, of 9 Rubarvat. 
10. HffMubrt 
The pref ece of the Maktubat of Saiyed Gaisudaras has been 
written by Saiyed Ate Husaln. It was published in Shawwal-al-
Mokarram, 1362 H from Ahad Afrin Burql Press, Hyderabad, Dsccan. 
This compilation of Saiyed Oalsudarex contains 66 letters. Among 
these letters is letter No. 39 which was written to Sultan 
Feros aahmani, the ruler of Gulbarga, end Letter No. 66 written 
to Hasrat Masud auk Chishtl. The remaining letters are in the 
names of murldls and khalifas. Besides this* Noulana Ruknuddln 
Abul Fatah hast included in it seven letters of Saiyed Muhammad 
Akbar Husalni, the eldest son of Saiyed Galsudaras,four letters of 
Saiyed Muhammad Asghar Husalnl, the second son of Saiyed Galsudaras, 
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and one letter of Kami Serajuddln, the wurld of Saiyed Oaisudaras. 
Further, two letters are in the names of Oasi Serajuddln and the 
rest are in the name of Hasrat Aleuddln Kalpi. At the end of the 
maktubat, there are three copies of Xhllaf at-na*aha. The fir at 
Khil«fat-n»m*h relate* to Shaikh Alauddin, the aecond relates to 
Hasrat ftuknuddln Abul Fatah, and the third Khilafat-nawah i s of 
general nature* 
**• Rl«alsh Unan Qusairi (Extracts) 
T hi» Ri,salah i s written by Inam Uuseirl in Arabic. I t s Sharah 
has been written by Saiyed tejhasnad Husaini Oaisudaras in Persian. 
This Sharah i s not of the entire book, but upto the Chapter 
entitled Tawakkul. The Urdu translation of the Sharah Rlsalah 
lman\ .Qusairl has been rendered by Qasi Abdul Sanad Chishti Nlsesd 
Nlrsayee. In i t , 33 Sufi Terminologies and concepts have been 
explained in Urdu. The preface has been written by Saiyed Shah 
Muhammad Husaini, Sajjadah Nashin, Rose-i-Buxurg, Oulberg* Sharif, 
The book contains 100 pages. Zt i s published fron Aljas Printing 
Press* Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh. The date and year of publication 
are not Mentioned. 
12. Hjjffmi Ysjdjh, R m t l 
This book i s written by Saiyed Muhasmad Husaini Oaisudaras. 
The Introduction has been written by Ate Huaaln, Lings* Pal l i , 
Hyderabad, Deecan, on 37 Rabi-ua-Sani, 1360 H# zt i s published 
from Intasami Press, Kaisri Building, Hyderabad, Deccsn, The 
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date and year of publication have not been mentioned. Halmua Yasdah 
Resell consists of eleven email rlaalahs of Saiyed Oaisudaras. 
Their aret 
* T*ltlf ^ t f r y#A#m ^fttfiU - J t contains selected Inter* 
pretatione of the Surah. 
« xjBawtgifr-t^ 8>Mff*i*-fri *y*<aifrr*»* *wlst& - *« **• the 
problem of determination and free wil l has been discussed. 
This wee written by Saiyed Oaisudaras in 79a H, 
2 2 1
 Rlaalaift concerning the vision of God and Piracies (karamat) 
of jgifteYA - T h i a Rl»alah deals with the problem of the 
vision of Qod, the problem of the status of apostles and 
angles, the problem of miracles of £*&XJA a*** * discussion 
of the inner meaning of the Quranic verses, 
I V
 Hadjou^ anas^  - in i t Saiyed Oaisudaras has discussed some 
unique points and secrets of l i f e , usefulness of wealth, 
importance of sjy$£ snd mulahida of Ood, love of Ood, and 
the creation within oneself the attribute of God as much 
as possible. 
v
 wuludul Amhain - This short riaalah was written by Saiyed 
Oaisudaras. i t contains the statement about the reality 
of the love of God and i t s stage. 
VI n*iK%h ?#mha<| KHft - ***» &&***& contains the conception 
of the unity of God (&§&)*£}. 
VIZ R^ftltfl ^?MP-<}tf-AeHsX - This Bliftlmll contains the way of 
slkr, in the Chi ant la order which are imparted to the murids 
in general. 
VIII Risalah Isiraoabah - I t contains 36 fWfjntftfJ <°* **»« 
teaching of murldj|. 
** *fr%W\ Affotf c*ti»HUl - This rjUiiaii, as i t i s stated, has 
not bein written by Salved Oaisudaras. tern other sources, 
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i t transplrss that I t Might hava bsen written by Saiyed 
Akbar Husalnl, the eldest son of Saiyed daisudaras. But 
no deflsilta proof i s available in this regard. 
* Sharah, *&% «t«yt* A^ aT KfriytM PlftlYa - *«iyed Oelsudaras 
has writ tan the Sharah on tha above riaa^ah. Amir Khuarau 
was tha murld of Shaikh Nlzamuddln Auilya. Ha was vary 
near and daar to the Shaikh, and was callsd *Khwaja Turk 
Allah*. No body except Amir Khuarau had access to tha 
hujrah of Shaikh Nisamuddin Auilya at night. Ha i s laid 
to rest by the faet (aouthem side of tha tomb) of Shaikh 
Hisamuddln Auilya. 
** Burhanul Aahoin - This i s known as story of four brothers 
o* Shikar Hamah. It i s an article of only one page in which 
Saiyed Oaisudaras has discussed the reality of man beginning 
from birth to death. This Sharah became so famous that 
peopla of Tar^oat wrote short sharah on i t . In this 
compilation (mafmua), six sharaha of people of Tar^aa^ have 
been included and the seventh Sharah was especially written 
for compilation by Moulana Hakim Mlrsa Oaaim All Halg. The 
names of the writers of the f irst and second sharaha have 
not beem mentioned. The third Sharah has been written by 
Shaikh Hasan Muhammad Chishti. The fourth sharah has been 
written by Mir Saiyed Abdul Wahid Bilgraml. The f i fth Sharah, 
has been written by Mir Saiyed Muhammad Kalpl* The sixth 
sharah has been written by Moulana Muhammad Rsfluddin 
MuhaddJLs Oshlvi. The seventh sharah has been written by 
Mlrsa Oaaim All Baig Hyderabad!. 
13. Tabssra^jril .iffHlthjfr^-ftjftt 
This book i s a sharah of *Asmarul Aarar' authored by Saiyed 
Oaisudaras* and the sharah was written by Saiyed Akbar Husaini, 
known as Saiyed Bade. He was the eldest son of Saiyed Galsudaras. 
so 
This book was written with the peralssion of Saiyed Oaisudaras and 
was placed before hin for perusal. I t was written probably i n 
607 H. This was the f i r s t book written by Saiyed Akbar Husaini. 
Saiyed Akbar Husaini was granted khllafat-nawah by Saiysd Oaisudaras 
in 811 H and was allowed to s i t on his bedding (nehalcha). The 
book was published iron Main Press , ifeqla Baser Xslamia# Hyderabad, 
Deccan, and released through Kutub Khana Roxaitln, Gulbarga Sharif, 
on 11 Rahl-ul-Awwal 13S1 H. I t contains 1*0 pages. The preface was 
written by Saiyed Ate Husain. The contents of the book aret 
Chapter I 
Chapter XX 
Chapter XXX 
Chapter XV 
Chapter V 
Chapters VI t* 
VII 
Chapter VXXI 
Chapter IX 
Chapter X 
Chapter XX 
Chapter XIX 
Aullva'a words not to be told to unconcerned 
persons* 
Shflfih. of AfinV Afyar, Saa»ar„ (short story) No.73, 
written by Saiyed Oaisudaras. Xt deals with the 
conception of love (Xsjyjuji). 
Sharah of Sawar (short story) Ho. 49* which deals 
with Fayfrrt Q^ajbi (unseen v i c t o r i e s ) . 
Sharah of Samar (short story) No. 81, which deals 
with observation as certainty. 
Sharah of Sasmr (short story) No. 78, in which 
Saiyed Oaisudaras has cr i t i c i s ed the thought of 
Xbnul Arab!. 
Discussion about the utterances in the s ta te of 
sukr and ha*l. 
Sharah of Saaar No. 83 which deals with t a l a l l i . 
Sharah of Sastar 114 which deals with real kufr. 
Sharah of Sawar No. 76 which deals with taubah 
of £tl*is. 
Han and his knowledge of alast-e-Baah^r and kabir. 
bovere of Prophet Huhasnad. 
Si 
i4. Hfcffrii mm 
This is the second book written by Salyed Akbar Husalnl, the 
oldest son of Salyed Galaudaraa. Corrections and arrangement for 
publication were Mads by Mbulvl Hafls Ata Husaln. It was published 
from Holn Press* Waqla Baser Iaamian, Hyderabad, Deccan, and 
released through Kutab Khana Rosaltaln, Oulbarga Sharif, In 
JaH!«idil-Sanl 1366 H. The book was written at Oulbarga between 
805 and 810 H. zt contains 471 pages. Salyed Oalsudaras had 
wanted to write a book on Aqald (beliefs) of the people of Sharlat. 
Bat he left the Idea of writing It when he came to know that his 
son Salyed Akbar Husalnl had started writing a book on aca^d. The 
book contains four chapters. They aret 
Chapter X Knowledge of Sod (llw-1-ohat). 
Chapter XX Attributes of Ood tll»-l~Slfat). 
Chapter XXX Various names of Ood. 
Chapter XV Reality of Faith and statements about the world 
hereafter. 
The book had been written on the pattern of question and 
answer. 
*>*• Jswamaal Kallia (known as Halfusat (sayings) of Salyed 
Galsudaraa) 
This Is a collection of the sayings of Salyed Oalsudaras and 
compiled by Salyed Muhammad Akbar Husalnl, the eldest son of Salyed 
Oalsudaras. The Haifuaat are In Persian but their Urdu translation 
has been done by Salyed Rahimuddln Chianti. The Malfuaat are In 
two parts. The first part contains sayings of 70 sittings, and 
th« second part contains sayings of 71 to 137 sittings. The 
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preface in both the parts has been written toy salyed Shah itohammad 
Husalnl, Sajjadah Nashln, Ros*»l-Busurg, Gulbarga Sharif, on 9th 
December, 1972, But tha publication year differs. The first part 
bears 1392 A.H. (1972) and tha second part bears 1394 A.H. (1974) 
as years of publication. The Halfuaat In both tha parts have been 
published from Aljas Printing Press, Chhatta Baser, Hyderabad. 
This book was written In Persian as a biography of Salyed 
Qalsudaras by Moulana Shah Muhamad All Samanl In 831 H. Urdu trans-
lation had been rendered by Moulana Salyed Shah Haair Ahmad Oadrl, 
« MMCld of Salyed Oalsudaras. The Urdu translation was published 
from Aljas Printing Press, Chhatta Baser, Hyderabad, In 1389 H 
(1969 A.D.). in the preface of the Urdu translation Nazlr Ahmad 
Slkandarpurl has mentioned that the original book written In 
Persian by M.A. Samanl contained 9 chapters. But chapters 8 and 9 
are not available. So the Urdu translation contains only 7 chapters, 
which deal with the followingi 
Chapter X Lineage and life of Salyed Oalsudaras. 
Chapter XX Oreatness (fasllat) of Syed Oalsudaras. 
Chapter XXX Customs (ravish) of Salyed Qalsudaras. 
Chapter XV Preaching (talkln ) of Salyed Oalsudaras. 
Chapter v works of Salyed Oalsudaras. 
Chapter VI Children of Salyed Oalsudaras. 
Chapter VII Khalifas of Salyed Oalsudaras. 
Thus, we see that out of the 14 books 12 books have been 
written by Salyed Oalsudaras himself, three by his eldest son, 
S3 
Saiyed Akbar Huaaini, and one by Saiyed Shah Muhammad All Samanl. 
These books war© with the Khanaah of Salyad Galsudaras in Oulbarga 
and have bean published recently by the SaJJadah Nashln, Saiyed 
Muhammad Huaaini, 
SBCTIOM D 
The Importance of the Present Study 
The Chishti order in India was founded by Shaikh ftilnuddln 
Chlshti, I t was propagated by Shaikh Outbuddin sakhtiyar Kaki 
and Shaikh Fariduddin Ganj-i-Shakar. But i t reached i t s zenith 
at the time of Shaikh Nlsamuddln Aullya. 
The dawn of the 14th century brought with i t se l f an out-
standing personality and Sufi named Saiyed Muhammad Huaaini 
Oelaudaras (1321-1426 A.D.), the disciple and Khalifa of Saiyed 
Naslruddin Chiragh-i-Delhi. The spiritual exercises carried out 
by Saiyed Galsudaraa were so remarkable and the achievement so high 
that Saiyed Naslruddin Chlragh»l~0*lhl had to say "after 70 years 
a boy has again aroused in me a state of estasy and enabled me to 
recall the stories and events of the past." 
The credit of preaching and expansion of Islam in South India 
does to Saiyed Qaieudaraa, who finally settled at Oulbarga in 
Kamatake in early fifteenth century. His writings in manuscript 
form are enshrined in a library near his tomb* 
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Staring the l i f e time afSaiyed Qalsudaraa, his eldest son, Salyed 
Akbar Husalnl also wrote books interpreting his father's thoughts, 
* 
and compiled the sayings (m^ alfusat) of his father. How, the 
management has taken over the entire responsibility of publish* 
ing and translating the original writings of Saiyed Oaisudaras. 
when an attempt is made to know whether the eminent Chishtl 
saints of the 13th and 14th centuries ever wrote any book, we 
find that they did not take to writing their own thought. They 
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have themselves denied having written any book. * Whatever 
records we find about the Chishtl saints before the Shaikh are 
only a col lect ion of their sayings (malfusat). Some Sufi books 
(malfusat) which have been popularly attributed to the great 
saints of th is period are in fact apocryphal and fa l se ly ascribed 
$o those famous su f l s . The *Anlsul-Arwah' contains the conversa-
t ions of Shaikh Usman Haroonl and i s alleged t o have been written 
by Shaikh Nuinuddin AJmeri. The 'Dalilu^-Arffo' i s said to 
contain the conversations of Shaikh Muinuddin Chishtl and i t i s 
alleged t o have been written by Shaikh Bakhtlyar Kaki. The 
'Fawaldus-Sallkln' contains the conversations of Shaikh Outbuddin 
Ikakhtiyar Kaki and i t i s alleged to have been written by Shaikh 
Variduddln Oanj-i-Shakar. I t i s said that 'Aararul-Aullva' 
contains the conversations of Shaikh rariduddln Qanj-i-Shekar 
and i s alleged to have been written by his son-in-law, Moulana 
Badr Ishaque. Again, 'Rahatul-Qulub' i s said to contain the 
conversations of Saba Ferid and i s alleged to have been written 
by Shaikh Nisamuddin Aullya. The 'Mlftahul-Aahlqin' contains 
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the conversation* of Shaikh Maslruddln Chiragh-i-Delhi and is 
alleged to have been written by Muhibbullah.l43 But Dr.M. Moor Mabi, 
having mad* an extensive survey of the writings of the Chishti saints 
of the above period in his book 'Development of Muslim Religious 
Thought in India' has brought the fact home that the above books 
are pure and simple fabrications. 
Thus, we see that among the Chishti Saints, it is Saiyed 
Gaisudara* who for the first time took to writing. He was a 
prolific writer and had written a good number of books both in 
Persian and Arabic. He also has written Sharah (interpretation) 
of important books of famous authors like Sharah Riaalah Imam 
Quahalrlya, Sharah Riaalah Ohose»»Asam, Sharah Adabul-Huridain end 
Sharah Fasusul Hikam of Shaikhui Akbar Shaikh Nohiuddin Xbnul Arabi 
who dominated the thought of the Middle East in the 13th century 
and whose influence we again find in the 16th century in India. It 
would be interesting to see the view point of Saiyed Oalsudaras 
and how far he accepted and rejected the approach of Shaikh 
Nohiuddin Xbnul Arabi and what he said about the letter's doctrine 
of Wahadat-al-wulud (unity of Existence). 
The books written by Saiyed Oalsudaras ere till now untouched. 
Mo work, so far as my knowledge goes, has been done in any language 
on this illuminating personality of the Chishti order. 
Further, the characteristic feature of the thought of the 
13th century was that Tariaa^ was predominant over Shariat. But 
in the 14th century, we find the position entirely changed. In 
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this period great emphasis had bean laid on Sharlot and at the 
same tiJM Innovations had found roots In islam to a great extent. 
Saiyed Galsuderas had himself aaid that orthodox \jlsma had made 
the faith dependent on the study of a few books and the remember-
ing of a few word*. They had reduced the Faith to something 
trivial. Giving a vivid picture of the religion of his 
tine* Saiyed Galsudaras saya* that at the time of the Prophet 
Xsl«m was like a lighted lamp and people saw in its light 
whatever they liked. But after Khulfa-i-Raahidin, the light of 
Islam began to recede. And so during the days of Saiyed Galsudaras* 
people saw the light of this lamp (religion) from a distance* 
but no body intended to come near and be graced by tills light, 
hike his spiritual guide (pi£), Saiyed Galsudaras too struggled 
hard against the innovations and misconceptions which were 
introduced in Islam at that time and which were sapping its very 
vitality. Different sects were appearing in the camp of Islam 
and they were putting forward baseless arguments and reasonings 
in favour of innovations then current. Saiyed Gaisudaras* with 
the help of his writing and discussions* tried his best to 
refute their Arguments in order to purify Islam from vulgarities 
and corruption. 
iron this point of view* this humble attempt to present the 
Sufi thought of Saiyed Gaisudaras is very significant and occupies 
an important place in the development of Sufi thought in India. 
Fox: the sake of systematlaation, precision and brevity* the 
present work has tteen confined to the following scheme: 
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T|tjl« The Myetical Philosophy of Saiyed MuhasBad Husaini 
Oaisudaras. 
Chapter X 
Section A t The Times of Saiyed Oaisudaras, 
Section B i The fcife of Saiyed Oaisudaras, 
Section C t The writings of Saiyed Oaisudaras. 
Section O i The Importance of the Present Study* 
Chapter XX Methodology of Sa^yod Ofjsudaraf t Qjscuss^on. 
SSL2&3M1*. 
Chapter XXX 
Section A i Itonul Arahl'a Conception of Tauhid. 
Section B t Saiyed Oaisudaras*s Criticise) of 
Xonul Arahi. 
Section C t Saiyed Oaisudaras*s OMR Posit ion. 
Chapter xv 
Chapter v 
Thf * f l l U 9 " ^ t V ^ n "V* W4 <*?$• 
Conclusion 
Chapter XX 
MBTH0D0LO3Y OF SAXYta QAISUDARAZI 
DISCUSSION OH GNOSIS 
In discussing the methodology of the Mystical philosophy 
of Salyed Husalnl 3aisudares# we shall placs * special emphasis 
on gnosis (narlfat). because gnosis oeowples a key position In 
bin thought system. But before staking an attempt to discuss the 
gnosis, it would be desirable to consider, in brief, the back-
ground of Sufi nethodology. 
Before Sufism, there were two schools of Muslin thought, vis., 
Hut.eaUism and Asharism. The founder of Huta*llite school was Waal! 
bin Ata (b. *§9 A.D.). This school of Muslin thought cans into 
existence partly as a reaction to the misdeeds of the Onayyad 
kings and partly as an attempt to meet the arguments of the Greek 
and non-Muslim Scholars against Islam. The Mutaslllte* nade 
'mason* igfiV the chief source of religious knowledge. The point 
of view which dominated their theological reasoning was to purify 
the monotheistic idea of all the obscurities and deformations which 
It had made subject into popular belief # both In ethics and 
metaphysics. The passages of Quran and Hadith were explained by 
th<» Mutasllites strictly according to reason. They discusssd 
the problems of 'Freedom and Determination', 'Relation of Reason 
to Revelation', 'Relation of Action to Belief1 and * Attributes of 
Allah*.Although they preached the Unity of Ood, yet to safeguard 
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this Unity, they denied the Attributes of Allah as separate from 
His Essence (Ohat,). In other words* the Attributes, In thslr 
opinion, vers Identical with th« Essence of Allah* In this way, 
they were Inspired by a desire to defend and understand Islam on 
the basis of reason, for they were the masters of the science of 
reasoning (Ilm-al Kalam) and argumentation. But In doing so, they 
overdid themselves and as a consequence, their rationalism began 
to make people sceptic and Indifferent to religion. Not only that. 
It even led to a denial or distortion of religious doctrines. 
The Second School of Muslim thought, known as Asharlsm, was 
founded by Abul Hasan al Asharl (d. 932 A.D.). This School of 
Muslim thought came Into existence as a reaction to Mutaatliism 
in order to safeguard religion against their attack. Asharlsm Is 
a phllosophlco-religious school of thought which developed during 
the 10th and 11th centuries. This school of thought supported 
reason but gave revelation primary Importance. They, like 
Nutastllltes, upheld the Unity of Allah but affirmed His Attributes 
over and above His Essence. They did not undermine the Importance 
of reason, but made It subservient to revelation. Ms see, then, 
that during the 8th and 9th centuries, Mutaslllsm remained a 
dominant trend of Islamic thought. But after the 9th century, 
decay of Mutaslllsm sets in. In the loth and 11th centuries, 
Asharlsm gave a death blow to Mutaslllsm and became the chief 
6 trend of Islamic philosophy. 
But in the meantime, a third school of Islamic philosophy 
came Into limelight which is known as Sufi am. Though the origin 
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of Suflsm i s found in the Qur«n and Tradition, yet the doctrinal 
system of Suflsm developed during the 9th and 10th centuries 
and in the Ohaszalian system of philosophy, both Asharism and 
7 Sufism fused together. 
Saiyed 0aisudaras was a great Sufi and a dlaclpla of Saiyed 
Haslruddln Chlragh-l~Delhl. Ha was, aa a consequence, most 
concarnad with Sufism. what ia Sufi am? Thara ara numerous 
definition* of Sufiam, a i l dafinad from different angles. However, 
their gist i s baautifuily expressed in a definition formulated by 
Sbaykh~al»Islam Zakariya Ansarl, which i s as follows* 
"Sufiam teachee how to purify ona*s self, improve 
ona'a morals* build up ona*s inner and outer l i f e 
in order to attain perpetual b l i ss . I ts subject 
•attar i s the purification of the soul and i t s 
end or aim i s the attainment of eternal fe l ic i ty 
and blessedness". 
Further, we see that Suflsm owes much to Stablah Basri, the 
mystic, and Dtaul-Mun of Egypt for propounding the doctrines of 
Love and Tauhld respectively, in Islamic mysticism. Shaikh Bayasid 
of Hi at am also played an important role in the development of 
Suflsm. Me introduced the Doctrine of Scstacy and employed, for the 
f irs t time, in Islamic mysticism, the word 'fan**, which means 
annihilation of the self and this later became the basis of Sufi 
theosophy. Suflsm owes much to Shaikh Junayd of Baghdad* Imam 
Al«Ohassali, Shaikh Abdul Qadlr Jliani and Shaikh Shihabuddin 
Suhrwardi, for they not only reconciled the divergent tendencies 
of Islamic mysticism but also won recognition for a sober Sufiam 
•1 
among the representatives of orthodox theology and religious 
lew. 
It Is but fact that since the vary inception of the world, 
the endeavour to have the knowledge of God has remained a matter 
of great importance. This i s explicit and evident from what Allah 
has said, "I only created the genii and mankind that they ought 
to serve Ma." This comes to mean that people might know Him 
(God). The Prophet has also said that knowledge i s obligatory on 
every Muslim* man and woman; and that knowledge may be had even 
i f one has to go to China. Therefore, the knowledge of <3od i s 
the most important aspect of autism and i t Is concerned with the 
Gnosis of God — MarUrt *Uih-
All bin Uthman al-Hujwirl, in his famous book *Kashf-al-
Mahlub*. had made a detailed survey of the problem concerning the 
Gnosis of Ood (Marlfat A^lah). I t would be proper here to put 
the gist of his main contention with the only aim that this may 
serve as the basis for understanding the thought of Saiyed Qaieu-
dates in this context. 
In the opinion of Sayyedena Al-Hujwiri, Gnosis of God i s of 
two kindst (i)i Cognitional <ilaL> snd ( i i ) Emotional <h§li>.12 
that 
Theologians and jurists, says All Hujwirl, hold/Gnosis is right 
cognition (Ha). But the aufiShaikhs consider Gnosis as right 
feeling (hal) towards God, and hold that Gnosis (marifat) is more 
sublime than cognition, because, according to them, right feeling 
(Ml) is the result of right cognition, but right cognition (11m) 
is not the same thing as right feeling. Both groups try to get 
•a 
Gnosis* which is dascrlbad as tha 11 £• of tho heart through Ood* 
and* turning sway of ono's inmost thoughts fro* all that is not God. 
But both groups dlffar in thalr approach and banco* diffarancss 
ariso which oftsn bacono quit* acuta. Daacrihing thaaa 
difforancos* Salyodna Hujwiri says that laying amphaais on right 
cognition (iUO of o©d# tha Hutasilitas assort that Gnosis is 
intellectual* Thay hold that reasonable parsons <#JQJA) can 
possibly have it. aut this assertion is disproved by tha fact 
that Halaoob (tha nan overpowered by their omotionaX states* i.e** 
hjii.) ara doomed to have Gnosis and that children* who ara not 
rationally Matured* ara doomed to have faith* Zf tha criterion 
of Gnosis bs an lntallactual one* than such parsons must bs 
tdthout Gnosis and unbelievers could not bs ehargsd with 
infidelity* baeauso Many of thorn ara rationally Matured. Again* 
if it is supposed that roason is tha causa of Gnosis, than it 
would follow that raaaonabla parsons must know God* and that all 
who lack roason* oust bs ignorant of Him (Ood) which facts do not 
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support. 
Again* wo find* according to Saiyadna Hujwiri* that soma 
parsons adduca demonstration (latadlal) as tho cauaa of tha 
knowledge of Ood and Maintain thereby that such knovladga is 
gained through tha avidanca deduced, sut this doctrino too is 
futile* for Xbftls saw many an avidanca, such as Paradise* Hall* 
and tho Throna of Ood* yat ha had no Gnosis. It is not in tha 
power and capacity of any body to have tho Onosls of Ood as Ood 
has Himself said that knowledge of Him dapands on His will*14 
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At the sane time, this doctrine is also not In keeping with the 
•pinion of thai orthodox Muslim* who hold that soundness of reason 
snd regard for evidences are means <!»&§&) to Gnosis. They are not 
th* cause of Gnosis. They say that ths sols causs is God's Kill 
snd Grace, because without His Grace (ins*ya^) * reason is blind.15 
Besides* we find heretics of all sorts using ths demonstrative 
msthod (latidlal** but majority of than do not know (fed. On ths 
other hand, whenever one enjoys the Grace of Ood, ell his actions 
ar« so many tokens of Gnosis. His demonstration is search (talab) 
snd thereafter his neglect of demonstration is resignation to 
God* a will (liisAfi). But with reference to perfect Gnosis, 
resignation is no better then search, for search is a principle 
that excludes the possibility of agitation (ldtlrab) end these two 
principles do not essentially involve Qnosis, Thus, reason snd 
proofs adduced by reason are unable to direct any one to the 
right path. Demonstration is the first step of turning away iron 
God, because it involves the consideration of sons) other things. 
But Gnosis is turning away fro* all that l» not God. This cannot 
be attained by demonstration, because demonstration is an set of 
finding objects of ssarch. Again* we find a declaration that 
Qnosis is the result of Inspiration (llhjfi) .l7 But a little 
consideration testifiss it to be impossible* because inspiration 
does not supply the criterion of distinguishing truth from 
falsehood, while Gnosis has that criterion. 
Further, says Saiyedna Al-Hujwlri, that some persons assert 
that knowledge of God is intuitive (J&iBlS*.) .** Hers intuitive 
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knowledge means a necessary knowledge. This also is impossible. 
If intuition be the source of Gnosis, then whatever is known in 
this way, must be known by sll reasonable sum. However, on the 
contrary, we find reasonable aejt (aacl^) denying the existence 
of G©d and holding the doctrine of assimilation (tashblh) and 
nullification (&S&J1). If this principle, as it holds, is 
accepted, then the principle of religious obligation <£akil£) 
19 
would be destroyed. Some aspirants to Suflem hold that 
intuition way be termed as absolute certainty (yajqia>»2° ** i» on 
this certainty, they say, that they know God Intuitively. 
Substantially it is right but the expression is defective. Zf 
intuitive knowledge which is equivalent to absolute certainty 
be the sourest of Gnosis, then it cannot be exclusively restricted 
to those who are perfect, on the contrary, this belongs to all 
reasonable awn. 
Really speaking Ononis (llm-i-marifat) is the basis for 
the knowledge of God. It is through marifat that 0©d is known 
to all His prophets and saints. Gnosis is not acquired, it is 
the result of Divine guidance and grace* All objects other 
than God are but veils, and all such veils are the result of 
ignorance, fihen Ignorance is removed, the veils vanish. And 
thus we nay conclude that Gnosis is not acquired, it is absolutely 
based on Grace of God. 
How, we come to the position of Saiyed Gaisudaras. He 
considers Gnosis (marlfat) as the right feeling (iuU.).23 
The nosi; important question that Saiyed Gaisudaras raises 
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is whether Chat and Sjfmt (Essence and Attribute of Ood) are the 
subject matter of the knowledge of God. His answer i» a definitive 
no, He says that knowledge of God is Ilka a hidden diamond which 
la known to God only. This knowledge is exclusively for Ood and 
is hidden from mankind. It is called llm-1-Ladunnl. The origin 
and source of this type of knowledge is Ood Himself and it is 
only through His Grace that He (God) confers it on anybody.24 
SaJLyed Oaisudaras says that it is not through questions that 
the secret of Reality is solved. It cannot be had even with 
treasures. The way to Haq4qafr and Tarfoafr* has no place for 
conjectures.25 He further says that Sharley Tarlaat and Hjq£qs& 
are all aequisitional (kasbi) and by achieving they ere achieved. 
But *tt**rifat* can be had only through Or ace (ifi*yj&) of °°&* snd 
not by dint of labour Ocasb) or prayer (£badj&) .** There is none 
to point out the way to Ood except God Himself t knowledge is 
sought only for the performance of His worship. Thus, it is 
obvious that no mortal being is capable of leading any one to 
Ood. This is explicit from the fact that although Abu Talib was 
in love with Prophet Mohammad (peace be on him} and the Prophet 
was very keen that he might embrace Islam but Abu Talib could 
27 not. 
According to Baiyed Gaisudarax, Sufis have laid greet 
emphasis on Gnosis 'fti§XlflV# <or the practical aim of the Sufi 
is to become completely absorbed in Ood. They are of the opinion 
that intellect is helpless in cognising Ood. Saiyed Oaisudaras 
siiys that all the religions are unanimous on the point that the 
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best and extraordinary aim or and of Ufe is Gnosis of 0od — 
Marlfat Allah, It la of two kinds. The first kind of Hartfat 
la concerned with theoretical questions such aat (i) what la 
infidelity (kufr), (ii) what are the logical or int all actual 
arguments for tha existence of Ood, and (ill) what do we mean 
by tha traditions, ate. Tha aacond kind of marlfat is mushahlda 
which is related to tha vision (of Qod) • Hushahlda is of such 
nature that a gnostic may snjoy th« vision of tha attributes of 
dod. This kind of marlfat is tha be-all and end-all of all 
human existence. This is possible through the help and guidance 
of those saints who have reached the senith of piety and have 
known the secrets of Qod, and His manifestation (tajalli).28 
further* in the opinion of Salyed aalsudaras, we come across the 
sayings of apostles that maarifat (Gnosis) Is of three kinds, viz., 
universal, particular, and particularly particular. Intellectual 
gnosis (maarlfat»l-aal) is universal. Xt is open to all, for 
example, every believer agrees to the fact that God is the 
Creator, the Provider and the Sustalner, 
The second kind of marifat, known 9» particular* may be 
granted by Obd with His Grace to those men who practise the 
teaching and guidance of Mashalkhs and £&**£•• 6*ly«d Oalsudaras 
further emphasises the traditiont *whoever cognises himself, 
cognises God', He says that cognition of the self is necessary 
for the gnosis of the attributes of God. The apostle's gnosis is 
particularly particular. This type of gnosis is concerned with 
the knowledge of God. God wants that He should be known, but 
•7 
tho nature of Man, says Saiyed Gaisudaras, is such that he 
cannot have the marlfat-i-Qhat. i.e», ths gnosis of tho essence 
of God, and cannot distinguish othornoss of ths Multiplicity 
(ahalriat) from tho Mi. of God* Xt is in this sonso that 'nobody 
knows God as God knows Himself •. (tod has His Attributes sad 
unless thoso Attributes are known, ths ntlng of God cannot bs 
known* And Cod has His Being, and unless that is known, ths 
Attributes cannot bs known* Ths Marifat of God cannot bs described 
by slMilles, for if that wars so, God would bs determined, 
because God is always bsyond ths dsscription and roach of ths 
human mind, <3od is bsyond, even bsyond ths bsyond.30 
Thus, according to Saiyed Galsudarss, God can bs cognissd 
only through sslf-knowledge and for this hs finds support in a 
tradition of ths Prophst s 'On* who cognise* his self, cognisss 
God* ( j t y ^ W ^ ^ t f ) . Saiysd Gaisudaras says that ths nan 
who obtains gnosis of his sslf and ths Man who attains ths 
Gnosis of God, are like thoss who stsp into ths Gnosis of ths 
Dhat of God* Thoss who want to seek ths Gnosis of God, should 
•take their nafj (sslf) their Mirror,and in this Mirror* they 
should cognise ths sslf of Prophet Muhammad (peace bs on his), and 
again, they should Maks the sslf of Prophet Muhammad ths Mirror 
in which they ought to seek the cognition of God. This stage 
is the highest one* Not all can rsach it or even know it* Man 
should seek cognition of (fed, beceuss gnosis in this world is the 
seed for ths Gnosis of God in the world to come, one who is with 
gnosis today, is with ths vision of God tomorrow. Xt simply 
*e 
flKM»na that whoever cognises God la this world, he will behold God 
in the next world. Ood says that one who forgets his self will 
be for got tan, and ona who remembers his salt will be remembered. 
In this way* Saiyed Gaisudaras interprets the Traditioni 'Whoever 
cognise* himself* cognises Ood*. 
In the o]?inion of Saiyed Qalsudaras, there are three sources 
for the Onosis of Ood* first* the Gnosis of the Being of Ood 
(Chat). The second is the Gnosis of Attributes of Ood (Slfat) • 
the third ia the Gnosis of Actions and the Commands of God. The 
last is had from the gnosis of one's own self (nafs) which is 
proved from the fact that o©d says that He (Ood) has made the 
way for the truthful (zahld), in their nafa (self). Saiyed 
Gaisudaras aays that one who has the perfect gnosis of his self 
has perfect Onosis of the Actions of Ood. The second Gnosis is 
of the Attributes of God and can only be had when one has attained 
the Gnosis of the Self of Prophet Muhammad, However, Saiyed 
Gaisudaras also says, and categorically too, that nobody has the 
power and capacity for the Onosis of the third kind, which is of 
the Dhat (Essence) of Ood. That is why God advises mankind to 
think over only of the bounties (niyawat) which Me has bestowed. 
Me (God) categorically forbids mankind to make interpretation of 
the Onosis of His Ohat (Essence) as it is a guarded secret.35 
God has saidt ^ YcA^J ! > ^ H J > 4 W J i J ^ & ( P p n d e r over 
^ 35A 
God's bounties, but do not ponder over God's Essence). 
Oasi Ainul Oussat Hamdani in his famous book Jabdatul Haaa c^ 
3ft 
has maintained that the creations of God are of two kinds, vis.* 
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Malak and Malakut. In the aharah (interpretation) on the book 
of Oasl Hamad ani which i s also known as Sharah Tamhldaat. Saiyed 
gaisudaras agreeing with tha view of Qasl Hamadani further says 
that besides Malak and Malakut, there are other two worlds which 
he describes as Jabarut and Lahut.* 
Malak i s Alam-i»3hahadat« I t i s the physical or Material 
world of forms and bodies. Malakut i s the rea l i ty or basis of 
Halaki Malak ex i s t s because of Malakut. I t i s a higher world in 
comparison to &**&. I t i s a lso called A*»»-a-*W or Alem-l-
Satin. Jabarut i s that which consists of a l l that belong to these 
worlds. I t i s also called &#£=*=&&' Altf***-»tttftyl *&1 OWflfr 
or Mt^«-*»yW«*« fctfflfr *» ^ t f » - l ^ a i n i or M^lXi&* **> *• 
such a world of which 'Arsh' i s i t s *Iili&* (honour) and Kurai ia 
**• Klhclay— (grandeur). I t i s the s ta te of Eternity. 
Saiyed Gialsudaras explains MaJLajc, Malakut. Jabarut, and 
Lahut with a s l s i i le and says that Malak may be compared with 
DQgh (milk d#vol« of butter); Malakut with Maaka (butter); 
Jabarut with Jagh£a& (curd); and ££&&, with r,oahan ( o i l ) . 3 7 
Me (Saiyed Galsudaras) has also explained the same as above 
with another s imile of Chestnut* which resembles very much with 
38 
the example given by Imam Al-ghaaali. Further, Saiyed 
Oelsudaras says that *§*&, *Si|eJa&, £»bari|\ are related t o 
each other. As roahan (o i l ) i s present in &&h, maskf and 
loahrat, so Clod i s present in Malak. Malakut, and Jabarut. 
* Imam al-0h*sall has also discussed these four kinds of 
worlds. 
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These world* n«y be divided into two only, namely, the 
bower and the Higher, the Lower world,according to Salyed 
daisudaras is like rind <PSft&) and the Higher world is like 
kernel (much*,). one should start from the Lower world and 
yearn for the spiritual world. Unless a nan knows Malak and 
renounces it, he cannot reach Malakut* and unless one does 
town/ Malakut and renounces it, he cannot reach Jaharut and frost 
there to fcahut. A *jaU& can do this Much that he reaches Malakut 
**«* Halak and from lower Malakut to the highest Malakut. and 
thus enable himself to observe the beauty of the originator of 
Malakut.40 Yet the Cognition of <3od is not complete, A &sJU& 
has ought to proceed further from the reality of 'Rabuhlat* to 
the reality of 'Al^hivat't again, from the reality of *Aluhiyat' 
to the reality of 'Issat'i again, from the reality of *Xifj&* 
to the reality of 'AsmatS and finally, from the reality of 
'Atmat' to the reality of 'Klbr^yf'. At the stage of 'Kjbr^ya/, 
he will find the exclusive Reality or Existence of God, and 
nothing else* But, in the opinion of Salyed Gaisudaras, it is 
an uphill task to combine Nalak and Malakut to iiMk* and the 
gnosis of thit Essence (Chat) of (fed is but Impossible. This 
eery fact of creation has been explained by Al-Ohasall In the 
following wordst 
"Al-Ohasali conceives the world as having two faces, naming 
them differently as the material world (Alam al-Mahaus or 
*Huahahada or Hulk), and the Celestial world (A^am al-MalakutW 
or the world of Senses (Alam—1-Hl««l), and the world of 
n 
IntaUigance tAjam, t W K U ) or, the Higher world (Alam al-Alawl) 
and tha Lower world (Alam al-Sifll). The transcendental world 
is beyond tha k«n of owns* and imagination. The physical world 
is a direct consequence, a manifestation, a symbol of tha 
tranecandantel world. *The aaan world la to tha World Celestial 
aa rind la to the kernel, or as tha form to tha spirit* or, as 
darkness to Light, and lowness to loftineas', lis who never 
ywirns for tha knowledge of tha aplrltiaal world and remains 
occupied wholly with tha aaan world Is a brut a, nay worsa than 
that* for tha tarutss are not furnlshad with wings for flight to 
tha unseen world as nan km. it is only through tha physical 
world that one can rlaa to tha spiritual world, for they are 
related to each other intrinsically* tha world that is beyond tha 
apprehension of sense and imagination may* from tha visw point of 
this pilgrim to <3od, be calls* tha Fold of tha Divine, tha 
Holiness. Thara are folds within folds and no man shall attain 
unto Allah until ha has traversed tha highest. Thus, there are 
grades of ascension in tha spiritual world* and tha pilgrim*a 
prograss along tha 'Straight Path* is his progress through thasa 
folds. Tha lowast heaven of tha pilgrim la that of tha aerth 
from which proceeds his bodily movement, his sensation proceeds 
from tha next heaven above, and his Reason from tha next still 
above. From here tha soul spreads wings for its upward flight 
to what saama Unity with Pure Deity, a Seven-Fold way.*41 
What is the proof of cognising God? This is another vital 
question that Salyad Galsudaras raises. Ha affirms that it la 
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the faculty of Reason Ij&Vf through which a man can cognise Ood. 
Thin faculty of Reason haa been called by various names, like 
insight* the light of the faith, reason, etc. There is a faculty 
in the heart of man about which it is said, *Xs one whose heart God 
has opened to Islam, so that he has received Enlightenment from 
42 
Ood,..* The meaning given to the faculty of reason is not in the 
sense in which it is used by scholastic theologians, who denominate 
it as logical reason concerned with disputations. Zt has been used 
in 'the special sense of being the capacity to know metaphysical 
problems like 3od, Soul, etc. This faculty of Reason is beyond 
the reach of external and internal senses. Reason, according to 
Salyad Gaisudaraa, is a kind of 'noor' (light) created by God 
inside man, and has the capacity of distinguishing virtue from 
sin, and truth from falsehood.4 But then, if intellect is 
temporal and Oiod is Sternal, how can the temporal know the 
Sternal? Saiyed Qaisudaras replies that the Sternal, i.e., Ood, 
with the help of His Eternal *»oor* (light) shows the path to 
temporal *noor*. But the intellect by itself (temporal *noor*), 
is not capable of recognising the path leading to Ood. That is 
why, it has been said that nobody knows Ood except Ood Himself. 
Regarding the method of knmwing Ood by the intellect, it is said 
that it is argumentation. No event la seen to remain in one 
condition, because it changes, so there must be its creator. 
The Creator should be eternal, immutable and one, otherwise an 
infinite regress will follow. Intellect, thus, leads to Unity. 
If truth is sought with the aid of intellect alone — without 
the guidance of Qod, it may lead on to infidelity (kufr). because 
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Ood is the only guide to the right path. 4 Again, the question 
•rises, if intellect is the proof of m.afj^ret^j.ah, end intellect is 
in the nature of nan* then why often do not people recognise 
God? Why do people err in understanding Hie (God's) Essence end 
Attributes and so go to hell? Saiyed Galsudaras affirms that 
undoubtedly, the way to know Ood is intellect* yet while adopting 
thils path with the aim to arrive at virtue and truth, the 
intellectual must need the guidance and grace of Ood. It is only 
through Qrace and Guidance of Ood (with His *Heor*), that the 
intellect recognises Him (Ood). Ood* with His Qrace puts the 
'noor' in the intellect of man. Makes his heart open, and boson 
expand, whereafter the intellect treads on the right path and 
gets rid of hellish ignorance. Intellect* of its own, oould 
on 
never tread/the right path, but would instead, leave the way of 
as 
•tarcy, and go on the path of sin and idol a t or y. Hence, it is 
beyond the power of nan to know or to describe the Dhat (Essence) 
of Ood. It is Saiyed 9aisudaras*s own conviction that logical 
reason cannot, prove or disprove the existence of Ood. 
And so Saiyed Galsudaras relies mainly on intuition which 
he calls Marlfatj (Gliosis). Harlfat in the terminology of the 
Sufis* is cognition gained through intuition and ecstasy.47 for 
intuition needs no intermediary. It is difficult to know where 
the knowledge comes from. Progress in intuition (llnaw) rests 
on self-discipline. Moral purity* and the Divine Or ace. 
* This is the position which has been taken by the renowned 
German philosopher Kant and in our own century* the logical 
positivisms have supported this stand. 
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The world from Hasut to Halakut. according to Saiyed 
Oaisudaras, is that which is manifest, This la the Sharlat of 
trophot Muhammad (Peace be on him). By practising Sharlat. one 
reache* fron Hasut to Malakut or from qaU& to qilfi.49 Saiyed 
Oaisudaras says that 0od has put two things in man. Ons is the 
heart, and the other is soul (nafs). The heart is so delicate 
and holy that it bears nothing except one. The heart, says Saiyed 
Oaisudaras* in which the world has found a place, has no place 
for Qod. That is, one who loves the world cannot love Sodf the 
love of the world and God cannot go together. The heart is the 
proper place of Qod. If the heart is pure and undeflled, its 
keeper gets near to Qod. The nafs is such that it boars whatever 
So burden is put on it. 
How Saiyed Qaisudaras explains through an analogy* how the 
heart acts as a place for God to be at. He says that Qod has 
Si 
made seven sources in the heart of man. They are as followst 
1* qtd,ar or Sjna, (Bosom) 
Inside Han, the first source is the bosom (sadar). Saiyed 
Oaisudaras quotes the *•?•• •* •*• w***** 
(When Qod opens the heart of man on Islam, he lives in the 
light of his fcord).52 
But this source sometimes operates like a veil to keep away the 
light of the Lord, whereafter the bosom tm transformed into a 
centre# generating Satanic activity. Saiyed Oaisudaras quotes 
7» 
la Quranic verse to support thlst 
(Say: X seek refuge with the Lord and Cherlsher of 
Mankind... (the same) who whisper* Into the heart 
of Mankln d — among Jinns and among Nan) 
*• &**£ (Heart) J> 
Tha aacond source la tha gjAfe (heart). Tha aalb la tha 
•tor* house of faith (Aaiaa> •»<* *lso • treasure of Haoa or Truth. 
This q§lS la tha houaa of *noor-l-aal'. Tha vision that tha 
heart has, which Is callad baalrat has Its origins hare. External 
observation la a reflection of this baalrat. 
3* Shaahaf < _3tf>) 
The third source lnaide Man Is shajg(hj&. Thla housea the 
love and grace of Prophet Muhammad, and also the love (is, heme) 
of tha Apostles and M**Xs> ifJ^ nif-JSaVlill (anthropomorphical 
love) does not find access here. 
•• yswad or Tahedil ( J> ^  .L. >'i ) 
This Is the fourth source and Is called *f*jg|* This tm 
tha place Inside Man, ^herefrom the Majesty (Jaini), Beauty 
< IJfilsl) •»«* other Attributes of <3©d are observed. 
5» ^annatul aaji? < -r^'-Sf ) 
The fifth source Inside Man Is called lannatul aalb. It Is 
tine place of Shawq (longing)# Zaaq (pleasure) and Iahque (love) 
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of <3od# and function* when there Is only exclusive lore of Ood. 
* . *» *> < ]*y) 
The «lxtib source i s sjwega.. This houses the llw-l-ladumfl 
(qhaibi mekashfa^) end Is e treasure house of Divinity, Knowledge 
end Memos (l*j£). 
1* Bshtaiul Q^Ih < - ^ ' ^ > 
The seventh source Is »ah\^1ul oalb. This is the place which 
manifests the Sssence end Attrlbutes( ohat~o«Sif eet) of God end 
wherefrom shine forth t^^^yjjt or Divinity. 
In the opinion of »eiyed Oaisudaras* the path from Malaku,^ 
to Jfrbarut, X9 ££E*<Ial* Practising £arjL<ii£ one reaches the *Ruft' 
through the |£*. Xf Run is pure* the same man in his life* as if 
comes to birth again, and reaches Alea-i-jabrut. on being bom* 
one sees first this physical world, and then himself. *it then, 
when he is born of himself* so to say* end attains knowledge of 
hie self, he sees the world here-after and Ood. 
Saiyed Oaisudaras explain* at this stage that a child is to 
be considered at the receptive stage* et which he gains knowledge 
of the world through external and internal senses (hawaas, surl and 
hawaas^i«maaiiwee). At maturity* he reaches the reflective stage, 
when he reflects upon the workings of the world and of his self. 
It is et this stage that he gains knowledge of the after world 
and Ood. The £&&, reaches Huh, when it has reached !§£§£& from 
Maletolt and enjoys the sight of Jaberj&. And the source which lies 
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between j*£§£i|& «»* idttu&« that is H*j3*g*&. Zt is like going 
from Ruh to the profound secret. This is ths stags when hs gets 
access to God's profound sscret and become* His JasHEli <* 
sharer of ths knowlsdgs of His sacred Mystery), 
St is ths discipline which prspsrss ths hsart for ths 
intuitive knowlsdgs of God, and with this and in view, Sslysd 
Gaisudsrss lays much smphssis on Hulahida (Mortification) and 
Hucaaaba (eonesntratsd contemplation). Hulahida means elsanslng 
of ths hsart and purification of ths soul. Balysd Gaisuderas 
says that mortification (wulahida) is mors Important and is meant 
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for ths truthful (sadla). Wuraaabe, on ths othsr hand* moans 
eonesntratsd contemplation. It is a particular form of practics 
which prepares ths hsart for immsdiats intuitive experience. 
For this, the hsart should already bs sufflcisntly purified* 
Huracaha consists of complete mental detachment from all things 
othsr than God and concentration upon ths physical heart, and 
than* as it were, waiting for ths light to come to ths hsart. 
This knowledge from God is directly flashed or communicated to 
ths hsart.5* 
Ghos~e-Aaam, 8*1ysd Abdul Qadir Jlleni, in his Risalah 
Gnosi,* says that a human being (la§ja> i» ths mirror of God, and 
the universe, ths mirror of Ltwan. This means that God has mads 
ra
«h (insan) Mis vehicle and ths universe, ths vshicle of man. 
Saiyed Gsisudaras intsrprsting this saying of Ghos~ul~Asam says 
that God has mads man, i.e., Prophet Muhammad, as His vshicle. 
God says that when Hs dsmanded tbk^9>.ss to prostrate before 
*'*,' AOC No ^ ^ \ 
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Adam, it was because the 'Moor* of Prophet Muhammad was peasant 
in Mam. And so, tha Prophata, tha protected friends of 0od, and 
tha entire Mankind ara vehicle*, and Ood is tha rider, i.e., 
everything is in tha grip of God. Ood saas Himself in Kan (insan) 
and man (A&fjn.) saas himself in every particles of tha universe. 
This means that the entire universe serves as mirror for man, and 
man is the miirror of Ood. Here the meaning of * cognition of self* 
< /w^-^t^) becomes clear. And when man sees Ood in his mirror, 
the meaning of * cognition of Ood gy"=2>*0**) becomes clear 
also. Saiyed Oaisudaras finds support for this in the traditions 
^\£±^c>Zh^ ^-r^* *Tha *•***' °* SSBallJts *he mirror of 
Ood). He says that as the body of a man is the vehicle and soul 
<rnh> is the rider, so soul (ru£) is the vehicle and Ood is the 
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rider. Mow the people of Snarlat are those who possess Onosls. 
The people of Teriq§£ are men of love (Muhabbat). The people of 
iL*J4Si& *tfrt-il-hirT*fflV •*• those who have reached the beloved 
(maanumie,), i.e., Ood. These people, at this stage are perfect 
in love. No stage ia higher than this stage. Thie stage is such 
that there is no annihilation (fana)* instead everywhere, there 
is everlasting (baaa). This is the secret hidden in the lover 
§ a * 
which, in this way, becomes manifest. 
Saiyed Oaisudaras lays an exclusive emphasis on love 
Uj |») *S i t begets Gliosis and nearness to Ood. If this was 
not so, the investure Ckhltab) of being highest in rank of a l l 
* This matter has been taken from Jawaharul Ushahaou^ which i s 
the Urdu translation of R^aalaft Ohoaul A»am written by Saiyed 
Oalaudara». Here in this ftlsalah. Saived Oaisudaras inter-
prets and clarifies the points raised by Saiyed Ohoaul As am. 
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apostles would not hove bean bestowed on Prophet Muhammad 
(Peace be on him). At this stage of love <laha), outer duality 
of lover (j*Ms) **>«! beloved (maaahuq) becomes imaginary one and 
the love between the two is real* This stag* la not United 
only to the Prophet* but persons following the Prophet May 
also have It, At this stag* of love one relates himself with 
the beloved and follows whatever He says. However* the purifica-
tion of soul remains the pre-requlsite condition for such love. 
Salved Abdul Qedir Jiiani* in his ^ ftlifl Oh/rtf/* has 
mentioned that even love is a veil between the lover and the 
beloved; when the lover Is annihilated In love* lie Is united 
with his beloved. Salved dalsudaras* Interpreting the views of 
Qhosul Asam* comments that the above assertion Means that the 
l«fct«r *mj«£* (y3) In ,Mjahjbbj&* is a veil between Abets! •»* &)*£* 
***** Ahmad Is relieved of this *&£*$* o £ HUH&ftt' "• becomes 
united with 'Ahad'. In other words* Muhabbat In the shape of the 
baSy (malib) of Prophet Mohammad was a veil between Ahmj& and 
Ah ad. When the Prophet got relieved of the body* then Ahmad; 
was united with Ahad. Thus* Muhabbat Is the qalib. (body) of a 
man (lnsan). In other words* Huh (aoul) is the 'Moor* of Ood 
and His * If oos* 1 B Eternal and Imperishable. God created the 
crallb of Aadam and mankind for His muhabbat. When soul becomes 
separated from the body* It reaches Ood, as if the drop becomes 
unlt«d with the ocean. Thus* the body (qaJUb.) 1* **** veil between 
Ood and man* as Ood has Himself said* 'Your v&&£ (existence) 
is the veil between you and Me*. But here it should be borne 
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In Kind that by 'unity* Saiyed Galaudaras never means a fusion 
or identity* rather, ha maintain* that It (unity) but I M M 
enly to ha so, whan actually at thia stage man remains Man and 
Ood9 What Ha la. Zt ia only tha nature of nearness that 
greatly Increases and therefore, becomes significant. 
Like other sufis, Saiyed Galaudaras also affirm* that love 
of God beget* tha vision of God. Tha vision of God ia possible 
in Ufa hereafter (aakhlray. and people ahali behold Ood with 
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•yaa open. Tha vision of Ood ia also possible In thia world, 
hut not while man ia in a waiting condition. Prophet Muhammad 
(Peace ha on him) too had tha vision of Ood in tha night of 
ascension. However, there ia a controversy whether that vision 
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was an eyeful, or of tha heart* The vision of Ood ia possible 
in dream.*3 when Ood manifested His ta ia l l i on Koh-i-Tur, tha 
mountain broke into pieces and Prophet Moses fainted. Thia was 
a vision to tha mountain. Saiyed Galaudaras critice* tha 
Mutazilitee who deny tha vision of Ood. Ha ways that i f Ood could 
make the mountain see, than why should there ha astonishment i f 
Ood bestows vision on Man* tha prima creation. 
Explaining that knowledge i s tha greatest vail between man 
and Ood, Saiyed Oaisudaras says that every thing other than Ood 
<•>**.'-tl¥ti-MUh> 1» the vei l of the Dhj* (Allah). All other 
vei l s are bad (qa&ft), but the vei l of Knowledge la holy, beautiful, 
ful l of pralite and above al l difficult to be l i f ted. The other 
valla such as jealousy, anger, bad feeling, back biting, e t c . , 
are eaay to Ibe l i f ted. But knowledge here doea not mean the 
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knowledge of any particular subject or thing, such es knowledge 
of mathematics, jurisprudence* interpretation and tradition, etc* 
I t simply means ths knowledge of <3od# i . e . , knowledge of the 
Dhut-o-Sifat of Allah which Is not based on reasoning end argument; 
rather i t s basis i s observation (smshahida) end i s received 
directly from <3od without any medium. This i s the greatest 
vei l end no other knowledge l e celled knowledge In comparison 
to I t , because other knowledge l e earthly or temporal (mjj£mi), 
but not reel (haalqi,) I t i» celled the greatest because I t Is 
diff icult to l i f t this veil.415 The heart (qaJUg) i e the meeting 
paint of God end men. For e traveller on the path (sjm&), the 
heart <qa*b.) IM the mirror for God's Creation when turned 
outwardi but when the heart (qsJUg) of euch e man l e turned 
inward, i t serves ee the mirror wherein he sees the vision of 
God Himself. 
Saiyed Oaisudaras also ley* much emphasis on l&*JLXY&£zii!}r 
nets (purification of soul). I t l e realised through 'smal saleh' 
(good action) end 'muiahida.*(struggle). In the words of 
Al-Ohaaeli, "verily the elm of e l l struggle end training by 
means of good actions i s the perfection of the self , i t s purify* 
ing end cleeneing in order to polish i t* character."*' There ere 
two elements in man; the negative end the positive. The negative 
element means that something l e to be removed from the heart and 
the positive element means that something else i e to be brought 
in i t s piece. The things to be removed are evi l character, the 
evil of the within end the actions which begets misery. The eoul 
h«s the capacity to act as a mirror, but the dust end impurities 
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mutt be removed from the heart. The attainment of this stage 
i s the perfection of a man. The power of self-reflection in 
•art i s potential, not actual. I t can too acquired by Man i f ho 
•truggles against evil tooth and nail and cleanses his soul from 
i t altogether.48 
Thus, according to Selyed Oelsudares* the knowledge of Ood 
(Oi»osis or marlfet) i s only possible through self-knowledge and 
not through inte l lect . Self-knowledge means knowing the self as 
an integrated whole, and also knowing i t s component parts. Salyed 
OaiLsudareVa emphasis on good conduct and purification of the 
heart from al l human infirmities i s in agreement with the views 
of Al-Qnasali, on llm-ul-mukashsfs. In the system of Al-Ohasali, 
the 'xys^l-Hukashafja/ i s used for what the Sufis cal l **&jj&* 
meaning Intuition or direct apprehension of super-sensory 
r e a l i t i e s . 6 9 Ilm-ul-ajukaahafa i s a certitude which i s the result 
of the light (Woor) that Ood ins t i l s into the heart when i t i s 
purged of vices and f i l led with virtues through jlm-ul->*iam*lf.7o 
Chapter III 
THB CCNC1PTI0* Or TA0KXD 
SECTION A 
Ibnul Arabl'a Conception of T«uhid 
Aftar having touched upon the thought underlying the 
doctrine of Gnosis in the previous chapter, no now cone to 
discuas Salyed <»alsudares*e Conception of Unity of 0©d (Tauhld), 
aa his views on Qrtosla and Conception of Tauhld are very **»ch 
inter-related. Me amy in fact say that hie Conception of TjuJi&d, 
la baaed on hla doctrine of Onoela, Hit before making an attempt 
to discuss the position of Salyed Oeisudaras regarding Unity of 
*** (SM^EA^}' A t l s deairable to look into the Conception of 
Unity of God as held by Ibnul Ar*bi (11*5-1240 A . D . ) . This i s 
ao because, in the book 'Ttbaartfrfl *f*»A#MV i a ^ t t t ' * written 
by Seiyed Akbar Huaaini, the eldeat eon of Salyed Oeisudaras, 
* 
the stand taken by Ibnul Arab! has been crit icised. 
* Shaikh Muhld-din Muhammad Ibn All, commonly known as Ibnul 
Arab! and Aah-Sh*ikn-ul~Akb*r, was born at Murcie in the 
south-east of Spain, in A.H. 560 (A.D. 11*5), during the reign 
of Saltan Muhammad. He died in A.H. 438 (A.D. 1240), This 
great Shaikh has been called the father of 
I t i s but fact that the teaching and example of Ibnul AT< 
have been a great source of inspiration to practically every 
Pantheistic Sufi that cane after him. even Jalaluddin Rued i s 
supposed to have had his share of this influence. The system 
of Ibnul Ar«hi has been discussed by various authors in the 
east and treatises have been written on him. The vital 
(Contd.) 
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Influenced by Neoplatonlsm on the on* hand, and Ishraqls 
and Hallaj on the other, Ibnul Arabi shaped his doctrine of 
wtfffHml ffiW (Vaity of Existence). The Quran declares* There 
i s nothing to toe worshipped except 0od", end Ibnul Arab! 
emphasises, "there in nothing in Existence except Ood" {^^^^\j>), 
The Prophet presents a Conception of Ood Mho i e the Creator 
and the entire universe i s His Creation. Huslin philosophers 
l ike Al-Kindl, Farabl and Xhn Sine* propounded the theory of 
Emanation. On the basis of thin theory, Ood i s the f irs t Cause, 
and from <3od« emanated the f i r s t Intelligence an Effect. From 
**rt* *"*llU9JBSS omanated the Second, flHtflUflffigt •** the 
f i r s t heaven,, end thus, one after another, ten intelligences 
and seven heavens cam* into existence, from the tenth intelligence, 
emanated the world of souls and from the world of souls came human 
souls, t i l l Jin the end, emanated the world of bodies. Now Ibnul 
Arab! will have none of these intermediaries. His emphasis i* 
only on 'absolute unification.* 
To understand the Doctrine, of Unity of Being or unity of 
Existence, WII must grasp f irst what i s meant by Being (walud) 
* (Contd.) 
question with which these authors were more concerned wan the 
Question of his orthodoxy, and not as much with his mysticism 
or philosophy as such. There was an endeavour to know as to 
how far such philosophy agreed or disagreed with Islamic 
principles. AS a result* controversies on this subject 
occupied the minds of the Muslims for centuries. Books were 
written by such men as Ion T*ymlyy«# Jalaluddin as-Suyutl, 
Fayrusabadl, Makhsuml, T«ftnaani, etc., either to defend Ibnul 
Ar«bl*s orthodoxy or prove his infidelity. There has never been 
such a diversity of opinion on the orthodoxy of s man before. 
He has been regarded by some people as one of the greatest 
saints of Islam and by others as « heretic of the worst kind. 
(A.E.Affifi, The Mystical Philosophy of Ibnul Arabi, University 
Press, Cambridge, 1*19, Preface). 
•s 
and the phrase -Ood i s Absolute Being* (Matfr ?1W1 l l Wfttfl Is 
hjojq). This i s so because Xbnul Arab! considers Reality a* an 
•Absolute Being* (aj WW4 Mi fWttW> ©* • ' W n r i i l Bning ( j * 
wuiud ul Kulli). But than I t Iwjeomes diff icult to determine the 
meaning of 'Absolute Being* for Xbnul Arab! appears to use the 
term 'Being' in two different eeneee. 
In the f iret sense* 'Being* stay mean a 'Concept', the 'Idea 
of Being* , or. Existence (wulud nil m#ne ml maadarflK In the 
second sense, i t nay mean that which has being, i . e . , that which 
3 a 
exists or subsists (wulud Ml «atia nAuiod). Kir Valiuddin, 
while interpreting the moaning of 'Being* as held by Ibnul Arahi, 
quotes J ami. J ami says that * Being' stay have two different 
interpretations, f i rs t , 'Being* i s an "idee of the second 
intention" which has no external object eorresponding to i t . 
This i s one of the accidents of the 'Quidlty* or Real Nature 
of the thing which exists only in thought, as has been proved 
by the reasonings of scholastic theologians and philosophers. 
In the second sense, 'Being* signifies that Real Being, who i s 
Self«£xistent, end on whom the existence of e l l other beings 
depends, and in truth, no real objactive existence could exist 
apart from Him. All other beinge are merely accidents accessory 
to Him, mm i s attributed by the intuitive apprehension of the 
most famous gnostics and *men of certitude*. 
Though Ibnul Arahi at one moment looks inclined to favour 
the f irst sense, and at another adheres to the second, and though 
he sometimes mixes the two together, yet he definitely accepts. 
8* 
in form and practice,tha second meaning of the tarn *jfitju£*, i.e.. 
Being «s one, and as That, Which Exists. This Being is Allah 
and every thing alsa Is His manifestation. 
Therefore, tha question naturally arlaas that Is ultimata 
* Being• an aits traction, an idaa, existing only In mind, am! 
uniting In itaalf, as all universal concepts do, or. Is it an 
Absoluts Existing Reality which is idantial with tha "All"? Tha 
confusion arises because ha holds that 'Being*, that is, exietence 
as an abatracrt idaa, can be conceived apart from tha axiatlng 
object. H* holds that we can mentally separate 'axlstanca' as 
con capt, from our concapts of things, for example, wa can 
ssparata Mentally tha univarsal concapt, *exlatence", from our 
concapt of horse, man, ate, Besides this* Ihnul Arebi also 
holds that * Being*, that is, axlstanca, la identical with and 
inseparable from things in tha external world. In fact, ha 
eeems to believe that Reality as Substance, is ultimately One, 
and • Being', that is, Existence, as Concept, which is externally 
identical with Existing object, finds its complete identification 
in the one Existing Reality which is tha source of all that has 
existence, it follows, then, that Absolute Existence which is a 
•Universal Concept* and Absolute Reality which la an existing 
object, coincide. Xbnul Arabi, further maintains that Absolute 
Being, that Is existence, can only be applied to Absolute 
Reality which la the universal Exlatent, All that wa are 
acquainted with has but limited existence. This cannot be tha 
origin of Itself. Therefore, there must be an Absolute Existence 
•7 
which i s th* sourc* of a l l limited existences. Haoce, I t appear* 
to make no difference, for Ibnul Arabl, i f the tarn 'Absolute 
Being* i s taken to swan either •Absolut* Existance' or 'Absolut* 
Existent', since they ere both externally identical with I t . I t 
would than *>**» that Reality which i e an Absolut* Being i* 
actually on* with Absolut* Existence though they nay b* separated 
In thought, Whan Ibnul Arab! says that Absolut* Existence i s 
th* source and eaus* of al l existence, he simply means that 
Absolut* ftaallty that i s . Being, i s th* sourc*and eaus* of a l l 
beings. Therefor*, for Ibnul Arabl, i t doe* not mean that Ood 
i s an Abstract Concept of wulud only, which has no external 
existence. 
Ibnul Airabi holds that th* * Absolut* Being* I s th* sourc* 
of e l l b*ingn in th* sens* of a Reality or a Being who** existence 
i s identical with i t s Essence, or a Being whoa* existence i s 
necessary. This could neon that for Ibnul Arabl, Being 1* 
identical with attributes. This Essence i s at one* e l l the 
realised and th* realisable quiddity (wahlryafr) of the external 
world, with a l l i t s properties and accidents, and upon this 
Essence, the human mind base* i t s notion of 'abstract existence*. 
Thus, when Ibnul xrabi considers 'Absolute Being or Existence', 
th* source of a l l existence, he means that Absolut* Being which 
i s identic*! with and inseparable from the Absolut* Existent, 
i e th* ultimate sourc* and ground of a l l existence and a l l that 
exist*.* 
I t i s appropriate at this stege to bring out th* distinction 
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which Xbnul Arabi makes between 'Being* and 'Existence'. Ha 
considers * Existence* a specie* of *Being*, and holds that every 
thing that has being nay be said to have existence If manifested 
at one or the other planes or stages of 'Being*. He speaks of 
four planes of Being. They arei 
1, Suing of a thing in the external world. 
2* Intelligible beings. 
3. Aning of a thing in spoken words. 
4, Being of a thing in script. 
Xbnul Arabi says that every thing that has * being* be it 
temporal or eternal* must exist at one, or the other, or, all 
these 'Planeii'. That which does not exist at all or some of 
them is a pure not^belng, and nothing further can be aaid about 
it, A thing may be said to be a not-being if it does not exist 
at one of these 'planes of being', and if it exists in another, 
then it is a not-being in those particular planes in which it 
7 
does not exist. 
Xbnul Arabi holds that things have existence in Ood*s 
knowledge, prior to their existence in the external world. The 
Universe and Man are both eternal and temporali existent end non-
existent. They are eternal because they exist in the eternal 
knowledge of Ood, and are temporal as concrets and external 
'form*. Thug, according to Xbnul Arabi, relative 'being* means 
the actual physical objects in the phenomenal world or those that 
exist potentially as ideas in the mind of <Jod; he sometimes 
calls it*possible. * Not-being, according to Xbnul Arabi has no 
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existence at any of the 'plan**1 of being. This may be called a 
pure non-existent. Again by Hot-being, ha means things, which 
exist in one piano, and not in another. In the latter sense, 
this would mean things, which exist only as ideas or concepts in 
a wind, and cannot possibly exist in the external world, as also 
those things which are possible, or even probable existent*, but, 
which do not actually exist in the external world. Pure Not-
being can never i t se l f be en object of our thought, and other 
non-existent* can and actually are as Xbnul Arabi holds.8 
Thus we see that under the influence of Plato and Aristotle, 
Muslim philosophy was greatly preoccupied with the question of 
what constitutes a thing. According to Mutaxi l i t e e , a thing was 
a concept that could be known regardless of whether i t actually 
existed or not, existence being only one of i t s various qualities. 
Xbnul Arabi too, conceives of being as possible, apart from things, 
that actually exist . Xt i s only in the phenomenal world that the 
quality of being must be possessed by an object in order that i t 
nay exist . He divides things that have no being into two 
categories. The f irst category consists of things that have no 
existence in any of the planes of Pure Being (Ood). These he 
considers purely non-existent. The second category consists of 
things, which exist in one plane, but not in another. He 
divides them into two sub-categories, f i r s t are those things 
which exist only as intellectual concepts, without the 
possibility of existence in the actual world, for example, 
the concept of a man with a hundred heads, or, a f ire that i s 
wet. Second come those things which have a potential existence 
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in the actual nor Id without, however, existing in i t for example, 
the telephone or the jet plane a hundred years ago. Itanul Arabl 
maintains that while the laat two categories of Not-being can 
be objects of our thought, pure Not-being cannot.' 
ibnul Arab! also distinguishes between necessary being, 
contingent being, and impossible being. He says that a necessary 
being i s that whose existence ia self-necessitated. 2a ether 
words, i t i s that which exists per se, and this could be Ood 
alone. Contingent being, he says, i s that for whose existence 
there i s no essential or necessary reason, i t s being and not-
being are equally possible. An lmposslhlie being i s one whose 
non-existence i s necessitated by some formal reason. Ibnul Arabi 
emphatically denies the contingent or possible being. Xn spite 
of this fact, he cal ls »*« tftn ifr-tftiiftlU 'possible being*. He 
definds i t bjr saying that they are necessary in the sense that 
they are potentialities which must of necessity be actual!sad. 
Thus, he admits only two categories of being-necessary, and 
i n 
impossible. 
Ibnul Aatrabi, therefore, s tr ict ly maintains that there i s one 
Reality in existence. This Reality can be viewed from two 
different angles. When we regard this Reality as the essence of 
phenomena, i t i s the Real <H*qq). When we regard i t as the 
phenomena manifesting that Kssenee,lt i s the Creation Qg}§lq). 
?***•' &MH «nd XhslQ' Reality end Creation,the one and the Hany, 
are only names for two subjective aspects of One Reality. Therefore, 
Hftqq i s the real unity and Khj&q l& i t s emperical diversity. 
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Xbjitul Arab! says that if God I» regarded through Himself, or as 
Basonce Iron Uhe point of view of the Essence, then this Is the 
stats of unit/. sut if God is regarded as font, then the unity 
vanishes. Ail this amount* to saying, that unity has no other 
meaning, than that, two or more things, toeing actually identical 
ar« distinguishable conceptually, the one feom the other. Multi-
plicity la merely due to different angles of vision, and not due 
11 
to an actual division in the One Essence* I t i s in this way 
we find that Ibnul Arab! does not wish to assert a real duality 
of toeing. Ontologically, there i s tout one Reality and eplateml-
cai ly , there are two aspects — a Reality which transcends the 
phenomenal world, *nd « multiplicity of subjeetlvltlss, which 
find their ultimata explanation and basis in the essential unity 
of the Heal. Ibnul Arabi also sometimes distinguishes between 
these two aspacts on logical grounds. He says that the manifold 
existent* in the external world are contingent temporal and 
dependent fas: their existence on something which must of necessity 
be s«lf~subslstent, eternal, independent and necessary. The One 
stands to the Many in relation of a substance to i t s accidents, 
logically different from them but actually on* with them. Ibnul 
Aratai says that owing to our f inite minds and our inability to 
grasp the whole a» a whole, we regard i t as a plurality of beings 
ascribing to each one characteristics which distinguish i t from 
the rest. A parson who i s possessed of the vision of a mystic 
can transcend in super-mental state of intuition a l l the multi-
p l ic i ty of forms and see the Reality that underlies them. In 
i t se l f the One i s simple and indivisible but what seems to 
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Multiply the on* Is the predications which we predicate of 
external objects* that ls# we being then under categories of 
colour, shape* else* temporal and spatial relations, 
The Hailajiaa element in particular is predominant in Zbnul 
Arabi*s thought about the One and the Many* although sometimes 
he uses the terms •form' and *essence* as equivalent to Hallaj*e 
Na»ut and J*§hu£* yet the two teres b*hut and Hasu,t which for 
Hallaj SMsant ultimately two different natures or beings* under-
went radical modification in the system of Zbnul Arabi. These 
two terms have been reduced to mere aspects of Reality, Lahu^ 
•»<* Wasut. i.e.* essence and form* become simply names for the 
outward and inward aspects of the (me being complementary sides 
of this One Reality* and enjoy equal status in the monistic 
theory of Zbnul Arabi. Hallaj*s famous utterances* "Mid Z am 
the Real* for I have never ceased to be real through the Real", 
and again* There is no difference between me and Thee except 
Godhead and Lordship", admit all the time* the reality of the 
two elements in Men — the divine and the human — which in 
certain mystical states are allowed to become united. But Zbnul 
Arabi* on the other hand* admits neither 'Union* nor fusion, 
nor even inanimation. He either speaks of One Reality* or two 
aspects of Reality keeping the distinction between them always 
rigid and clear before his mind. He says that *Z am the mystery 
(secret) of the Real* not the Real Himself*,13 and the mystery 
here being tlie phenomenal aspect in which the Real Is 
distinguished. The two are always there* and there i9 no sense 
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in »*ylng that one becomes the other. Thus* there is no place 
of 'becoming' in the philosophy of Ibnul Arabi, At times he 
takes the help of metaphor* for explaining the relation between 
One «na Many, ftit the least error that can result from misinter-
preting such metaphors is the assumption that he is really a 
thaist rather than s pantheist or that he is a dualist rather 
than a monist. 
?sm« the metaphor of the •mirror' and 'images' which is 
closely allied to that of the object and its shadow* Ths One is 
regarded as an object whose image is reflected in different 
mirrors* ths images appearing in different forms and shapes 
according to ths nature of each mirror. The Many (Phenomenal 
world) is the mirror-image, the shadow of the ileal object beyond, 
The whole world im like s shadow play. He l» well aware of the 
ambiguity of this metaphor, and wishing to rule out any implica-
tion of duality* he definitely states that the source of the 
shadow and the shadow itself are one. Again* take the mathema-
tical metaphors of number 'One* and the diacritical point* and 
the centre of circle. According to Ibnul Arabi, the One stands 
to Many in the same relation as the mathematical one stands 
to the infinite numbers based on it. but although numbers are 
based on *one* it would be absurd to cell them manifestations of 
•one' in the sense that phenomenal objects are manifestations of 
the one. Numbers are aggregates of units of ones and if the 
analogy holds good we should regard the phenomenal objects as 
conglomerations of units each of which is the one* which they ere 
not* not even in Ibnul Arabi's view.14 Bat no metaphor, whatever* 
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can adequately nerve as a medium of expressing a philosophical 
theory. Th*t. is why Ibnul Arab! does not appeal to Intellect 
and formal reasoning in order to apprehend such a doctrine, on 
the contrary, the ultimate solution of the problem rests with 
the Supra-mental Intuition of the mystics* which alone perceives 
tha unity an a unity. 
Therefore* tha distinction between One* and Many, or Real 
and tha Phenomenal, thue* explained aa Essence and Form, or* 
Reality and /ppeerance, if at ail Maintained should not be to 
predicate of one* what ia predlcable of the other* except in the 
atrict eenee of regarding them aa ultimately and essentially one. 
He> malntalne that every thing ie a Reality (jfaoo.) * but not the 
Real (A&hajqq] t the slave, therefore* remains e slave, and Ood* 
the Lord. Tha One Essence transcends all the forma, and whatever 
characteristics belong to then. The Many, have two aspects. 
Pirat, aa different from one another* and as different from the 
One* which signifies the aspect of difference. Second* as 
essentially identical with one another* and with the One* which 
expresses the aspect of unity. The former aspect is summed up as 
contingency, servantship and temperalnaes, and* the latter aspect 
is what he calls Necessity* Lordship and Eternity.15 Therefore* 
the duality of Hnpjq and Khjlq is not* according to Xenul Arahi, a 
real duality of beings* rather* it ia a duality of differentiating 
attributee. These differentiating attributes are identified in 
hie philosophy as transcendence and immanence. The two Arabic 
terme* tashblh and tanaih* which were used by Muslim theologians* 
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for a long time, to mean the comparability and incomparability 
of Ood to created beings, In connection with the doctrine of 
anthropomorphism end corporeallem, seem to have undergone e 
serious modification at the heads of Ibnul Arabi, because he uses 
them In a more philosophical sense. An antnropemorphiat, or a 
corporealist, is one who attribute* to God qualities which are 
analogous to those of men and ether created beings. A trans* 
cendentallet is one who holds that Ood is above such qualities* 
A man, we may say, may very well be an anthropomorphiat, or a 
cerporeallet, without being a pantheist. It would mean that 
0©d may very well be assumed to have qualities, and attributes, 
comparable to those of men and physical objects, and yet, remain 
different from, and at the seme time not in any way be identical 
with, either men, or ether physical objects, or with the whole 
universe. But such a position, according to Ibnul Arabi, could 
not possibly be maintained. He usee the terms transcendence 
(t*nalh) and immanence (taahblh) in quite a different sense. He 
says, that the assertions, that Ood 'hoars', or 'sees*, or, has 
* hands', etc., which anthropomorphlsts make, do not mean that Ood 
possesses 'hearing*, or 'sight', or 'hands', rather that Ood is 
immanent in all that hears, mmm, or has hands.14 Ood hears 
and sees, in every belgg, that hears and sees, and this constitutes 
His immanence. Further, Ood's Essence, is not limited to one 
being, or a gzuup of beings, that hear and see, but is manifested 
in all such beings whatever. Zn this sence, Ood is transcendent, 
because He is above all limitations and divisions. As a universal 
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substance. Hit la the Smamcm of a l l that i s . In this way ibnul 
Arabi, reduces tannlh and ttfMh. to absoluteness and UmUadrms, 
H« emphatically denies tha anthropomorphism, or corporeallsm as 
held by tha old theologians. Tha mention in tha Quran about God 
hairing hands and faat should,in tha opinion of Ibnul Arabi, be 
interpreted not in tha anthropomorphic sense, but in tha sense 
that God i s essentially tha hands and faat of a l l that have 
hands and faat* Ood*s manifestation, in such limited forms as 
hands and fast:, ate . , constitutes His tfashbifr. but* His baing 
in Himself above such limitations, constitutes His tanalh. 
Thacaf ore, Zbnui Arab! holds that transcandanca and inmananca 
aro two fundamental aspects of Reality. Halthar of tham would ba 
aufficiant without tha othar i f we want to give a complete account 
of Reality, and in support of this he says that Islam la the only 
religion which assarts both aspects in an equal degree. Xt i s 
true that Ibnul Arabi assarts that every thing and al l things are 
<Jod, yet he takes care not to assert, that i s , that God i s a l l 
things in the sense of being an aggregation of axistents. He 
asserts that God ia the unity behind the multiplicity and Reality 
behind the Appearance. Hence, there are two alternatives, that, 
either the phenomenal world i s a store i l lusion, or the Real Being 
i s <3od alonei or God i s a mere fabrication of the human mind and 
the phenomenal world la the only Reality. Ibnul Arabi chooses 
the formar alternative. In this way, his assertion of trans-
cendence saves him from falling into gross materialism.1* Ibnul 
Arabi makes this clear by emphasising that i t i s not transcandanca 
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as asserted by man, which explains the rsal nature of Ood as ths 
Absoluts* H* says that even ths nost abstract traiisesndancs 
conceived by nan is a form of limitation, bscauss it implies, at 
la 
least, ths sxistsnes of an asserter, bssi<Sss that of Ood. To 
assart any thing about any thing is to limit it and therefore, ths 
assertion even of absolute transcendence of Ood l& a limitation. 
Ths assertion made by ths intellect, of the transcendence of 
Ood is only a convenient way of contrasting ths two aspects of 
Reality, but, in fact, it does not explain its nature. Xbnui 
Arabi says that Tjjg&d,, which lm unification, equivalent to 
transcendence, belongs to ths Muwahhid, not to Ood, since Cod is 
„bov. 1 1 •„,«*«..*> T W . m a m t . to ..yin3 th.t no «... 
except Ood Himself, knows His rsal transcendent aspect. In other 
words, no ons, except Ood, can fully comprehend His essential 
Unity. The perfect Sufi, in his ecstatic f l ight, might have a 
glimpse of this Unity,not through ths inte l lect , but by means of 
supra-mental intuition,which belongs only to such a state. This 
higher form of transcendence i s independent of a l l assertion. 
I t belongs to ths Divine Essence per se . The absolute unity end 
simplicity of ths Divine Essence are only known to the Divine 
Essence. Here there i s no duality of the subject and the object, 
knower and the known. This form of transcendence i s not ths same 
as that which we usually contrast with immanence, becauss, the 
latter belongs to the Intellect , as the logical correlative of 
immanence. I t i s predicable of Ood, as jybtiiro* when contrasted 
with the phenomenal world, al khala. This i s ultimately subjective. 
The higher transcendence i s objective and follows from the nature 
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of the Absolut* Himself, of such transcendence, Zbnul Arabl 
holds, we have no Knowledge and cannot take it as a part of our 
definition of God. The only possible daflnltlon of Ood, if 
possible at all* can be made by taking Into account both 
21 
transcendence and immanence. 
Zbnul Arabl eaye, that tha so-called attributes of trans-
cendence (s ifat al-tanslh). should ba predicated of tha Godhead 
(ai-Haoa). not of tha Essence, for tha Essence, in i t s bars 
abstraction, la attributalass. These attributes of transcendence 
are summed up In what he calls absoluteness (£&£?), as 
contrasted with the llmltednees <&sav&d) of the phenomenal world. 
So, Reality us Ibnul Arabl understands I t , has both aspects — 
transcendence and Immanence. 
Thus, the Divine Essence Is one Universal Substance, and i t 
i s identified with Absolute Reality. In i t s absolute indeter-
mlnateness, the 01 vine Essence i s a bare Mgaig. *t has no 
quality and relations. I t i s a being-in-itself. I t i s indes-
tructible, independent, and unchangeable. 
Reality i s not a substance, but the one substance which, in 
I tse l f , embraces al l substances so-called* material and non-
material. What are fleeting, destructible, and changeable, are 
i t s accidents, forms and manifestations. Zbnul Arabl differs 
from the Asharites with respect to doctrine of Attributes. The 
Asharltes regard the attributes as over and above the essence 
of Qod, and not identical with the essence of <3od as the 
Mutasilltes hold. But Ibnul Arabl has more la common with the 
f t 
Mutasllltes here. He says that the Attributes have no existent 
a* yen* and neither do they subsist as entit ies in , nor, have any 
meaning apart from* tha Divine Essence* they are mere relations. 
If Zbnui Arabl sometimes speaks of tha a*yan of Names or 
Attributes* i t i« only in a metaphorical sense, and not in tha 
sense that thay are any thing superadded to tha Essence. This 
establishes that for Xbnul Arab! Dhat or Being ia identical with 
SiEat or Attribute*, and Sjf»t express themselves in Manifesta-
tions (iaJ.4Ailyy.il)* or Modes, which are the world and i t s 
objects. The same identity of the Divine Modes with His 
Attributes* and of Attributes with the Being* i s brought out in 
another way. Zbnui Arabi Maintains that 'Divine Names are 
idanticai with the Hefted (Husamma,) * and the Husumma i s the very 
being of Allah* and that* the Divine Names* although they are 
many* denote the same entity; and further that* whatever im 
denoted by each nana, separately* la denoted by e l l of them 
together, dod can be praised with any nemo or with a l l the names 
together* because, al l the names denote the same Being. Just 
as He (<3od) i s manifold as regards His Names* end One as regards 
His Being* so He (God) i s £^YY*Sc£=**nXA Uke JlWemV or 
* matter** or a conceptual unity* as regard* His Being* and 
manifold as regards His existence* because the created beings 
are nothing but He Himself in Seif-Bnanatlon. Now* this 
identification of Asms, or Names* and Muaamma. the Named* i s only 
another way for the indentification of Dhat and £!£&, i . e . * 
Being and Attributes because *X§m* (Name)* i s nothing but the 
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ascription of the object by virtue of an attribute of the 
22 
Being . * 
The Reality which is ultimately one, and indivisible, may 
be regarded from three different points of view, in relation 
to our knowledge. Firstly , Reality aa we know it, that Im, Reality 
aa manifested in the external world, Xa this sense, it is 
subject to the limitations of our senses and intellect, tie know 
it as multiplicity of existence, asserting for it relations of 
all kinds — casual or otherwise. This Xbnul Arabi calls the 
phenomenal world, appearance and not-being. He says that though 
an apparent Multiplicity, the phenomenal world is an essential 
unity, each part of which is the whole, and is capable of 
manifesting all the realities of the whole. 
Secondly, Reality as such we do not know directly, except 
by mystical intuition, but its existence we logically infer 
following our reason. Xbnul Arabi says that of this we predicate 
attributes characteristic only of a Necessary Being. This he 
chooses to call Ood in the theistlc sense, that is, Ood as 
•Created in our belief*. However, this is only a fictitious 
and subjective Ood, and our Conception of Him varies from person 
to person or community to community. But Xbnul Arabi is 
emphatic and says that any conception, which deprives Ood of His 
Absoluteness and Universality, or renders His Unity in any way 
incomplete, either by admitting the reality of any other deity, 
24 
or even of the phenomenal world, Xm polytheistic. A true 
conception of Ood, therefore, is one which comprises the two 
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aspects, i.e.* transcendence and Immanence — that Ood as being 
both above* and in the universe. Thla may be called the starting 
point of Xbnul Arabl's Philosophy of Religion* He says that we are 
compelled to do this, because the Attributes we predicate of the 
phenomenal world, demand their logical correlatives, such as* contin-
gency demands necessity* relativity demands absoluteness, finitude 
demands infinity and so on. We must not* therefore* predicate of 
God such attributes as 'green* or *circular' or 'hearing' and 
'seeing** etc.* although His Essence is the essence of all that 
is green* circular, and all that bears and sees. This is only 
to mark out the Godhead* from the phenomenal world, as two sub-
jective aspects. When Xbnul Arahl says that 'we ourselves, includ-
ing the phenomenal world and the attributes* with which we describe 
God*, and* * there is not a single Name or Attribute* with which 
He is Characterised* the meaning* or the spirit of which is not 
found in the phenomenal world*, it means* on the one hand* that 
the phenomenal world possesses unique characteristics which explain 
Ood*s immanent side* and on the other, that, through these 
characteristics we are formally led to ascribe to Him (Ood), 
attributes which explain His transcendent side. But regarding 
Reality as the Essence of All, all attributes whatever* tranficen-
25 dent end immanent* may be predicated of it. 
Thirdly, Roality as we do not directly know* or perceive* but which 
following our reason* we logically infer* as we infer the existence 
of a substance* when we perceive Its accidents. Therefore*Reality, 
in the opinion of Xbnul Arab!, is the Divine Essence of which we 
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c«ii predicate nothing except bar* existence. Zt i* unknowable 
and incoBwuiii cable when regarded in abstraction, zt i* ultimately 
Indefinable end l ike e substance, i t can only be described in 
ten** of i t s 'states' which are the phenomenal world. Its nature 
admit* of no opposition end contradiction or comparison, yet I t 
unites in i t se l f e l l opposite* and similar*• Zt ha* no qualities 
or quantities, yet I t 1* the eouree of a l l qualities or 
ouantlt les . Zt 1* generally referred to by such vague term* 
*• "Pure Light" or "Pure Good" or the blindness (a^Vsma,). This 
i s the state of Unity (ahadiYVat) which admit* of no plurality 
whatever. This unity 1* the sumtotal of al l Potentialities. A* 
such* i t 1* not the object of worship. The object of worship 
i s the fcord (al-Rabb). not the One *i3rEftafl' Zbnul Arab! says 
that such unity becomes inte l l ig ible once we admit the other 
aspect, that i s , multiplicity, because in i t se l f , i t transcends 
a l l multiplicity mo that nothing would remain except the Real. 
Therefore, in Zbnul Arabl's metaphysical system we find that 
God a* a personality existing apart from, or in any sense other 
than the universe, yet controlling i t and directing i t * movement*, 
ha* no place. Me find then that there 1* no place for an 
Ethical <3od of Zslam in the Philosophy of Zbnul Arabi. Qod a* an 
object of belief, i s * mere concept, which we derive from our 
knowledge of ourselves. The positive Attribute* we ascclbe to Him 
are based on our positive attribute*, and the negative, on the 
negative. ZkKul Arabi says that we know Ood through the knowledge 
of ourselves, so we create Him/ 3od describes Himself to us 
by us, and an such, *3od 1* but a mere phrase".28 In this way, In 
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place of the Ethical <3od of islam, we find* in hi* system, a 
Ood who, while regarded as Identical with the Universe, i s a 
Principle, which controls and animates the Universe. Xbnul 
Arabi maintains, that any Attribute we predicate of Ood, belongs 
to Him, only by virtue of His rank as Ood. Ood, therefore, 
does not actually create* but creation belongs to His rank. In 
reality the Creator and the Created are one. The sane may be 
said of Omniscience, and the rest of the Attributes, which 
express any relation between Him and the universe. Throughout 
his system, Ibnui Arab! preserves the conception of a 
pantheistic <tad, and for this purpose, he adopts the ingenious 
Manner of e^laining away that class of Attributes which form the 
conception of the Sthlcai God of islam. He employs, in this 
connection, two methods. First, he reduces al l the Names and 
Attributes to a mere subjective relation, and regards them as 
logical and psychological* rather than as actual. Secondly, 
through a linguistic interpretation of terms, he completely 
alters their usual significance. By the f irst method he 
identifies the divine Names wJLth what he cal ls the Hadarat, that 
i s . Olivine Presence. He uses the term Madarat In a different 
sense from that, in which i t i s used In connection with the 
Five 01vine Hadarat, that i s . Five Planes of Being. By a Hadra 
he means a mystic state In which God presents Himself to the 
heart of the gnostic in the form of a Pi vine Name, revealed in 
i t s Absolute Abstraction. Each Hadrq reveals the twofold 
implications of a Divine Name. First, i t * Immanent aspect, that 
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i s , i t s reference to the spatial point of view from which Ood i s 
regarded. Second, i t s transcendent aspect, that i s , i t s reference 
to the E&vlne Essence. The linguistic method, on the other hand, 
i s simply an attempt to interpret the Names of Ood themselves* 
I»ei us take some examples in this regard. 
1. The Divine Name, al-Amln (the Giver of Peace) i 
This i s explained by Xbnul Arabi as coming from *jQ§n/ (peace). 
Hadra of the giver of peace, according to him, means the 'presence 
of peace*# wherein the soul ceases to be troubled by reflective 
thinking on the nature of Ood* and becomes identified with the 
state of mystic intuition. 
2* The Name, aWabbar (the All Compeller)t 
Xbnul Arabi interprets i t as the on* by whom every thing i s 
compelled to proceed. He understands compulsion (1ahr) as equivalent 
to necessity* This compulsion i s the underlying principle of a l l 
creation. There i s even compulsion in choice. Compulsion i s 
mot an external fores according to him, but i t 19 in the sense 
that things obey their own inner laws of necessity which are the 
laws of the Que. 
J. The Name, Mutakabnir (the Proud)t 
He interprets i t to mean the One who i s so great that He 
transcends al l contingent attributes* Proud i s , in his view 
equivalent to Transcendent. 
4. The Name, al-Ohaffar (the Pardoner) i 
Xbnul Arabi takes i t as a derivation from 'ohafara* meaning 
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a cover or v « i l . Al (lhaff ar. therefore, means the 0n«, who v a i l s 
Himself, in forms, or Names. 
5. The Name, al'Adl (the Just One): 
Ha derives i t from 'adala* which means Inclination towards 
one thing rather than another. <3od i s aJLML# because He has 
•inclined' from the s tate of essential necessity to that of 
phenomenal necessity, that i s , Ood has incl ined to be manifested 
in the external world, 
6 . The Name, al Hafls (the All-Preserving One)i 
Ibnul Ai'abl interprets i t * as the malntalner of a l l existence* 
in the sens* of being one, who subsists in a l l and preserves a l l 
as their easiness. 
7 . The Maws, ai Raoib (the Hat«hful)i 
He interprets i t as the One, who watches every thing, because 
Ha i s the Isfisnce of everything. Zn th is way we find him taking 
a l l the Gusenic passages and Prophetic tradi t ions , making 
Pantheistic Interpretations, to support h i s visit of the immanence 
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of the Divine Essence in a l l beings. 
This way of interpretation of the Divine Hemes and Attributes 
by Ibnul Arab! goes to prove the Conversion of Islamic principles 
and idsas in to unflinching pantheism. The creative Ood of Islam 
no longer means the Creator, but the Ona who reveals Himself in 
the i n f i n i t e forms of the universe. I t i s obvious,than, that 
Ethical and Personal Attributes have significance only where 
there i s a r«al duality of Ood and tha Han, or, where there i s . 
10* 
scttetMng other than Ood. But Xbnul Arabl's system allows no 
•other*. When ha is moved by * religious feeling, the Orthodox 
Ood of religion stands firm and deer before hi* mind, but this 
is his feeling, not his philosophy, Often this Orthodox Ood is 
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s were shadow and a dream. 
Thus, ths theory of Reality, as held by Ibnul Arabi, is s 
pathelstic one. It nay bs summed up in his own few words, 
"Glory bs to Qod who created things, being Himself thsir asssness 
(a'vanuha)*.** His panthaism is of tha typa which, starting 
from tha asswption that Ood is an absolute, infinite, and 
stomal baing, who is tha source and ultimata ground of all that 
is, was, and will be, gradually assumes a form of aeosmlsm, 
according to which, the phenomenal world is but a passing 
shadow of tha Reality which lies behind it. Every thing that is 
finite and temporal, is illusory and unreal. The pantheism of 
Ibnul Arabi .is definitely tha outcome of a religious conception 
of Ood as the all —- embracing and all — eternal Reality, a 
conception, which usually has its roots in mystical experience. 
It is not the outcome of any philosophical channel, which assumes 
that the Real or the Absolute, which is all that is, is 
ultimately One, sternal and Infinite* in itself unknowable, and, 
above all experiences. Yet in Ibnul Arabl's case we find that 
ha is obliged to resort to some philosophical form of dialectic 
in order to give a logical shape to his doctrine. tut this 
dialectic, in his case, does not endeavour to prove the 
existence of Ood, for Ood is beyond all proofs, Ood alone is the 
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proof for Hits own existence which is manifested in the avan of 
contingent beings, 0od needs no proof for Hie existence, for He 
exists every where and at ell times. Ihnul Arab! takes the help 
of dialectic only to show the inherent deficiency of the human 
intellect, and its failure to grasp the essential whole, as a 
whole, and* at the same time to prove that the so-called 
multiplicity of the phenomenal objects, have no reality in 
themselves. In this way tie see him passing from the conception 
of the Islamic Ood to that of a metaphysical Reality — from the 
oneness of Islam, that is, from the simple Islamic doctrine of 
monotheism to the philosophical doctrine of unity of Being 
(iKahdatul wu^ufl). In other words, from the proposition that 
•there is only one Ood who is to be worshipped" to the entirely 
different proposition that '•there Is nothing in existence except 
God". It wail his fear of falling into polytheism <sjhjx&) that 
made him conceive of Ood not only as the only Deity in existence, 
35 but also as the only Reality and the only Being as well. 
Thus, «e may conclude that according to Ihnul Arabi, the 
term 'Union* must he taken in a metaphorical sense. According 
to him, the no-called 'Union* is hut a state of * waking up* for 
the particular soul,and the realisation of the already existing 
union between Itself and All-soul, rather than, an amalgamation 
of two different souls. Ihnul Arabi maintains that the final 
achievement of the mystic, and the ultimate goal of his endeavours, 
is not to become one with Ood, but to realise the meaning of such 
3* 
oneness. 
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sffirricK B 
Saiycd 0alsudaras*s Criticism of 
Xbnul Arab! 
Ibnul Arab! propounded the theory of Wahdat-ul-WuJud; (Unity 
of Existence). Wahdat-ul-Wu1ud or Pantheism i s the theory which 
regards al l Unit* things as merely aspects, Modifications or 
parts of one eternal end self-existent Being, and views al l 
Material objects, and al l particular minds, «s necessarily 
derived from a single Infinite substance. This one absolute 
substance — the one al l comprehensive being — i t cal ls Ood. 
For the purposes of the doctrine of wahdat-ul-Wu 1ud, monism and 
determinism must be combined. It i s only then that the All of 
Nature i s believed to be coextensive with Clod — only then the 
Divine a«ing i s supposed to be fully or exhaustively expressed 
in the Qivin<5 manifestations. Thus, no system, which does not 
include determination, and exclude freedom, i s truly descriptive 
of the doctrine of ytM*V-VJIr*t1lta.3i* 
A comparative exposition of Pantheism, Deism and Theism 
shows that Deism represents God as a personal Being, who 
exists only above and apart from the world, and the world as 
a something which, although God's creation i s independent 
of Him* xt i s capable of sustaining and developing i t s e l f 
and acts without His aid in virtus of i t s own inherent 
energies. Oeism not only distinguishes God from the world, 
but separates and excludes Hist from i t also. Pantheism, on 
the contrary, denies that God and Mature either do* or, can 
exist apart. Xt therefore represents, 0od and Nature, as 
eternally and necessarily co-existent, »B the indissoluble 
phases of an absolute unity. Theism takes an intermediate 
view. I t maintains with Deism, that Clod i s a personal Being, 
(contd.) 
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Saiyed Muhammad Husaini Qaisudaras I s in disagreement with 
Ifcmul Arab!*a philosophy. Saiyed Oalsudaras holds a monotheistic 
system of philosophy, and presents a conception of <3©d, which, 
later on, was termed as Wahdat~us~Shshud lay Shaikh Ahmad Sirhlndi, 
• great Sufi of the 17th century. Ibnul Arab! holds that Allah 
I s the only existence and avary thing e l s e i s His manifestation. 
But, according to Saiyed Gaisudaras, Being s ign i f i e s the real 
balng which i s se l f - ex i s tent , and on whom the existence of a l l 
other beings depends. 
/Jhnul AiraM holds that flhat or Being i s Identical with 
S i fa t or Attributes, and Sj£a& mxpreas themselves in manifestation 
( ta ia l l iyat ) , , or modes, which are the world and i t s objects* 
Saiyed Qaisudaras vehemently opposes th i s view of Xhnui Arabl, 
and says, in plain language, that the S i fat or the nature of the 
Attributes i s not the Qhat or Being • They are not e ssent ia l ly 
39 
ident ica l . The Attributes of Onat are numerous. For example, 
the Attribute of Jewel (beauty) im quite different from the 
Attribute of Jalal (majesty)* Saiyed Qalsudarea explains these 
two Attributes W quoting two incidents. In the f i r s t , Iblfls i s 
MContd.) 
who created the world, intelligently and freely, and is above* 
and independent of it. But, it maintains also with Pantheism, 
that He is everywhere present and active in the world, "uphold-
ing all tilings by the word of His power" and so inspiring and 
working in them that "in Him they live, and move, and have their 
being*. Theism contradicts Deism, in so far as that system 
represents the universe as independent of God, and Pantheism, 
is so far as it represents Oed as dependent on the universe. 
Theism, in this way, excludes what is erroneous and retains 
what is correct in both Deism and Pantheism. 
no 
•aid to have seen Ood on a night of the br i t t l ing away of stars 
and Ood i s said to have put His foot on the d e v i l ' s chest out of 
which the devil f e l t warmth. In th i s incident, the Attribute of 
JaJLsl (Majesty) I s presented in the form of Ood4s curse on the 
dev i l . Xn the second incident. Prophet Muhammad (Peace too on 
bin) $ the lover of Sod, speaks of the Jamal and Tala^li of Ood 
en the night of Ascension (Herat). Here Ood i s said to have put 
h i s hand on the Prophet's shoulder, out of which his heart f e l t 
the coolness of His f ingers . 4 0 These incidents describe the 
Ja la l and Jafftal of God. Saiyed Gaisudaras Maintains that the 
S i fa t or Attributes of Ood are over and above the essence (Oha^) 
of Ood, Thin fact i s proved toy the genuine Sufi experience and 
i s a l so in accordance with Revelation wherein the Quran speaks, 
" . . . ver i ly Ood i s wholly suff ic ient unto Himself, He needs 
none of the world. * "'According to Xbnui Arabi, the world i s 
the actual real isation of Ood*s Sjf«^ or Attributes. But Saiyed 
Oaisudaras emphasises that the Attributes by which Ood creates 
the world are def ini te ly different from His Pha.ft, Right reason 
a lso demands that the Attributes must be other than His Being. 
Therefore, the world can never be accepted as the t a i a l l l (the 
manifestation) of the Attributes of Ood. Ood's Sifat (Attributes) 
are perfect in themselves* while the world i s f u l l of imperfections. 
Thereafter the question of identif icat ion between Ood and the 
world does not ar ise . Human knowledge i s different from Ood's 
knowledge. So, the one cannot be called the tat a l i i or manifesta-
t ion of the other. Revelation also goes to t e s t i f y that the 
I l l 
world i s not the manifestation of God*a Attributes, for the Quran 
•aysi ".. • Thy Lord i s holier than th« qualities which they 
ascribe to Him*.42 
Saiyed Glalsudaras holds that Attributes of Cod are of two 
kinds, v ia . , Dtiatl and FajUi.43 ***•%* Attributes are those 
which cannot even he conceived! neither i s i t possible to think 
of them a* being separate from the Phat or Essence of God. These 
are essential.ly and necessarily with the Ohati their separation 
from the Essence i s impossible and unimaginable. The Ohati 
Attributes aire such as eternity, l ife* knowledge and power, If 
eternity were to end, finitude would be the result; when l i f e 
ceases, death occurs; where knowledge ends, ignorance follows, 
and helplessness replaces power. All these Attributes, v i s . , 
finltude, death* ignorance, end helplessness, says fiaiyed 
Gaisudaras, are limited whereas Ood Im free of such limitations. 
On the other hand, Faall Attributes are expressed in otherness. 
These may be thought of as separate from the Qhat (Essence of 
God). Examples of faali Attributes include 'rlsa' (providence), 
'feakwin* (creation), and 'maahfirat' (forgiveness). Salved 
Galsudaras further says that these two Attributes are also known 
•* H*li<4. <*••!) and jfcfils*, (Related Attributes). Haflifll 
Attributes such as l i f e , eternity, existence, e t c . , are Inseparable 
from Ood,but an Asaafl Attribute i s the relation between two 
things. For example, JiS (knowledge) i s a relation between ££m 
(knower) and malum (known). Qud£a£ (power) i s a relation between 
Qadir (one having power) end jsscrdur (upon whom the power i s 
exerted). Mutakalliswm (the dialecticians) hold that knowledge 
Xl2 
and power are H§q4fli. Attributes and count them l ike power, hearing, 
wi l l , sight and spssch. Saiysd Oaisudaras, upto * great extent, 
agrees with the view of the dialecticians.** Saiysd Oaisudaras 
holds that the Attributes o£ God cannot b» said to too accidental 
or contingent, because a contingent i s that which i s related with 
other (ghj*£) # whereas Chat or Esssnco i s that which i s self* 
exletsnt. Thus, ths Attributes of Ood can never be thought of as 
contingent, for in that case tcnporalness will follow. Ths 
Attributes of Ood are eternal, and thsrs i s no dscay in stsrnity. 
Ths Attribute of Ood cannot 1st treated as idsntical with ths 
Kssonce < fixate) of Ood also, as i t would ieply plurality in ths 
essence of Ood. Saiysd Oaisudaras hare rsfsrs to Christianity, 
according to which, Ood i s the composition of thrss essences, 
namely, Ood, Christ and ths holy ghost. This, says Saiysd 
Oaisudaras, i s iaf idsl i ty (2§3l£). Thus* i t can be concluded that 
tli* Attributes of Allah are existent with the Pha\ of Allah, and 
i t 
aire neither identical with Him, nor other than Him. 
AS to tltie question whether the Attributes of Ood are 
identical with the Qhat of Ood, or are they other then the Dhat, 
Saiysd Oaisudaras says the religion of ih>frfWinsV:^1cJMT.aS *• 
that the Attributes are neither identical with the jghja*#nor are 
they other than the Bhst (essence). Some say that e l l the 
Attributes sre ahalr (other than the Ohft). and some hint that 
the Sifat-1-flhati are Idsntical with the Dhat, and that Sjfat-i,-
F.leU are ghji£« Th« Nutasilltes deny the Attributes of Ood as 
being other than the Dhat of Ood; and the Karemiah also deny 
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the eternal Attribute* of Qod. sut* according to Saiyed Galsu* 
daraz* this i s shear ignorance. A question may arise h«r« that 
Identity and otherness are contradictory4 to each other* how 
can tha Attributes be called identical, and other, at the same 
time. Saiyed Oaisudaras say* that identity and otherness are 
not contradictory, because identity i s that* the Meaning of which 
I s to be united and be one with other things, and otherness I s 
that, the Meaning of which i s not to be united, and be one, with 
other things i and the presence of one can be thought of In the 
absence of the other. There i s also a third group which holds 
that the Attributes are neither identical,nor other,like the 
relation between one, and ten* and the part* and the whole. The 
nuMber one i» not identical with number 10* nor i s other than i t . 
The meaning of 10 i s not the saan Meaning as that ef one* nor does 
i t mean other than 10* because without 1* 10 can never be 10* 
and the same relation exists between the part and the whole. 
As to the question whether the Attributes in themselves are 
Identical or other* Saiyed Geisudaran says that Attributes of 
°<** **"• fcs-Atn Wala-Qhalrahu*8 (neither Identical nor other than 
the essence of <?od). 
• -^i Dnat (Essence) and Sifat (Attributes) are identical m» 
Xbnul Arab! holds, then i t wil l be construed that 3od has 
Manifested His Attributes in the world and thus* the world i s 
identical with God. In this 9m»mt Xbnul Arabi and his followers 
wil l say that there i s no other Existence (wulud^ except the 
existent world* and that <3od i s Completely Nature (Kulll-tabavoe). 
U4 
thorn, the position of Xbjiul Arabi i s that as there i s no existence 
other than the existence of Ood, so the Nature Is identical with 
God. Xbnul Arabi regards the identity between Ood end the world 
as l i teral and real* and otherness as hypothetical and supposi-
tional. Saiyed Oaisudares attacks this view of Itanul Arab! and 
nays that thia i s infidelity in faith, and i s the creed of the 
atheists and the heretics. According to then the relation between 
God and the world i s the same which Is found between SEaid and 
his limbs, or between wax and i t s different shapes, or, between 
the sea and i t s waves. Xbnul Arabi, says Saiyed Oelsudaras, has 
l e f t the unseen world and concentrates on the existent world. He 
holds the figures and forms of this world as an end and has no 
knowledge of the world beyond war a-ul-vara. Saiyed Oaisudaras 
seys that had Xbnul Arahl lived in his times, he would have 
turned back from the belief that there i s nothing except this 
Alam-i-Shuhuri (Existent world) and believed in the Alam-l-Alavi 
CHigher world),49 
/Saiyed Oaisudaras says that Xbnul Arab! holds God as 
Kulli-tabavc^ (purely Nature). This i s the belief of the 
philosophers. Xt has nothing to do with faith. No body has said 
this in the world of taaawvaf (Sufism), because the svifis cal l 
Ood as eternal — the First and the bast. And the Eternal cannot 
be equated to the temporal. 'Unity' does not mean that these 
two, Alam-i-»huhud and <3od, should become One. Rather, the 
meaning o f Unity* i s that there i s 'other' than Kim (Ood). In 
the opinion of Saiyed Oaisudaras i t i s incorrect to say that 
H5 
Ood is absolutely limited or determined, for God is ell compre-
hensive. Hie grace is absolute. To determine or limit, is the 
way of philosophers. It has no relation of any kind with suflam. 
Those who have tested the wisal (union), they know the secret, 
wisal never Implies fusion, and there always remains a separation, 
!.«., the duality between the lover and the beloved persists, 
because every separation (£*£§#) has union (wisal) and every 
SO 
union i s followed by separation. 
Ibnul AxaW. holds that Ood i s purely immanent in the universe, 
Saiyed Gaisudlares differs with Ibnul Arabi and maintains that the 
world i s by the Grace of Ood and not the manifestation of 
Attributes, to which Ibnul Arabi gives the name of determinate-
ness. But God end the world cannot by any stretch of Imagination 
Si be equated with each other. * Saiyed Galsudaras says that i t i s 
no secret that the Qhat-o-Slfat (Essence end Attributes) and 
Isma (Names) of Ood ere eternal, end the world has been created 
by His power, and only because of this , Ood i s called ,Habdaf 
(the Creator). Ood i s also known by the name of Falvyaa. Hence, 
the created and the creator are viewed from different angles or 
meanings. Firstly, one may say that the £*&£§£ *• n o t <li*ferent 
from the created (makhlua), and therefore, the status ef the 
created i s sifat-l-dhatl and thus, real (haalay)i i t cannot be 
called gflfiV»V»»*s,ff- T h l s T lew» 1r*rv rightly can be attributed 
to Ibnul Arabi and i t has been criticised by Saiyed Galsudaras. 
Secondly, the creation may be taken &B due to £LUi=l=isALLz 
aaafi, and the relation between Ood and the creation as the 
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cause and the e f fect . Th« third view stay be that Creation la 
duo to the Fid* (Srace) and Qudrat (Power) of God, and thee* 
«»*Jtt«Af. (interpretations) are afjaajd^fiajeji., «i»c« *««•* «»<* 
Fala are Attributes of Ood. The Ultimate Cauae la the real 
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flhtfr* Sal red Qalsudaraz adopt* the third view point, 
Th© theory of Reality, aa held by Ibnul Arahl, i s a 
Pantheistic one. I t l a in his own words,wQlory he to 3©d who 
created things being Himself their essences (ayanahu)." Ibnul 
Arabl assumes that Sod la an Absolute* Inf in i te , Eternal Being. 
He i s the source and ultimate ground of a l l that i s ,was , and 
w i l l be. In th i s way, his philosophy becomes a form of acosmlsm, 
according to which, the phenomenal world i s hut a passing 
shadow of the rea l i ty which l i e s behind i t . Every thing that i s 
f i n i t e end temporal, i s I l lusory and unreal. Salyed Oalsudaras 
c r i t i c i s e s tliia view of Ibnul Arabi, and holds that i t i s wrong 
to deny the objective rea l i ty and external existence of the 
world, and thereby ca l l i t unreal and non-existent. Salyed 
Oalsudaras holds that the relation between the created and the 
Creator i s one of 'othernsss*, and, never of ident i ty . A 
relat ion of complete otherness i s found between the essence of 
Qod end the essence of things, between the knower and the known. 
Tala l l l - i -ghat were things in His Knowledge as ex i s tent ia l 
p o t e n t i a l i t i e s , end came to ex i s t by HI* Grace or P§£f. This 
neans that the essences of things are the Ideas of Ood, subsisting 
in His mind as exis tent ia l potential . These essences of things 
S3 (ftvafl) are the pa^a of <3od and are graced by Him. Salyed 
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aalsudaras finds support Iron the Traditions "Ocd was « hidden 
treasure. Hi) wanted that He should be known, so Ha created the 
Creation", the essences of things before creation subsist in 
Divine knowledge and eo vem the objects of Ood*s knowledge, and 
theee alone are the objects of His Command, and have the 
aptitude for emerging from the inward into the outward. The 
world nay be termed * contingent* • meaning thereby that it 
depends for its mental, »9 well as external existence, on seme-
thing else* The world of things owes its mental existence to 
God because things are the ideas of the Divine Self, and are 
existing extcernally on account of Him for they are gifted with 
external existence only at the Command of the Almighty alone. 
For their existence, the things are absolutely dependent on Him, 
The known is a form possessing limitation or determination, or 
indlvidualisutlon, whereas the knower, is free from any limitation 
or determination. The known subsists in the mind of the knower 
arid does not possess its own independent existence. Zt is a 
relative non-existent. The knower, on the other hand, exists in 
Himself and depends on nothing else but Himself. The known 
possesses no attributes, vis., life, knowledge, will, etc., 
though it possesses the capacity of acquiring theee attributes. 
The knower possesses positive attributes, vis., life, knowledge, 
will, power, hearing, sight and speech. The known is passive. 
Zt possesses no activity of its own. The knower, on the other 
hand, is active. Saiyed Qaisudaras says that theee Attributes 
of Ood are present in Him from eternity. A change in #Aiafr«l-
Aaaafl does not compel a change in the Phat of Allah. Therefore, 
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there is no possibility of any change In the Dhat of Allah.9m 
Thus* the relation between the knower and the known* according 
to Saiyed Gaisudaraa* is not one of identity hut is definitely 
that of *otherness*. If God not be wholly other then the world, 
end that world exists* there would he no religious codes 
(Snarlat). The observance of cos—and*, and performance of actions 
in accordance! with commands, would become meaningless. For the 
people of Sharlay the world l» real and it is that which is 
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other than <3od. only because the world exists, do the impera-
tives and the actions obtain weaning. Xf that is not the case, 
the conception of reward and punishment cannot rightly follow. 
Thus, in the opinion of Salved Galsudaras* the position of Xbxul 
ATabi is not in keeping with Wjhl (revelation). 
Saiyed ciaisudaraa attacks Ibnul Arabi when the latter says 
that the ohat~o-sifat (Being and Attributes) are identical* end 
that the world l& the manifestation of the Attributes of Sod in 
toto. Saiyed Oaisudaras* criticising this view* says that it in 
the philosophers who take Fals (Grade) as equivalent to trans-
formation of the Attributes as such. But this interpretation is 
incorrect, tlhen the world has no being by itself* how can it 
manifest or exeats Itself? It is because of the Fals Orace) of 
Ocd, that the manifestation take* place. The world is not the 
actual manifestation of the essences of things* subsisting in the 
IB 
mind of Ood, as His ideas or potentialit ies. Therefore* we 
cannot deny the objective reality as well «s external existence 
of the world, and thereby call i t unreal or non-existent. In 
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fact. I t would amount to the denial of God's Attribute of 
Creation, and also * denial of the fact that God really snd 
actually created the world* Therefore, whatever nana, which i s 
besides the name of Ood, i s the other lohalr). Although fEhjrijg 
(the other) i s because of Ood, yet i t i s not God.59 Ho-um-fcahir 
i» the tJaflQ of Ood. AS regards existence, Ood i s the creator of 
everything, end at the sane tine, as regards His essence, the 
created things (kha^a) are other than His essence. Ood i s the 
only Being (vj&jgd,). He i s that which exists , and nothing exists 
save Hie. This i s the K»l*n*~l»t«rla*t. All things are devoid of 
being or existence* Fall (Orace) of Ood has aade the world holy, 
and has bestowed existence or being to possibi l i t ies or poten-
t l a l i t l « s # Ood i s living and eternal. He i s the bestower of 
l i f e and existence to every thing* The seen objects or foots, 
which are composed of matter and attached with the body, are 
material and perishable, but Ood i s ismttne fron a l l signs of 
defects and perishability. The forma of the objects of the world, 
and these qualities of the objects of the world, cannot be related 
to the fihat (essence) of Ood. The Attributes of Ood are J22i&» 
they can never be separated from the Essence. Saiyed Oasudaras 
says that an Ashioue (lover of Ood) i s one who does not concern 
himself with the forms of the world, but in reality, he hankers 
for the underlying reality beneath a l l these, which i s 'Formless*.' 
The world at f irst was non-existent. The bestowing of existence 
i s the work of Ood. The forms of the world are not the form of 
Haoa. but are the workmanship of Ood. As conpared to His JSutit* 
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the world i s the * other* of the Dhat of Pod. The Creator of 
forms Is Ood, and thus the vision of God through these forma i s 
possible.*3 
Salyed Qaisudaras says that the manifestation of Ood i s 
proved only by way of a possibility, and there are two elements 
involved in i t . They aret ( i) Qod Himself Manifested in the form 
of possibility and knowledge* and (2) in this manifestation, a l l 
the signs and commands, i . e . , a l l the latent possibil i t ies with 
their aptitudes that were in the knowledge of Qod, find their 
expression or manifestation, 
Saiyed Oaisudaras rejects the f irst possibil ity. lie say* 
that al l the luxuries of l i f e (iawaamatj). are not God, Vho i s 
Pure Being, the inconceivable and incomparable* God manifesting 
Himself in various forms, would simply mean the manifestation of 
poss ibi l i t ies , and a manifestation of the forms, which were 
present as such in His knowledge. Salyed Qelaudaras elaborates 
this point with an example. He says that we usually sat applet, 
mangoes, etc,,, but we do not pay any attention to the seeds 
inside, in which al l the colours, sweetness and tastes are 
inherently present, from these seeds grow the trees, branches, 
flowers, and fruits, we remain eating cheese for the whole of our 
l i ve s , yet fiilk remain veiled from our vision. Likewise, says 
$«iyed Oaisudaras, we sea the forms each time, and think them as 
only forms, but that which i s behind these forms, we do not know. 
However, the seekers of truth always remain in love with the 
•formless*, i . e . , Ood.64 The men of vision <ij&L&A=*lu£a3> 
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observed only Ood 1A cash manifestation, and never diffusa the 
difference between the manifested and tha manifeetor. They ara 
called nan of divine insight (sulnuraln). bacauaa although they 
observe tha manifested* yat thay keep thalr ayaa on tha manifestos 
But than thoaa who only kaap thalr ayaa on tha manifested, and 
do not kaap thalr eyes on tha manlfestor ara eallad nan of 
Intallact (yj|aa\). Therefore, to thoaa whoaa ayaa ara fixed on 
tha stata of things which ara tha signs of tha world, Reality of 
Hiqq is hidden, and thay become valiad (mjhJsib,) who parcalva only 
tha craation of Ood, but fail to parcalva tha reality bahind this 
creation. It is bacausa tha craation is manifest, so thay see 
it first, but Reality which is subtle is not accessible to thalr 
ayaa and became* known to than, only after strenuous effort and 
Mortification. 
Salyed Oaisudaras says that tha travellers on tha path of 
SiEaAaa (£*&*&)# )cnow hetter that separation between Dfoai (Essence) 
•nd Sifat (Attributes) is iMpossibla. However, there can be two 
kinds of separations 
1. External or Formal separation (Infaka^-aurl) 
2. Internal separation (JKn*t*tMH«B!a,> 
Xn/akak-aurl is tha separation in a spatio-temporal order* 
nor example, 2aid is different from Omar, and so is the separation 
between Ood and the world which is in space and time* band and 
skies, kings and subjects, and Italia and Majnu, are the example 
of external separation which can be observed every day. But 
besides this separation, the 'being togetherness (aaJLya£) is 
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present every where which i s not observed* and that being 
togetherness becomes observable only through kashf. or direct 
intuition. 
Infakak-waanwi i s known through the Attributes of Haoa snd 
kJutLq. This separation i s above tints snd spacs. Ths ssssnes of 
Ood i s Absoluts or Purs Existence, where thsrs i s no non-sxiatence 
(adawO,and thus, thsrs i s complete sspsration bstwssn existsnes 
and non-existence. Ths perfect Attributss of <Jed like l ife* 
knowledge, wil l , and power, are quits separate from ths attributss 
of ths dsfscts and decay of ths created world. In spits of these 
external and internal separations, thsrs sxists external 
togetherness (•alvat-i-suri) bstwssn ths two <<3od snd ths creation). 
Ths Quran aayet 
«.. . ^ ^ y \ JLsJ>Ja>j,,.. 
". . . And He i s with you wheresoever ye say be . . ." 
Ths Men of externality (*hl-i-a*hlr) take Ood seated on Arsh 
(Throns) snd they cannot rightly cognise ths being-together of 
Ood with His creation. Therefore, they are in ve i l . But, being 
aware of this otherness, they turn from finite things to Ood* snd 
absorb thenselvss in the onsnssa (£BQ*ya£) ef Ood. And then 
A7 
they rscitei 
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(X an not, oh my friend, by Cod X am not. X am the 
soul and X have no body. The life has C O M from • 
handful of dust. *ut the blinded (people) have no 
light to so* it). 
Xn otherworda, at this stage, a aailk observes his own helplessness 
and nothing sees, but realises the glory and power of Ood. 
Xbnul Arabl holds that being-togetherness of Ood with the 
vorld Is attributive, because Attributes can never be separated 
ir<3m
 Ptiat. Ood has manifested His Attributes In the world, and as 
such the world Is Identical with God. Salved Galsudaras differs 
from Xbnul Arabl, saying that attributive-togetherness of Ood with 
the world Is apparent (altbarl) and not real. • *M&bj£* *• * 
significant well known usage of Suflsm. Xt Is often not 
differentiated from "SidlJil*, although a difference does exist. 
Shah tfallullah explains'Altbar' as follows. Mhen a gnostic (arlf) 
hears a verse or tradition recited, and his mind Is turned towards 
the state of Gnosis, and, this turning be not due to the real 
meaning of the verse or tradition, but a consequence of the meaning 
or Interpretation, he himself gave to the verse or tradition, this 
would be 'Altbar*« Likewise, when a thought Is begotten from 
another thought, and after that a particular meaning Is determined, 
this too Is the meaning of Altbar. But this * M&bj£* can often 
proceed from the humanself, sometimes also from a Satanic feeling 
end yet again from the Intellect. Xf it proceeds from the 
Intellect, It becomes an Intellectual Inspiration for the gnostic. 
Tbi* Altbar Is attained by a gnostic, according to his state, and 
position, after hearing the tradition of the Prophet or perceiving 
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any sign of God. The gnostic identifies hlmeelf with his aim 
union and impaction, and enjoys an ecstatic state. 'Altfbar* is 
aever L—Aitbjr. The Prophet, while understanding tha Quran* 
always considered that this '^itbar1 could unveil, tha secret 
of Gnosis. 
Zhnml Arab! calls tha world 'Hawhum* (imaginary) and on this 
bailia, ha triaa to explain away tha objactiva raality and axtarnal 
existence of tha world, Salyed Gaieudaras diffara with this view 
of Zbnul Arahi, saying that it deprives God of His Attribute as a 
Creator, It is but fact that God has created the world, and as 
•uch. H.
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Gaieudaras says that Ibnul Arabi*• conception of the world as 
*Hawhum', haa no positive basis after the correct Meaning of 
Hawhum ia made clear. Zn one sense, Hawhum nay mean that this 
world, consisting of different figure* and modes, is simply an 
invention of our own imagination, and consequently, is nothing 
save our own ideas. It is, so long as our ideas aret it 
disappears, the sooner our ideas disappear. This is, therefore, 
pure scepticism and amounts, at the same time, to the denial of 
the creative power of God. Thie la totally untenable. Zn 
another aense, Hawhum may mean that the world has no objective 
existence, and that, any kind of existence of the world, is 
insignificant, as compared to the existence of God. Zt will be 
axistence of a mere imaginary thing, if this be the case, says 
Salyed Galsudaras, it would be wrong to hold that the relation of 
the world and God ia one of Identity, because the world is 
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contingent, whereas Ood Is necessary; the world Is temporal, 
while Ood la sternal; the world la subject to how and why* whereas 
Ood 1« above al l these. Therefore, in the opinion of Salyad 
Oaiaudaras, both from rational and religious points of view. I t la 
erroneous to maintain that tha world doas not exist , or, that tha 
woirld la Idantlcal with Ood.71 
Again, Ibnul Arab! holda that Kanaiir Hallaj had tha t e i a i l l - 1 -
Chat or vlalon of Ood. Salyad Oaiaudaras vehemently attacks this 
viaw of Ibnul Arabl and say* that If Nanaur Hallaj had had tha 
vision of Ood, ha could not have uttered Anal Haoa (X am tha 
Truth), and would not have sung tha 'Sfartab-l^ubhanl'. Salyad 
Oaiaudaras Maintains that In taJalll-1-Dhat. annihilation In tha 
Dhat of Allah la naosssary and whan Intoxication or concentration 
la achieved to tha maximum* than, there remains no possibility 
of any consciousness to utter 'Anal Haoa* (I am tha Truth), for, 
there la no aeops for any apaach In taialll-1-flhat* Thus, 
according to Salyad Qaisudaras, I t la not correct to aay Anal Haoa. 
To speak i t la only permissible in u l a ^ - l - S l f ^ t . as speech Is 
justified s t this stage.7 2 
further, Ibnul Arab! starts with Ood as tha only Reality. 
He holda that 'there la nothing In existence eoceept Ood'. Salyad 
Oalaudaraa points out that Ibnul Arabi Is speaking of tha stags 
ol tafalll-1-.Phat (vision of Ood). This i s tha ataga at which tha 
mystic faals that ha la directly apprehending tha being of Ood, 
But according to Salyad Oalaudaraa, tha mystic discovers his 
error whan ha surpasses that ataga* Only than does ha realise 
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that God i s wholly other,and beyond the world; he cannot approach 
Him, and the Identity of the world with God la a mere fabrication 
«£ hie own mind. Xbnul Arabl took the world to he identical 
with God, for he could not pats beyond this stage. Had ho 
advanced further, ho would have realiaed that clod la beyond a l l 
Kaahf-o-Shuhwj (Onoaia and inspiration). If i t be a fact that 
Ibnul Arabl had realiaed taJalll-1-Phet. then, according to Saiyed 
Gaisudaras, ho should have apoken of God only, and not, in any 
case, about the world and ita identification with God, because 
there la no possibility of speech in J^iUlra-*»fflh7 a *•**»* 
Gaisudaras says that Ibnul Arabl aeema to be in the state of Sukr 
(intoxication), and as such he cannot explain the Oneness of 
Dhat. because he i s far toe intoxicated. Saiyed Gaisudaras 
Maintains that ona who has the fcajh£ of wat*lea«*»':fnrt becemee 
dumb, for, there i s no scope of speech at this stags, as the / 
Prophet has said that 'one who cognises his God, becomes dumb*.'* 
i t i s only irk ta1alll . l- .aifat that speech i s possible, as has 
been said by the Prophet that one who cognises himself, finds a 
7S tongue long enough for speech, i . e . , he comes to a position 
where he expresses himself* In the opinion of Saiyed Gaisudaras 
a man i s absorbed in the thought of the Woor of ChjV when he 
attains the glory of God. Saiyed Gaisudaras cr i t ic ises Ibnul 
Arabl for remaining in ^1*lll- l-Dhat. He favours a turning 
towards ^atalli-1-alfat as this stage i s higher than the f irs t 
one. At this stage of ta1ai l l - l -a l fat . Xbnul Arab! would see 
one of the Attributes of God, in the form of Jsmal (beauty), and 
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at this place* the distinction between VQhat Jalsul tiuiud* and 
'Slfat Wallbul wulud' becomes clear. He say* that had Ihnul Arab! 
been alive* he would have been told and shown that talalU>i*Bh«^ 
is the stags of individuality (farda-i-ve^). Ona having this 
stags* loses his self-consciousness and attains union* But this 
is an unparalleled, and a unique stags* which could tos achieved 
only by the Prophet. At this stags* there is a close nearness 
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end intoxication. It is in this sense that the heart of Prophet 
Muhammad (Peace be on him) was the Moor as has been spoken of in 
the Quram "There hath eons to you from Ood a (new) light and a 
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perspicuous Book.,," Therefore, Saiyed Qalsudaras says that 
there is no benefit or gain in remaining at the stage of ta1alll~i» 
Dhat. He Is of the opinion that a Qurvaah having enjoyed talalli-i-
Dbafc, should turn towards taUl,Ll-l-Blfat. He says that Xniml 
Arab! was content with the ^ a<a^ .li*i»Chat end considered that the 
Chat determines Himself by transforming into forms and shapes. 
Thus* the position of Ihnul Arahl* according to Saiyed Qalsudaras, 
78 is wholly untenable. Saiyed Oalsudaras says that 'aahlaue1 a 
lover (of Qod) is one who always longs for &£§& (separation)* 
but there is no flraq in talalll-.l-i*iat. All apostles of God keep 
an eye on J^J*JJidbl**sl than on iiJJB!U=i=£!li&. ood Himself 
says that 'Ha has comprshended or surrounded them from all sides'. 
Saiyed Oalsudaras further holds that taUlll-1-Dhat with 
instances* and forms is not possible for a lover. Therefore* one 
should believe in divinity (j&uh*|ya£)* end servitude (jti»ag*ja&>-
Ood is always divine and man le nothing but the slave of Ood and 
this is the right faith.79 
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Ibnul ATjibl categorically holds that whan on* absorb* 
himself in t a l a l l i - i - n h a t . h« never comes to sobriety (sahu) 
Iran intoxication (aukr). Bat according to Saiyed Oaisudaras, 
th i s stand of Ibnul Arab! i s not r ight , because than, in that 
case* nothing can be pronounced of God, At th i s stage* th* 
tongua becomes t iad. I t would hav* been bat tar, says Saiyed 
aaisudaras* hid Ibnul Arabl turned himself t o talal l i -1-aMfat. 
so that ha could see Ood beyond* and thara would than have baan 
tha pos s ib i l i t y of expressing himself. Saiysd Oaisudaras 
maintains that at th* stags of taialU-1-ahat, . whatever and however 
much description of Ood i s given* God i s not daacribad at a l l , 
l i k e tha f ish which swims in tha rlvar but doss not know how Much 
langth and braadth tha rlvar has. Saiysd Oaisudaras axplalna 
that whan the SaUk. tha travallar on tha path, attains t a U l l l - 1 - . 
Chat, ha annihilates his attributa of action* and saaa thai Pha^ 
as one devoid of Names and Attributa*. At th i s stags* tha £»JU& 
apaaka *I a* pur a", "what a groat shan hava I f * "I speak"* 
"X hear"* "Nothing i s l i k e MO in both tha worlds ". At th i s ataga, 
tha position of tha Sa^lk becomes l ika tha tree of kejeom. <««• 
who speaks) through which i t was expressed — 'of course* I em 
Ood and there i s nothing to be worshipped except Me*. In the 
opinion of Seiyed Gaisudaras* th i s stage* in the usage of 
Sufi* i s cal led Sukr ( intoxication), and i t i s real in f ide l i t y in 
fa i th (kufr)* because at this stage there i s a negation of every 
thing except God. Saiyed Oaisudaras favours that a iftUk. should 
81 
return from sukr (intoxication)* t o sjhg ( sobriety) . 
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Ibnul Arab! shapes his doctrine of wahdjtt-»>w«lWI on the 
identity of Ajii and SUi* «»d to explain the relation between one 
end many, he takes the help of the metaphor of the Mirror and 
images. The many, the phenomenal world i s the mirror-image* the 
shadow of the real object beyond. The whole world i s l ike a 
shadow play. To rule oat any implication of duality* he (Ibnul 
Arabi) states that the source of the shadow and the shadow i t s e l f 
are one. Ibnul Arabi holds that God i s the 'Real* (Asl,) and the 
world i s His adumbsratlon (£**!>. The adunberation i s the 
appearance of the 'Real* (£&) and i t i s the 'Real* (Asl) appearing 
or manifesting i t se l f , Saiyed Gaisudaras challenges this view 
of Ibnul Arabia and says that the Milk o r adumberation of a thing* 
can never be identical with the Asl (£&§£)* because the l i l i can 
only be thought of as a copy of likeness of the Asl. AS contrasted 
to God* the J l i i i s contingent, whereas the Asl i s necessaryi the 
essence of the contingent i s non-baing and that of the Asl. being* 
Saiyed Galsudaraz says that though the world acts as a mirror* 
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yet it does not reflect God as He is. The duality between the 
lover and the beloved is always present* for £*rjq (separation) 
is after wlsal. and win*, follows £*£aa.. Saiyed Galaudarai 
explains thin fact with an example. Suppose* two thin pieces 
of paper are put one on top of the other and a seal is affixed. 
In that case* the seal and its impression would 9pgm$a: like one* 
yet the seals on both the papers can never be said to be 
identical.83 Saied Oaisudaras says that the world is the 
reflection of the power of God, The existence of the world is 
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because of God's Or ace. There is nothing in wujud, except Clod. 
According to fiaiyed Gaisudaras, the world is the shadow of 0od» 
Means that God has manifested His power in the world, with so 
nany forms. XI Ood is supposed to be a person* the world is the 
shadow of that person* Ood is apparent (nME) because of the 
world and the world is existent because of Him.94 But the world 
and Ood can never be thought to be identical. Saiyed Oalsudaras 
further tries to explain the relation between the world end Ood 
by on example of the relation between ink and the letters. It is 
true that the ink is in the letters and some one may say that the 
letters are identical with the ink. But according to Salyed 
Oalsudaras* it is erroneous to say so, for the letters, as such, 
con never be said to be identical with the ink. Therefore* in 
the opinion of Saiyed Galsudaraz, Ibnul Arab! is not justified 
in holding as), and sill to be identical* 
Ibnul Arahi* in order to prove the identity between man and 
Ood, takes the help of the following verse and the Traditional 
1. "... He are nearer to him than (hie) Jugular vein11. 
87 
2. "Ood created man after His own image". 
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3. "One who comes to cognise his self* comes to cognise Ood." 
But, Saiyed Oalsudaras does not agree with this interpretation 
of Ibnul Arahi. 
Isnul Arab! interpretes the verse, 'Me are nearer to him 
than (his) jugular vein" in the sense that the world is the 
talalli of the Attributes of Ood, and because of the fact that 
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the Attribute} ace inseparable fro* the Bhj&, the world is the 
manifestation of God Himself, i.e., Ood has manifested Himself, 
in •very thing of the world. Therefore, nan and Ood are identical. 
*ut Salved Gaisudaras differ* from Xbnui Arabl in his interpreta-
tion of the verse. He says that there is no room for doubt that 
Ood is nearer to us than our jugular vein* hut this nearness is 
the nearness through God's knowledge and power* It is not a 
nearness in the sense of a companionship in spaee and time. The 
nearness of God refers to the immanent aspect of Ood. God has 
manifested His power in the world, hut not exhausted Himself in 
it, a* there is no possibility of any separation between Dhat 
(essence), and Sjf*t (attributes). Saiyed Gaisudaraz holds that 
as the Attribute* can never he separated from the Dhat, so this 
world cannot be said to be the actual realisation of the 
Attributes of Qod. Saiyed Gaisudaras maintains that if the view 
of Xhnul Arabl be accepted as such, then Qod becomes wholly 
immanent and as a result, the transcendental aspect of God is 
ruled out. This is against revelation, because God has been 
regarded as both transcendent and immanent. Salyed Gaisudaras 
holds that tiw immanent aspect of God is asserted in the fact 
that the world is the creation of God, out of His £aJLl (Grace). 
The Qivine light tnoor) has been manifested in the world as a 
mirror which, in turn reflects the Moor of God. Said Gaisudaras 
says that God's tglalll or manifestation is certainly in every 
atom of the world. God is immanent in the sense of His being in 
every thing, being nearer to 'you than the neck of your camel*. 
But this nearness is in the cognitive sense and not in the sense 
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of being together in Spatio-Temporal order, for "to God belong 
the l e s t end the tfeett withersoever ye turn, there i s the presence 
of God. For God i s All-Pervading, All-Knowing.*9 ^yjeojcaijjg to 
Saiyed Gaisudaras* God i s in the skies, in the lend, by virtue 
of His knowledge end power * end not in the sense of being 
DO 
together. Seiyed Gaisudaras holds that nan is es near to God, 
es « finger* which when brought closest to the eyes is not 
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seen. I t i s in this sense that God l& nearer to us then our 
Jugular vein. The highest stege of nearness or proximity of 
«en to God was achieved at the Ascension (JjerjJ) by the Prophet,92 
God i s present everywhere es the essence of ell* because He i e 
unlimited end infinite goer, end i s en ocean of such en un-
phathomable depth* that about i t nothing can be said. Hence, 
fieiyed Gaisudaras emphatically seys that qyrj; or itearnese to 
God i s beyond man's comprehension. 
Again, Ibnul Arab! bases the Identification of men with God 
on the Hadlth ". . . God created men after His own image". He 
thinks that men i s the embodiment of a l l the Attributes of God. 
Seiyed Gaisudaras differs from Ibnul Arabi en the interpretation 
of the above tradition. Seiyed Gaisudaras holds that the 
tradition does not mean that man i s the embodiment of e l l the 
Attributes of God. I t simply means that God has net manifested 
Himself in any thing, in the way He has manifested Himself in 
men. Bvery thing i s the manifestation of the power of God, but 
man i s His Secret.9 4 Han ie the mirror of God* end God i s the 
mirror of man. The secret between man and God is* that the 
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heart of man I s between the two fingers of Ood, i . e . , man i s 
c lo se s t to Ood.95 Saiyed Galsudaras says, that God's creation 
of MOB i n His own image, doss not moan that th* essence of Ood 
i s the essence of man (created thing}* for the essence of Ood 
i s eternity end in f in i ty , whereas the eesence of man i s tenporal-
nees end finitude. The f i n i t e can never become the i n f i n i t e . 
I t simply Keens that man i s created by the Attribute of the Grace 
of Ood, Ood*at Grace end Mercy play e dominant role in man's 
creation. 
Men i s the creetion of God, out of His Rahman end butf, 
whereas Satan i s the creation of Ood, out of His oahar end 
96 ghjalajb. The image which i s seen es man in the human body i s 
the best image of Ood, but the two can never be ident i f ied , because 
body i e a so l id , while God i s subtle . Ood and human soul resemble 
in the sense that both of thee are non-spatial. In the opinion 
of Saiyed Galsudaras* Ood has made man Hie mirror. The capacity 
of unfolding the mystries of Ood i s more in nan than in other 
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created being. Man stay have acquired as many Attributes of God 
as poss ible , s t i l l , man i s devoid of two Attributes, which make 
him different from God. These Attributes ere the Attribute of 
providence (sifat-i-Rabbanlva) and the Attribute of God-hood 
(sifat-1-.Aluhla). Saiyed Galsudaras says that there l e no room 
for doubt> that man's existence i s because of God, his l i f e i s 
because of Qod, yet , man can never become God as such. On the 
other hand, bord (Allah) remains the Lord, and the s ieve (bandah) 
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remains a elave. 
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Further, Xbnul Arab! takes the h«Ip of Tradition, "one who 
cognises himself, comes to cognise God", to prove the identity 
of nan with God, According to Xbnul Arab!, the meaning of *he 
that knows himself, knows his Lord*, la that such a man is 
himself God. The essences of both of than ara one; Idantlty is 
not that of existence? it is one of tha assancas. Salyed 
Oelsudaras criticises this view of Xbnul Arabl. Ha says that 
tha cognition of tha salt, doas moan tha cognition of God, but, 
it doss not, in any way, rafar to tha identification of nan and 
Ood. s«lyad Oelsudaras holds that nan is Alam~i,~Saahir. In tha 
present tarninology, it may bs said that man is tha microcosm 
of tha macrocosm. Thus, man is tha mirror of God, Hanca, ona 
go 
who knows himself, knows Ood. w According to Saiyed Galsudaras, 
this kind, of cognition is an uphill task. glrat-1-Muataaaam 
(right path) is tha only gnosis (marlfat). 
In tha opinion of Salyad Galsudaras, a man has to cognise 
his self first. Ha has to see how much his heart mirrors tha 
Attribute* of God. Ha may Inculcate in himsalf as many Attributes 
of God as ha can, but ha cannot become identical with God. By 
acquiring the Attributes of God, the weakness and shortcomings 
of manhood (uhldlvat) will go away, and one will attain the vision 
of God, and will feel also that he is nearer the Truth.100 At 
this stage, a man is coloured with the colour of God, but ha 
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never becomes identical with God. * Man is the shadow of God. 
How can the shadow become the real self (God)? That is why, it 
has been advised to adore in oneself the Attributes of God, but 
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there i s no capacity in the aeeomplisher to e»y stop, nor i s there 
any Uni t of Ood*e virtues (Akhlaa-l-llahla) .* o a Therefore, 
Waf§fr4rntlf (gnosis of sslf) i s M I « U « 1 for the ffiTUtVl-
AXU&. (gnosis of Attribute) of Ood. Saiyed Oalsudaras says that 
Ood has his Attributes and unless these Attributes ere known, the 
Ctoat cannot be known. Further, that God has His Dhat. and unless 
that i s known, the Attributes cannot be known. But the Dhat of 
Ood Mho i s Beyond, and Beyond the Beyond* cannot be expressed in 
language, because in that case, Ood will become a determined 
entity. Saiyed Oalsudaras Maintains that a nan stay cognise his 
self as Much as he can, adore in himself the Attributes of Ood as 
many as he car, amy reach a stage where his self i s annihilated, 
and at that stage God's Command becomes his command, yet he cannot 
become Oed as such, for the part can never become the whole. 
Because, i t has been said that *Ood knows a l l that i s in you, 
but you cannot know ai l that i s in Ood.'104 Ibnul Arabi, with the 
help of the above verse, end Traditions,holds the identity between 
nan and Ood a» l i teral and real, and otherness as hypothetical and 
suppositional. Saiyed Oaisudaraz emphatically says, that this i s 
1QS 
the creed of the philosophers, and the heretics. 
External quiddities (Ayan-1-kharlee),so holds Ibnul Arabi, 
have not had the slightest touch of existence. In this connection 
Saiyed Oalsudaras says, that i f this be the case, as held by 
Ibnul Arabi, the question then naturally arises, how Ood who i s a 
transcendent Being can change His Infinitude into flnltude? further, 
Ibnul Arabi holds Ood as existent, and the world, as non-existent 
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•ad Imaginary. Then, the question again arises, as to how an 
imaginary being (the world) can set Unit to that which i» 
existentiaily real. Of course, it would amount to saying that 
the "mere idea of Ood*a equal" shall destroy the quality of 
"God's uniqueness*. Saiyed Oaisudaras holds that the world also 
exists, hut its existence is contingent, and the world is the 
creation of Ood, out of His Power and Grace. 
/ 
Xhnul Arabi says that immanence (tashbih)muat »* taken 
together with transcendence (tanmih). Ood must not he viewed as 
transcendent alone, or immanent alone. If the position of Xbnul 
Aratd i s taken as true, then things other than Ood (ma-siwa-Allah) 
cease to he. with this fear in mind, Xhnul AraM maintained that 
worship of any other object whatsoever i s the worship of Allah. 
Saiyed Oaisudaras says that this view of Xhnul Arabi i» totally 
against and opposed to revelation. He maintains that we never 
worship any other thing except Allah. The Quran declares 
" . . . Xs i t some one other than Ood that ye order me to worship* 
« r. * ~ -.-*» «*- « — ^ . - — -a 
Arabi combines immanence with transcendence, he fails to realise 
that Ood is beyond our reason and comprehension. At the same 
time Xhnul Arabi is ignorant of the fact that what he regards 
as immanence is only a fabrication of his own mind, otherwise 
Ood is beyond our intuition and experience. y 
Further, Xbnul Arabi tr ies to shape his doctrine of Wahdat-
ul-wuiud on the conception of difference after identity (Jjcs-
bad-al-iam). Saiyed Oaisudaras cri t ic ises Xbnul Arabi, and says. 
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that what Ibnul Arab! thinks the stage of *difference after 
identity* is not actually difference after identity, because 
this stags is only possible* whan the world and Ood have been 
realised as different from one another. But, in the opinion of 
Selyed Oalsudoras, Xbnul Arabi has not attained that type of 
realisation* Zt is a higher stage than that reached by Xbnul 
Arabi. Ibnul Arabi could not go beyond that stage, and that is 
why he formulates that one may call the real as Ood, or he nay 
call It the world, or he nay express his perplexity on account 
of their indiiitinguishabillty* Saiyed Oalsudaras points out that 
Xbnul Arab! has taken *Marifay as the cognition of Dhat* and 
has, thus, limited or detemined Allah* Ibnul Arabi had not turned 
to the ta 1 alll-l-alfat which he ought to have done* There is no 
gain renaming at the stage of talalli-i-Dhat because nothing 
can be spoken of at that stage* Therefore, it is better to turn 
to taialll-i-ulfat so that attempts for the cognition of Ood 
loft be made, and the principles of Sharlat be observed and fulfilled. *"* 
The identity of the divine Nanes with Ood's Attributes, and 
of Attributes ;with Chat* are brought out in another way by Ibnul 
Arabi, He (Ibnul Arab!) maintains that Divine Names are 
identical with the Named (Wusamma), and the Named is the very 
being of Allah* Therefore, Xbnul Arabi presents the concepts of 
a pantheistic Ood in the whole of his system, and for this 
purpose, he explains away those Attributes which form the conception 
of the Ethical Ood of Islam. Ibnul Arabi either identifies the 
01 vine Names with Hadrat, i.e.. Divine Presence, or completely 
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altera their usual significance. Salyed Galsudaras, In this 
connection, says that Nana la identical with Muaamma. the Named, 
if it is taken in the sense in which it is applicable* i.e., the 
He»ed. But if Name is taken in the sense that this is flhat 
Musamma,. and that is the word or letter, then it is ahalr 
Wasamma^.^09 Sailed Galsudaras further holds that Ibnul Arabi 
failed to ascertain the meaning of Itlacr and Taqyjd (Absoluteness 
and Iiimitedness). Ibnul Arabi, in the opinion of Salyed 
Galsudaras, either viewed Ood from the transcendent aspect and 
conceived Him as the Absolute Reality, the only Being, or, he 
viewed God, from the immanent aspect, and thought that the 
world is the actual manifestation of the Attributes of Ood, and 
thus, the world la <3od Himself. Therefore, there is only one 
wulud (existence), and the world is identical with God. Saiyed 
Galsudaras differs from Ibnul Arabi, and says that the nature of 
Attributes is not like the Pliat. The Attributes are numerous. 
Salyed Galsudaras holds that there is no doubt that there is only 
on* wulud, i.e., Ood alone exists. But when Ibnul Arabi says that 
the world is t&e total manifestation of the Attributes of Ood, and 
therefore, both the world and Ood are identical, then he goes 
against faith, Ood has numerous Attributes, and there is no 
possibility of any change in them. Therefore, the world can never 
be said to be the actual realisation of the Attributes of Ood, 
because the world is changing; the world la the creation of Ood 
out of His Power and Grace. 
Ibnul Arabi defines Hadra with an unusual Meaning, and thus 
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takes away the •thical conception of Ood. Selyad Oalsudaras 
criticises this stand of Ibnul Arabi, as it Is against ths Our an, 
and ths Tradition, Ths •thical conception of Ood has been vary 
much maintained In Islam* 
Saiyed Oalsudara* dlffars from Ibnul Arabi in his interpreta-
tion of ths Attributes of Ood* Among ths various Interpretations, 
two of than are being diseusssd here, vis., Hutakabn^r (ths Proud) 
and Jabber (All Compellor). 
Ibnul Arabi interprets wutakabblr to mean that Ood is so great 
that He transcends all contingent Attributes. Proud, for Ibnul 
Arabi, is equivalent to transcendence. But in ths opinion of Saiyed 
Oaisudaras, Ki.br is ths Attribute of K*b£iYA' meaning Asmat and 
Jalalat. as tuts been said by Prophet Mjhaamad (peace be on him), 
tnat Kibrlva is the chadar and Asmat is the tahbund of Ood, They 
are necessary* and can never be separated from Ood, in the way as 
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qhadar and tahbund are necessary for man. 
Ibnul Arabi interprets Jabber (All Compellor), one by whom 
everything is compelled to proceed. He understands compulsion 
Habr), as equivalent to necessity. This compulsion is the under-
lying principle in all creation. There is even compulsion in 
choice. Compulsion is not an external force according to him. Zt 
is In this sense that things obey their own inner laws of necessity* 
which are the laws of the One. But Saiyed Oaisudaras differs from 
Ibnul Arabi, and says that Jabbar is an Attribute of Ood with the 
meaning of Jablrah, i.e., the dresser of the broken hearts of man. 
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According to Saiyed oaisudaras, if there appears any defect in 
man, Ood removes the defect by providing the thing according to 
hie < man'a) nature. Zn this way, Salyad Oaisudaras upholds the 
conception of Ethical Ood of Islam, which is very Much in keeping 
with the Quran and the Tradition.113 
As to the purpose of creation, the position of Ihnul Arabi 
is that Ood was not perfect in Himself, and that for His self 
perfection, He depends on world, and that is why He created the 
world, thereby actualizing all the potentialities that were in Hin, 
Saiyed Oaisudaras criticises this stand of Xbnul Arabi, saying 
that whet he propounds is against Islam and revelation. Saiyed 
Oaisudaras says that according to revelation, Ood is absolutely 
independent of the world. There is nothing whatever like unto 
Him" is its proof. According to Saiyed Oaisudaras, Ood is 
Self-Caused, and does not depend on any other thing, for His 
U S 
existence, or perfection. Ood is eternal. He is the First 
and the Last. Nothing went before Him, and nothing shall come 
after Him. Tine Quran speaks, "Verily Allah is Sufficient unto 
Himself and needs no worlds*. " Explaining the purpose of 
creation, Saiyed Oaisudaras says that when Ood was a hidden 
treasure, a love developed in Him, that although He is the kaower 
(aleem). He should become the known (khaboer). with this end in 
view, Ood brought thing a into existence, and became the known 
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also. This implies, and very rightly, that the purpose of 
creation is Ibadat, and certainly not knowledge, as is evident 
from the Quran, "... I have not created man and linn but exclusively 
*or Ibedj*-.118 
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I haul Arab! shapes his doctrine of unity of Existence on 
the interpretation of the verses 
"... of Htm seeks (its need) every creature in the 
heavens end on earths Every day in (new) Splendour 
doth He (shine).119 
Isnul Arab! seems to understand by this Sjfat (Attribute) at a 
phase of theirs, at a transverse section of the world-process, the 
universe of God at a certain point of time. But Saiyed 
Gaisudaras disagrees with this interpretation of the verse by 
Ibnul Arabi9 and goes on to say that 'Shan1 is one of the Commands 
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of God. It relates to the manifestation of God's Power, and 
is not God Himself at a certain point of time. It is the Shan of 
God that bestows prestige on man, and lowers it too; makes a 
diseased man healthy and a healthy man diseased! turns a pauper 
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rich, and reduces a rich man to poverty. 
SECTION C 
Saiyed Gaisudaras*s Own Position 
To understand Saiyed Gaisudaras*s position regarding Tauhld, 
let us start from the stage of Hflqi.q»£ which is explained by him 
as followet 
Discussing the reality of Tauhid (Unity of God), Saiyed 
Gaisudaras says that the mystery of God, I.e., Hjg|3ii&, is not in 
14 2 
one state, and, at •vary moment, from tha unseen world, a 
different state of talalll is brought forth. At this stage, en 
At if. apeak* the words of Hacrjga^. and reveals the mystery of 
wahdanlvat (Unity).123 This is e state of ecstasy. At this 
stage, an A£iJ_absorbs himself in the taiall^, his amB9 perception 
is suspended, and he gets a vision of Tauhid (Unity). At this 
stage of unity, there is no Nave, no Attribute, no sky and no 
earth. The Absolute is One. Duality there has no Meaning. Tauhid.. 
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at this stage, is of pure Phat (Essence). And so, 'Existence* 
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helonfs only to Allah. God is pure Being — the inconceivable 
« * l»e«p«.bl..*» Ho*..-!*, (^a, * , no « c « . « « . " » 
A man who keeps an eye only on himself, finds the One to be more 
in number, but when he is annihilated, finds all to be One. 28 
The stage of Tauhid (Unity), according to Seiyed Gaisudaras, is 
net a stage of pure identity. He (Seiyed Gaisudaras) explains 
this with the help of an example. He says that 'colour of the 
water and colour of the pot look alike. Some one after seeing 
the water in the pot, thinks that the water is in the colour of 
the pot. when this thought assumes the shape of a firm belief, the 
man begins to says Pot is water and water is pot, and therefore, 
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both of them ire identical. Then one feels convinced that 
there is water, but not the pot, or, there is pot, but not the 
water. But to say that water is pot, and then, water is like the 
pot, in the opinion of Saiyed Gaisudaras, are two different things. 
According to Saiyed Gaisudaras, Wiaal never implies fusion, 
rather, there always remains separation. The duality between the 
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lover, and the beloved is an undeniable fact, Ood*e Unity is 
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real, and not numerical. The Essence of God la only known to 
Him. i t i s beyond tha capacity and power of man to know tha 
Sasanca of <3od. 2 Thus* Salyed Oelsudaraa maintains that there 
la no gain in remaining in talalll-^-Otiat. A (farvefh should turn 
hi© eyes towairda MiJbUadbSlli&« 
Hairing discussed tha stag* of Haalaay now we coma to tha 
discussion of tha grades of faith (Iman). According to Salyed 
Oalsudaras, there are five grades of faith (Iman)t 
1. Xlm-ul Yaain, 
2. Aln-ul YaaiH 
3* Haca-ul Yaain 
*• Haoiaat-ul Haaa 
The first grade is llrn-ul Yaain,. It Is aoquired through 
sensory knowledge. This stage is for the masses, who have faith 
in the unseen Sod after hearing the learned and going through the 
Scripture, 
The second grade Is Aln-ul Yaain,. Faith at this stage is 
eased on argument and discussion. When Faith, in the unseen God 
i» augmented mora, the veil is removed. Quoting Hasrat All, Saiyed 
Oalsudaras says, that once the veil between <3od and the world is 
removed, the truth of the world is revealed. Thie is meant for 
particular people (kjhjs.) only. 
The third grade is Haooul Yaain. At this grade, a gnostic 
sees the object with his open eyes. He, in other words, tastes it 
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and adores in taiMtlf the Attributes of Ood. 
The fourth grade i s UafVtSLMafUSi§!k* A t t h l * 9*sde, * **n, 
after adorning In himself the Attribute of Ood, find* himself 
annihilated (Jm*,}, and thereafter slmllles (ibara^) and metaphor 
(iativarah) lose significance. Thia grade ia raaliaabla by man, 
and i t «ay be called the grade of a perfect man. And thia i s 
the f irs t stags of Union twjeaj). 
The fifth grade i s Hyilqat-ul-Haaa. A Man when annihilated 
in the Attributes of Ood, openly speaks that he observes nothing, 
except Ood. At this stags, he even fa i l s either to recall or deny 
OTtn hi* fsns and hacta,. Thereafter, for him, every moment i s 
fana (annihilation), and baoa (subsistence}» There i s no stabil i ty 
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at this stags. And this is the second stags of Union, Higher 
than this grade is the grade of Haotml Hacc which is beyond the 
reach of a human being* Even the Prophet and Wall cannot realise 
this stage. 
Saiyed Oalsudaraa explains these different grades through the 
example of sugarcens. He says that a man hears that sugar is 
sweet, and hail some colour and smell. This is Ilmul Yaoln. Later, 
when this man argues it as he had heard about it, this would be 
Aln-ul-Yaaln. And when he actually tsstss it, is Haoo-^ |l»Tfagi^ . 
Again when he finds himself annihilated in the sweetness, this 
would be Haaa»ul»Haalast. The annihilation of this man In the 
attribute of sweetness is baqa for him. finally, when he forgets 
the sweetness,, and even its recollection, this would be the stags 
13 S 
•* Haa4aa,t-ul«Hacro.M* Thus, we see, that at the fifth grade, only 
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Ood la perceived. This is called by eufla * annihilation in On*', At 
this grade, a truthful (aadlo) doaa not perceive any thing but Ood. 
Ha even bacoiMiS oblivious of the awareness of hia own aalf • Khan due 
to dbtap ebaorption in tha Ona Reality, ha loaaa consciousness of his 
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•elf, and baccaras annihilated, ha attains tha stage of JCLiiA. 
Salyad Oelsudaraa holds Marifat (Gnosis) to maan right feeling 
(hall)* and points out that tha bast and extraordinary aim or and of 
Ufa is Gnosis of Ood (Marifat Allah). Ha (Salyad Oalsudaras),further 
says, that it is general discipline which prepares tha haart for tha 
intuitive knowledge of Ood, and for this and in view, he lays much 
emphasis on Hulahida (mortification), and Huraaaba (concentrated 
contemplation). Thus, Marifat (Cnoais) of Ood is only poaslbla 
through self-knowledge, and not through intellect. Marlfat la not a 
matter of claim; it entirely depends upon tha Or ace of Ood. 
Salyad o«isudaraa holds an ethical conception of Ood in his 
mystical philosophy, and maintains that Ood responds when His 
creatures (bandah) implore. 
Thus, tho core of the discussion of Tauhld. in tha opinion of 
Salyad oalsudaraa, is that, even at tha highest stage of Tauhld 
which could b» within the reach of a man, there is never identity 
between man (bandah) and Ood (Khuda,). Rather there always remains 
a distinction between the two. A man (bandah). due to the vision of 
the Glory of Ood becomes oblivious of his own existence, and finds 
Ood alone, which by mistake, he (man) considers the stage of 
Identity between him and Ood. 
Chapter XV 
THE RELATICN BETWEEN MAN AND 0 0 0 
Having dieeussed the comparative positions of both Xbnul Arabi 
and Saiyed Oaisudaras, regarding Tauhid in the previous Chapter, 
we now cone to Saiyed Oaisudaras's view about tha ralation between 
man and Ood. 
In order to axplain tha ralation batwaan nan and Ood, we 
would like to quota tha Tradition which has also basn oitad by 
Saiyed Oaisudaras. Tha Tradition isi 
(I was a hiddsfi treasure, Z wanted to ba known, so Z 
craatsd tha creation). 
Next, Saiyed Oaisudaras quotas tha varaa of tha Guram2 
(Ma h«v« indaad craatsd nan in tha bast of moulds). 
Thus, man la, according to Saiyad Oaisudaras, tha prists crsation. 
What is nan? In ordar to axplain tha nature and place of nan 
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in the schemes of creation, Saiyed Oaisudaras offers an example. 
There is a seed, out of which grows a big tree which gives shadow. 
The tree consists of branches, leaves, flowers, and fruit. Here* 
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in thle example* the seed symbolises Ood* the tree* comprising of 
branches, leaves and flowers/the world, and the fruit is man. 
Thus, man becomes the prim* creation* ha is tha fruit which is 
undoubtedly ths bast form of creation in comparison to leaves, 
flowers* and tranches. As tha saad, says Saiyed Oalsudaras* 
grows into a plant, and tha culmination of a plant ar« the flowers 
and the fruit, so, man is the culmination of creation, and the 
Mirror of Ood as well. Thus, man is one of Ood*s mysteries. And 
the mystery between man and Ood la, that the heart of a believer 
in Ood (momln) is very close to Ood, and although Ood is present 
everywhere* yet His nearness to man is the closest. The heart 
s 
°* * Mowln la like the mirror/ it mirrors nothing but Ood. 
In the opinion of Saiyed Oalsudaras* when Ood was a hidden 
treasure and was in Himself* a love developed in Him that although 
He is the Knower* He should also become the Known, with this end 
in view* Ood came from the sphere of power into the field of 
action, and created the world.* Saiyed Oalsudaras definitely holds 
the world as the 'other* (ohair) of Ood, Although the world is 
7 
because of Ood* yet it is not Ood. According to Saiyed Oalsudaras, 
when Ood says that He created the world so that He may be known* 
He created Prophet Muhammad (peace be on him}* as His mirror* so 
as to observe His own Beauty (Jamal) by Himself. Thus* it would be 
proper to say that Ood created everything for the Prophet* and 
created the Prophet for Himself. That Im why* Ood has said that 
if any body wants to cognise Him (Ood), he should first cognise 
the Prophet. The same view is corroborated by the Tradition that 
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"On* who cognise* me (the Prophet), cognises the Ha/m (Ood).*8 
Against the theory of Manifestation, Saiyad Oaisudaras holds 
the theory of Creation. Zt would be appropriate hare to briafly 
describe his thaory of Creation, so that tha position of Man nay 
become claar. Saiyed Oaisudaras says that Allah is tha stag* of 
Unity, This stage of Unity (Ahdlyat) of Ood implies tha Abeoluta 
Oha.fr of Ood. Th« Chat is not iiks anything; tha Essence of Ood 
(Dhat) is spoken of as tha Absoluts Unknown (dhayafr) — tha 
IncompacBSfcla and Inaxpllcabla. Four things emanated from tha 
Abaoluta Unity, vis., Wulud (Existence), IXjn (Knowledge), Hoor 
(bight) and Shahud (tha existent). In £lj| (Knowledge) ara present 
tha assancas of things, or latant potentialities, from Ilm 
Q 
proceeds tha world* and than man, as prima creation. To make 
this mora claar, it may ba said, that Existence balongs only to 
Allah. Before Craation, tha assancas of objacts ara known to Ood 
as His idaas, bsoausa, "I did indaed creata thaa bafora whan thou 
hadst bean nothing", is tha proof. Baoausa of this, tha world 
has been termed 'contingent*. The world depends for its mental, 
as well as external existence, on Ood, because things are the 
ideas of the EM.vine Self, and exist externally, because of Him. 
Ood knows His own thoughts, being the objects of His Knowledge. 
Even as ideas, things are not identical with Ood, because, there 
exist* a difference between the known and the knower* the known 
possesses limitation, whereas the knower is free from such 
limitation. The manifestation of the Attributes of Ood, thus, in 
the opinion of Saiyad Oalsudaraa, has significance of its own; 
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and it cannot be called Ood, nut remains only manifestation of 
the power of Clod. Thus, Ood 1* called Habda (Creator), and 
Faiyyam (Precious). Fals (Orace), in tha usage of Sufis, is called 
^alal^l (manifestation). Saiyed Oalsudaras holds that the ajra& 
(the eeseneee of things) which are the Orace of Ood, are baatowed 
by Ood. The Orace of Ood is the sign of Wallbul, Wulud (Necessary 
Being), and the things are in His (Ood*s) knowledge as existential 
potentialities. These avan when manifested by the Or ace of Ood, 
take the form of 'world', as well as the form of man, Fal» is 
not the transformation of the Attributes of Ood as such. 2 
Regarding Creation, Saiyed Oalsudaras says that Essence of 
<*** (ghat~i-Allah) is the first ocean. The first ocean makes its 
talalli. in the second ocean. The second ocean is ftuh-i-Asaf*,. 
Ruh»l~A»afl in known by various terms, such as First Intellect* 
Supreme Spfcslt, Ruh-#-t»?hammaj|. From Mte*=*l*#A* the creation of 
sky, moon, stars, etc., took place, and man was the last of 
Creation. By adoring the name Allah, He (Dhat) came from Lahut 
to the field of power, and became Hah (to be worshipped). He 
(Ood), then manifested the Attributes of Oodhood, and created 
mankind. Ood was One (Ahad) in Jabarut and manifested oneness 
(Ahdiya^). Again, in Malakut, He expressed Himself in Ajhrnid,. 
*» Nasut (the phenomenal world), He (Ood) manifested His Hoor 
(light) in the form of Prophet Kuhawaad (peace be on him). The 
relation that exists between soul and body, the same relation 
exists between Ood and the Prophet. Ahmad is the figure of Ahad, 
and it points to the fact that 'one who obeys the Prophet, obeys 
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Ood*. That is why, it ha* been said that the Prophat la front 
*•**• *Woog* of God, and tha world la fren tha Moor of tha Prophat. 
So In tha opinion of Saiyad Oaisudaras, whan a gnostic coaiea to 
know what happens after death, ha doaa not long for Ufa In this 
world, hut each time would desire death, for daath Is a bridge 
which takes man aftar fana <annihilation) to tha stags of baoa. 
(subsistence in God), 
lis now come to tha discussion about nan, What Is tha naturs 
of nan? In tills regard, Saiyed Oaisudaras rafars to thraa opinions, 
Tha first of those holds that nan Is nothing other than tha body. 
Tha aacond baUsvaa that man Is both body and soul, Tha third 
Maintains that sun is only tha soul. Ait in the opinion of Saiyad 
Oaiaudaras tha essential nature of nan la both £u)} (soul),and 
n,afs (a lower self).15 The soul is the rider, whereas body is the 
vehicle. A nan sitting on a horse is certainly different from the 
horse* The materialists say that nan i» only the body and shall 
perish after death. They also believe that soul (j*£) is the 
byproduct of the body. This view, according to Saiyad Oaisudaras 
la not correct. He finds support in the tradition of tha Prophet. 
The Prophet says that he will neet his beloved (Qod) after death* 
Again, once tha Prophet told his daughter, Biol Patina, that she 
will soon meet him (the Prophet). Haarat Bilal, st the tine of 
da«th, said that on the day following, he will neet his friend, 
17 
the Prophet and his companion*. The result of this. In the 
opinion of Saiyed Oaisudaras, is that ruh. (soul) never perishes, and 
those who die in the way of Ood axe not dead; rather, they remain 
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alive in this world, and in the world hereafter as well. Aullvas 
of <3od never die; they are simply transferred from one house to 
another. Thus, Salyed Oalsudaras holds, that although the body 
perishes, the soul remains alive, and* when the body is taken to 
the grave, the soul goes to the place of truth* The soul command* 
the body, whatever attributes are In man, all relate to the soul, 
and not to the body. At the time of death, if the body has also 
l& become dear to Ood, it does not perish completely. Saiyed 
Oelsudaraa holds that soul has been created, from the noor (light) 
of isset (God), and linns have been created, from the nj£ (fire) 
of *&&»£• *9 He also maintains that the soul has the power to feel 
fragrance. The flowers and incense that are offered at a tomb, 
the soul inhales.20 But the question here arises, what is soul7 
Qasl Ainul Qaaaat Hamadani, in his book 'Sabdatul Haoala', commonly 
known as 'Tamh^dat'
 M says that when people of the Book (jhjc*-
&*£*£) asked the Prophet about the soul, Ood said, "People ask 
thee (Prophet Muhammad) about the existence of soul*. Say, "Soul 
is the command of God", and it is known to <3od alone.21 Qasl 
Hamadani further says that qaj^ b (heart) is <&*&*£ (subtle), and 
belongs to ^frri-NM* and qtUS (body) is kjsjsX (material) and 
belongs to Alam-4-sifU. And there is neither any relation between 
22 
soul and body nor there can be any* 
Saiyed Oeisudaras, interpreting the above views of Qasi 
Hamadani in Sharah Tamhidat, holds that *&&' is the Shan (Gran-
deur) of Ood. Mhen Ood asked Prophet Mohammad (peace be on him) to 
say that Ruh (soul) is the command of Ood, this, according to 
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Saiyed Gaisudaras does not Man that the Prophet was not aware of 
tha secret of the soul, and at the aame time, it will not be eorrect 
to bold that soul is beyond tha sphere of understanding, Saiyed 
Gaisudaras Maintains that *Ruh* as being a command means that it 
*• • »ban of God, like 'kun' (Be), Ruh is that which makes nan 
live. •Kyn.' (Be) is the rufc, and whatever le connected with it, 
finds movement and action, Saiyed Gaisudaras holds that ruh is a 
name among the Names of God, such as Nafa-Hataa,* Ruh-1-asem, Fajg, 
•fobraeel. Ruh~l-Qudai. Besides, there are animal and vegetative 
souls too, Xf q*m> (body) adores the attribute of Or ace, then 
Grace is expressed in the form of beautiful things, but if aalib 
adores the attribute of Qahar. than Qahar functions in the shapes 
of snakes, and scorpions. Thus, there are many virtuous and 
vicious attributes in man, Again, Saiyed Gaisudaras holds, that 
the opinion of Qaxl Hamadani, that soul id universal, may be 
correct in one sense, i,e«, all the souls have something common 
in them, but, to say that the soul has no particular attribute* 
23 
of its own is totally wrong, 
Saiyed Gaisudaras again differs, when Qaxi Hamadani says, that 
there is no relation of any kind between oalb and qalib. (soul and 
body), as they belong to different worlds. Saiyed Gaisudaras 
explains it through an example. He says that s child is born of a 
mother. The father may be an Arab, and the mother, an Indian. The 
child would be to some extent like the father, and to some extent, 
like the mother. There is a dual relation in the production of 
the child. When Qasi Hamadani says that the child is bom from 
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Alam-1-Mwl, it means that the child has its origin in the rah 
(soul), and no connection with the mother exists. But Saiyed 
Qaisudaras holds that though the child is related to the father, 
as being his son* yet it is necessary for the child to remain in 
the womb of the mother and be born of her. Thus, there is a 
24 
perpetual relation between them. 
Saiyed Galsudaraz further says that 9» there are five 
external senses in man, so there are five internal senses also. 
The five external senses are qajybJL (pertaining to body), and the 
five internal senses are Mehadl (pertaining to heart). Nan, 
according to Saiyed Qaisudaras, is nothing other than gu& (soul) 
«**d aafa (lower self) • 
What is heart? According to Saiyed Qaisudaras, there is a 
piece of flesh in the body of man, When it remains unaorrupted, 
the whole body remains uncorrupt; and when it becomes corrupted, 
the whole body becomes corrupt. This is heart. Saiyed Oaisudaras 
finds support from the Traditioni "Listen! in man there is a lump 
of flesh, if it is kept wholesome, the whole body remains in a 
healthy condition and if it is corrupted, the whole body is 
corrupted, and it is the heart.1126 The oalb (heart) in a physical 
sense, may be called a small piece of flesh, but it symbolises as 
the resting place of Qod in man. According to Saiyed Oaisudaras, 
it has a unique position, and a vital significance in the life of 
•*"• °sl&# •«*• Saiyed Oaisudaras, is placed between the two 
fingers of Qod. This means that the heart is very close to Qod 
and serves as a meeting point with Ood. If it is pure, the whole 
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body is pure, but If it becomes corrupt, the whole body becomes 
polluted, i,e., the heart Is the sheet of virtues end vices. The 
heart is very dear to Ood. Salyed Oaisudaras says that Ood does 
net look towards the face and outward actions of mam ®od 
locks towards the heart of man. The heart Is Qod's centre of 
vision, when the oalib (body) adores the colour of a«lb (heart), 
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it also becomes dear to Ood, The heart has got an elevated 
position. The heart of a Momin has been called the Arsh of Ood, 
and it kesps the attribute of baahariat (servantship),2S Salyed 
OaisudaEas here quotes the Companions, Hasrat Suhail Abdullah and 
Hasxat Ibn Abbas. Hasrat Suhail Abdullah says that ailb is the 
Arsh, end Sadsr is the Rural,. Hasrat Xbn Abbes says that the 
Lmuh-»l»Hahfus (Guarded Tablet) is in the heart of a momin. The 
trust of Ood was assumed by the heart of man. The Quran speakst 
"Lol we offered the trust unto the heavens and the earth and the 
hills* but thfty shrank from bearing it, and were afraid of it. 
And man assumed it, bo! he hath proved « tyrant and a fool,*29 
Selyed Oaisudaras further holds that the Prophet has also advised 
man to seek Ood in his heart; and when the heart will be known, 
so 
the soul Itself shall show the beauty. Thus, the soul has 
been sent by Ood, into the body of man, and it is the *k^n* (Be) 
or Shan of Ood. The soul is the Will and Power of Ood,31 
According to Salyed Oaisudaras, the first soul Ood created Is 
Ruh-i-Qudsl (Celestial Soul). Besides this, there are two other 
kind of souls. The first, in the opinion of philosophers, is 
animal soul, and the second, according to Sufis, is spiritual soul. 
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The spiritual soul Is over and above the body* while tin* animal 
soul la not. In the sphere of animal soul, it is believed that 
the life (im) of man Is his reality* and it has two states. In 
one stats* it controls Man and in th« other* it doss not control 
him. This has bssn explained by Saiyed Oaisudaras through an 
example. He nays that if sons one wants, he can give movement 
to the pan* or, if he wants* he can even stop this movement. The 
control of life in the body is called Herat* and when the control 
of life in the body im severed, it is called Mowt, (death).32 Again* 
the returning of the control of life after separation from the 
body* is called £&y&. Tbis separation (An/u&ft) may be either 
partial* or complete. If the separation is partial* it is called 
Hawm (sleep), and if it is complete,it is called mow^ (death). In 
the ssms manner, the returning of the soul also may be partial or 
complete. Zf it is partial, it is called Antabaht and if it is 
complete, it is called Osyjgafc. Zf the period during which the 
soul is to reside in the body becomes complete* then* the 
connection of soul to body is severed all of s sudden. Saiyed 
Oaisudaras after all maintains* that it is an uphill task to 
know every detail about the soul. Yet* Saiyed Oaisudaras ssys* 
that the secret of the soul can be revealed to the heart* only 
when one becomes the servant* end disciple of the heart.34 At 
this stage* one can know as to what is the relation between soul 
and heart* and again* between world and Ood. In the opinion of 
saiyed Oaisudaras* the soul is both external* end Internal to 
the body; God is also both external end internal to the world. 
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Again, soul i s neither external, nor internal to the body, and 
God l e neither external nor internal to the world. In short, soul 
ie neither muttaail (contiguous) with the body, nor munfasil 
(non-con tiguoua) with the body, the same relation too, exists 
between world and Ood. 
*h*t i a n&£m7 Saiyed aalsudaras holds that there i s something 
inside man which i s called nafa (lower s e l f ) . 3 6 The naJk ia also 
called khannati.3 Wafa i s an evil power. * I t resides near the 
heart of man, instigates hie to commit evil* keeps hie away 
from the right, path, and also keeps him away from the remembrance 
of God. In the beginning, nafo i s only of on* kind, i . e . , 
nafa ammareh, but, afterwards, due to fjMJfflm and £ajrj&a£, i t 
becomes Lawwamah and Hitwavanna. Thus, nafs comes to be of three 
types.4 0 According to Saiyed Gaiaudarax, the nafs of a Mamin i s 
safe in the world, as God has closed i t s way to the heart.4 1 
Now, the question we face pertains to the relation between 
man and God. i s the relation between man and God one of identity, 
or man im other than Ood? Saiyed Oaisudaram definitely holds the 
second alternative. He says, that the relation of man with Ood 
i s never of identity, and so man i s other than Ood. He maintains, 
that there i s a personal relation between man and Ood. Man iu 
near to Ood. Ood'a nearness i s very close to man, as i s quoted in 
the Ourani "we are nearer to him than his jugular vein".4 2 But 
this nearness„ according to Saiyed Gaisudaras, i s through Ood's 
knowledge and power; i t i s not a nearness in the sense of a 
companionship in space and time, or that, of being together in 
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apace.*3 Saiyod Oalsuderas holds that man i s the stirrer of Oodj 
Ood has definitely manifested His power in man. The essence of 
man i s different from the essence of Ood. The Attributes of Ood 
are perfect, absolute, and eternal bat man's attributes are 
imperfect. United and contingent. Therefore, man i s a £§&*£ 
(helpless). The Quran speakst 
^ tL^j^A&Mdt&jA** l<" fro* vatU-tt* 
(*0 ire MII! i t i s ye that have need of 0od> but 
Ood i s the one free of a l l wants, worthy of a l l 
praise) . 4 4 
Hmn exists through the existence of Ood alone, l ives through His 
l i f e alone, and knows through His knowledge alone. Through His 
m i l and Power, he has power and wi l l , hears through His hearing 
41 
alone, sees through His sight, speaks through His speech. for 
this, Salved Oalsuderas finds support from the Traditions "My 
servant continually seeks to win favour by works of supererogation 
until Z love hie* and when X love him, X aw to him an ear, and an 
eye, and a hand. Through me he hears, and through me, he sees, 
and through me, he talks." Really speaking, God's orace and 
47 
Mercy, play a dominant role in the formation of man. That is 
why, Salyed Oaisudaras says, that a man may cognise his self, as 
much as he can, may adore in himself as many Attributes of Ood as 
possible, may reach a stage where his khudl (self) is annihilated 
end, at that stage, Ood*a Command becomes his command, yet man can 
never be identical with Ood.48 
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Salyed Oalaudaraa holds an Ethical conception of God who 
respond* to the call of Hi* creatures affectionately and with 
warmth. Ha also Maintain a a conception of Personal Ood, who 
haa will* Power, Self-consciousness, Justice and Grace, as 
Attributes, to the opinion of Salyed Oelsudaraa. Sod haa a 
personal relation with HIa creatures. God confers on them high 
rank or position. He provides them with a l l types of things. Ha 
lovea than* and rewards them, by granting than Hie own vision. 
On the basis of the above discussion, we may conclude that 
the relation between man and Qod stands out to be a personal one, 
and not one oil identity. 
Chapter V 
CONCLUSION 
After due analysis of the mystical philosophy of Salyed 
Huhammad Huaaini Galsuderas* we corn* to conclude that Gnosis 
forms the basic point of his Methodology, Salyed Galsudaras* on 
the basis of his own kashf (inspiration), and warlfat (Gnosis), 
presents a Panentheiatic system of philosophy. He holds marlfat 
(gnosis) as a sense of right feeling (hall). He is of the firm 
view that knowledge of God is like a hidden diamond, which is 
i 
known to God only? it cannot be bought even with treasures. 
He says that it is not through questions that the secret of Reality 
is solvedf on the way to 2&aq4gi&* there is no place for 
conjecture. Warlfat. according to Salyed Galsudaras* can be had 
only by the Grace of God; it cannot be acquired. Thus* in the 
opinion of Saiyed Galsudaras* it is through Gnosis* that God can 
be cognised. Gnosis is named as insight* the light of faith, 
etc. But this Gnosis is not at par with the faculty of reason, 
which philosophers denominate as logical reason. Saiyed 
Galsudaras gives reason a special sense* meaning* a capacity to 
know the metaphysical problems like God* soul* etc. It Is beyond 
the reach of external and internal senses. 
According to Saiyed Galsudaras* Gnosis is a kind of 'HOOT* 
(light) which enables mankind to distinguish virtue from sin* and 
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truth iron faleehood. At the seme time, Saiyed Gaieudaras 
affirms, that the proof through which God is known ie reason, 
yet, while adopting thie proof, end going beyond virtue end truth, 
nan wuat come to know hie limitation*, for it ie only through the 
Grace and guidance of God that reason cognise* Him. Hence, it 
ie beyond the power of man, to know, or to describe the Essence 
of Ood. Saiyed Geisudaras ie of the fins conviction that logical 
or theoretical reason, cannot prove or disprove the existence of 
Ood, The same position wee held by the famous German philosopher, 
Kant, and in our time, finds support in the stand of the Logical 
Poaltivlete. Thus, we find Saiyed Gaieudaras relying mainly on 
kaehf (intuition) which he calls marifat (Gnosis). Harifat 
(Gnosis), then,, is a cognition, gained through intuition and 
ecstasy* Intuition requires no intermediary. Progress in 
intuition rests on self-discipline, moral purity and Divine Grace. 
we see, then, that according to Saiyed Gaieudaras, God can be 
cognised only through self-knowledge, and for thie, he finds 
support from the Tradltiom 'One who knows his own self, knows 
God*. He says that in order to arrive et the Gnosis of God, one 
should make his heart a mirror, end In thie mirror, he should 
cognise the eolf of the Prophet; and again, he should make the 
self of the Prophet, the mirror, in which he ought to seek cognition 
of God. This stage is the highest one. Mot everybody can 
reach it. 
Zn the opinion of Saiyed Gaieudaras, Gnosis of God is of three 
kinds, first, Gnosis of the Essence of God; second. Gnosis of the 
lei 
Attributes of God, and third, Gnosis of Hl» Action* and Commands, 
The Gnosis of the Actions end Commands of Ood one can attain 
through the Gnosis of one's own self. This is proved when Ood 
says that He had made way for the truthful in their nafa.8 Thus, 
perfect Gmosls of one's self, begets perfect Gnosis of the 
actions of God. The Gnosis of the Attributes of God can be had 
by attaining the Gnosis of the self of the Prophet. Gnosis of 
the Essence of God is beyond the power and capacity of wan. It 
is for this reason that God advisee mankind to ponder over the 
bounties He has bestowed on it, and forbids it to make inter-
pretation* of the Gnosis of His Essence, as this is a guarded 
e 
secret. 
Saiyed Gaisudaras gives a very significant position to the 
o*lb (heart). He says, that the heart is so delicate and holy, 
that it bears nothing save One* Whatever comes into it, remains 
there, and there is no possibility of any other. This simply 
neane that one who loves the world cannot love God* the love of 
the world, and love of God cannot go together. Thus, heart is 
the proper place of God. If the heart is pure and undefiled, the 
k M P « g * . n . a m » . to Ood.10 
Saiyed Gaisudaraa, on the basis of the experiences gained 
through kaahf, comes to make a critical evaluation of the thought 
system of Zbnul Arabl. The theory of Reality, as held by Xbnul 
Arabl, is the doctrine of ttefrdetul-wulud (Unity of Existence), we 
may call it a Pantheistic Theory. It may be summed up in Zbnul 
Arabl* a own words, "Glory be to God who created things, being 
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Himself their essence {MfMStitoO** Hi* pantheiam starts front 
the assumption, that 0od i s an absolute, inf inite , and eternal 
being; Ood i s the source and ultimata ground of a l l that i s , was, 
and will be. ifcit his pantheism gradually assumes a form of 
acosaism, according to which, tha phenomenal world la but a 
passing ahadow of tha Reality which liaa behind i t . In othsr 
word*, Ood la Andlwat-l-Maaula. or a conceptual Unity as ragarda 
Hia being, and Manifold as rsgards Hia existence, because craatsd 
bsiiigs ere nothing but Ha (Ood) Himself, in aelf-emanation. Itanul 
Arabi, thus, idantifiaa Qhat and Sjfat (Essence and Attributes). 
Tha manifestation of Ood* a Attributes in tha form of world means 
tha identification of world and Ood. Tha pantheism of Ibnul Arabi 
i s definitely tha outcome of a conception of Ood, as tha a l l -
embracing and all-eternal Reality — a conception which usually 
has i t s root in mystical experience. Zt la not a result of having 
adopted a route through philosophy which assumes that tha Real 
or tha Absolute, i s ultimately one, eternal and infinite! in 
Itsel f unknowable, and above a l l experiences. Yet, we find Ibnul 
ATubi obliged to resort to some philosophical form of dialectic, 
in order to give his doctrine some logical shape. But this 
dialectic doss not endeavour to prove the existence of Ood, for 
Ood i s beyond a l l proofs, ood alone i s the proof for His own 
existence, which i s manifested in tha \iyja* of contingent beings. 
Ood needs no proof for His existence, for He exists everywhere 
and at a l l times. Ibnul Arabi takes help of the dialectic only 
to show the inherent deficiency of human inte l lect , and i t s failure 
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t o grasp the essential whole, as a whole* and at the earn* time, 
to prove* that the so-called mult ipl icity of tha phenomenal world 
has mo rea l i ty In i t s e l f . As such, we find hiai (Ibnul Arabl) 
passing from tha conception of tha Xalaaic God, t o that of a 
metaphysical Reality — from tha onanass of Islaw, i . e . , from tha 
simple Islamic doctrine of 'Monotheism* to tha philosophical 
doctrine of Wahdatul-wulud (Unity of Existence or Pantheism). In 
othar words, wo find him passing from tha proposition that "there 
i s nothing to ha worshipped except God" ( ^^}^^)t * 0 an 
entirely different proposition, that "there i s nothing in existence 
except God* Ibnul Arabl understands 'Union* in a 
metaphorical «iansa. Union, in his opinion, i s hut a s tate of 
* waiting up* for tha particular soul, and, tha real isat ion of tha 
already axisting union, between i taa l f and Al l -soul , rather than 
an amalgamation of two different souia. 
Saiyed Galsudara* c r i t i c i s e s the view of Ihnul Arabi. Ha 
aay» that the nature of tha Attributes ia not l ike tha Essence. 
Tha:/ are not identical as Ibnul Arabl holds. Saiyed Qaleudaras 
aays that Attributes of God are numerous. Tha Attributes of 
Jamal (Beauty) i s quit* different from tha Attributea of Jalal 
(Majesty). Ha maintains that Attributes of God are over and above 
thai Essence of God. This I s proved by Sufi experience, and la 
also in accordance with revelation, wherein tha Quran speakat 
-Verily, God i s wholly suff ic ient unto Himaelf, He needs none of 
tha world."19 Opposing tha view of Ibnul Arabi* that tha world i s 
the actual realisation of God's Attributea, Saiyed Galsudares 
us 
Unity does not mean that these two, alam-1-shuhuq and Ood, become 
On*. Bat there always remains a distinction. Ha aays that those 
. who have had jfyy&, know the mystery. Klsal never implies fusion 
or identity, but thara always remains a separation, i.e., the 
duality between the lover and the beloved (nan and Ood), because 
every £|£§/i (separation) and* in wiaal (Union), and avary wiaal 
19 
(union) is followed by firao (separation), Saiyed Oalsudaras 
holds that it is no aecrat that the Essence, Attributaa and Hemes 
of Ood, ara eternal, and ths world has bsan craatad from His 
power, and bacausa of this, God is called 'Mabda' (ths Creator). 
Saiysd Oalsudaras accepts ths existence of God, on ths one 
hand, and the existence of creation on the other. He holds that 
it is scepticism to deny the objective reality, end external 
existence of the world. A relation of complete otherness exists 
between the Essence of God and the essence of things, between the 
Knower and the known. He maintains that the ivyi. the essence of 
things, are the Faie (Grace) of God. They have been graced by 
Ood with His JTalt, end Fala of Ood is the i&*SJ& of Walibul wulud 
(Necessary Being). Though the existence of creation, says Saiysd 
Oaisudaras, is based on the Will and Power of the Creator (Ood), 
yet it cannot be declared identical with Ood. The existence of 
creation, i.e., soul and the universe is reel, and also different 
from Qod. 
According to Saiyed Oalsudaras, the reflection of ta1alll-l-
lsa»-l-mo1lha, (Divine Names) means Grace of Ood that manifests 
the even, externally, whichever of them He (Ood) wants. He (Saiyed 
1*4 
maintains, that the Attribute* by which God turns to the world and 
creates i t , are def ini te ly other than Hi* essence. Right reason 
also demands that Attributes must ha other than His Being. As 
such, in the opinion of Saiyed Galsudaraat* the world can never be 
accepted as the emanation of the Attributes of God,because the 
Attributes of God are perfect in themselves, while the world i s f u l l 
of imperfections. Revelation goes to t e s t i f y that the world i s not 
the manifestation of God's Attributes, for the Quran sayss "Thy 
Lord i s holier than the qual i t ies which they ascribed to Him. - 1 6 
According t o Seiyed Galsudaras, Attributes are of two kind*, 
17 
namely* flhatf and JtifJU.* DhaU Attributes cannot even be 
conceived of being separated from the Essence. The Qhati Attributes 
are sa id to be Eternity, Life* Knowledge and Power. Faali 
Attributes are Rlia (Providence), Takwln (Creation) and Maohfirat 
(Forgiveness) and can be thought of as being separate from the 
Essence. Thus, according to Saiyed Galsudaras, the Attributes 
of God cannot be treated as identical with the Essence of God, 
as t h i s would imply plurality in His Essence. Therefore, in the 
opinion of Saiyed Galsudaras, the Attributes of God are existent 
with the Ohat, and are neither identical with Him, nor other than 
Him.18 
In the opinion of Ibnul Arabi, there is identity between God 
and man in the state of Union. Saiyed Geisudaras criticises this 
view of Ibnul Arabi, and says that this is kufr (infidelity) in 
faith. This is the creed of the atheists and heretics. Mo body 
has done so in the world of tasawwuf, (sufism). In his opinion, 
166 
Oaisudaras) says that the manifestation of Clod Is proved only 
by way of possibilities, and two elements are involved in it» 
(1} Ood Himself manifested in the form of possibility, and (2) All 
the latent possibilities with their aptitude found expression or 
manifestation. 
Salyed Oaisudaras rejects the first possibility and accepts 
the second. He says that God, Manifesting Himself in various 
forms, simply means the manifestation of possibilities, and the 
Manifestation of Ood, in the forms which were present, as such, 
in His knowledge, goes to prove that every thing is from Him 
(hama-as-oost)»21 According to Salyed Oaisudaras, the stage of 
absolute self-annihilation, in which a gnostic does not see any 
thing except the existence of Ood,is out of love for Ood. It was at 
this stage that Mansur Hallaj saldi "I a* the Truth*, and Bayasld 
of Bistam uttered, "Holy am X, How great is my glory". This stage 
is the outcome of the ecstatic mood of the gnostic, Zt does not 
efface the distinction between the created and the Creator. In 
reality, the created can never be identical with Sod.22 Thus, the 
core of Tauhld, in the opinion of Salyed Oaisudaras, is that even 
at the highest stage of Unity, there is never an identity between 
batidah (man) .and Khuda (Ood). A separation between the two is 
forever present, and a man, due simply to the sight of the Olory 
©f Ood, becomes oblivious of his own existence, and finding Ood 
alone, by mistake, considers it the stage of identity between 
himself and Ood. 
Admitting the separate existence of Ood and man, the question 
1*7 
that: naturally arista is about the type of relation that exists 
between than. According to Saired Oaisudaras, there is a personal 
relation between bandah (the created) and Khuda (the Creator). 
The created love <3od# worship Him, come In contact with Him, 
implore Him at the time of need and distress, endeavour to attain 
His nearness, and enjoy His Vision. All these yearnings on the 
part of the created imply the conception of a personal Ood. 
Saiyed Oaisudaras emphasises the importance of love* He says 
that love begets Omssis and nearness to Ood. No stage is higher 
than the stage of love. At the stage of love* the outer duality of 
lover and the beloved is but imaginary, and the friendship between 
23 
them is actual and real. 
Like other Sufis, Saiyed Oaisudaras also holds that love of 
Ood begets the vision of Ood. The vision of Ood is possible In 
the life hereafter» and people shall see Ood with eyes open.*4 The 
vision of Ood is also possible in this world, but not in a waking 
condition. He also believes in the possibility of the vision of 
Ood in dream. He criticises the Nutasilites who deny the 
possibility of the vision of Ood.26 
ftext comes the problem of soul. Saiyed Oaisudaras holds 
that man is the prime creation. When Ood wanted to manifest 
Himself, He created man. what is Man? According to him, there 
are three opinions about it. The materialists do not accept the 
independent existence of soul. They hold soul as the product of 
the body (matter). The next opinion is that man is a composite 
of body and soul. This is the opinion of the theologians and a 
148 
majority of the philosopher*. The third opinion is that man, in 
reality, is simply the soul, lut in the opinion of Salyed 
Oalsudaraa, nan ia the composite of both soul and body.* Soul, 
at he holds, is the 'Shan* of 3od, Soul, as the command of God, 
means a Shan of Ood like *kuf|* (Be). Soul Makes nan live. 
According to Salyed Galsudarag, there is a creature inside 
man which resembles man, yet im not man. This ie called nafs 
(the lowereelf). Zt is also called khannas. It is an evil 
power, zt resides near the heart of man, instigates him to commit 
sin, keeps him away from the right path, and also holds him from 
th« remembrance of God. 
Therefore, we may rightly conclude that saiyed itjhammad 
Husaini Gaisudaras presents a system of thought in which Ood ia 
One, the Absolute Creator, unparalleled, and unique, and, the 
entire universe is His creation out of His Power and will, the 
relation between the Creator and the created is never of Identity, 
but always a duality, Zt Is a philosophy of Hama-as-ooat (All is 
from Ood), and not of Haaa-oost (All is Ood). In modern terminology, 
this may be called Panenthelsm, and not Pantheism. 
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